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Zusammenfassung

Halbleiter sind ein unverzichtbarer und wesentlicher Bestandteil unserer Welt geworden. Die schnelle Entwicklung der Halbleitertechnologie hat zu einer reichhaltigen und breit gefächerten Fülle an Anwendungsvariationen dieser Materialien geführt. Aufgrund der spezifischen Kristallstruktur sind das höchste besetzte Energieband (Valenzband) und das nächsthöhere Energieband (Leitungsband) durch die sogenannte Energielücke
oder Bandlücke getrennt [1, 2]. Üblicherweise befindet sich diese Energielücke im Bereich von einigen wenigen Elektronenvolt (eV) und somit in einem Bereich der elektromagnetischen Strahlung, die vom menschlichen
Auge wahrgenommen werden kann, was Absorption und Emission von Strahlung im sichtbaren Bereich ermöglicht. Die Möglichkeit, Halbleiterstrukturen mit höchster Reinheit und Präzision produzieren zu können, macht
diesen Festkörper zu einem äußerst geeigneten Material für die Grundlagenforschung sowie viele Bereiche von
anwendungsorientierten und -optimierten Produkten des täglichen Lebens. Beispielsweise decken Halbleiter
elementare Bedürfnisse der Menschen ab, wie etwa Raumausleuchtung, Kommunikation, und Mikroelektronik,
aber auch Speicherung und Übertragung von Information.
In Hinsicht auf Anwendungen von Halbleitermaterialien im kommerziellen und privaten Bereich des heutigen Lebens lassen sich selbstverständlich Computerchips wie Prozessoren, darunter Hauptprozessoren (CPUs,
vom Englischen central-processing units), und Speichermodule nennen. Halbleiter bieten die Möglichkeit elektronische Schaltungen und Komponenten, wie beispielsweise Transistoren, zu miniaturisieren, was mit einem
geringeren Energie- und Platzverbrauch und dabei schnelleren Schaltzeiten einhergeht. Erst kürzlich wurde
über flüssigkeitsbasierte Transistoren berichtet, welche Daten wie das menschliche Gehirn verarbeiten können [3–5]. Eine Besonderheit hierbei ist, dass ein bestimmter Zustand ohne Energieversorgung beibehalten
werden kann. Weiterhin können die Schaltungen dynamisch rekonfiguriert, das heißt reprogrammiert werden.
Diese Eigenschaften statten diese neue Methode mit vielen variationsreichen Möglichkeiten wie Kontrolle von
Schaltkreisen oder Informationsspeicher – in einem Gerät – aus. Darüber hinaus kann nicht bestritten werden, dass moderne Datenspeicherung auf digitalen Speichern basiert und diese die analogen Speichermedien
größtenteils verdrängt haben. Eines der prominentesten Beispiele ist sicherlich die Compact Disc (CD). Dieses
optische Speichermedium [6] lässt sich kontaktlos mit einem auf Aluminiumgalliumarsenid (AlGaAs) basierten Halbleiterlaser, der im nahen Infrarot bei einer Wellenlänge von 780 Nanometern (nm) emittiert, auslesen
und beschreiben. Definitionsgemäß ist ein Nanometer gleich dem milliardsten Teil eines Meters, das heißt
1 nm ≡ 10−9 m. Unter Verwendung anderer Halbleitermaterialien lässt sich die Wellenlänge des Lichts verringern, was wiederum zu höheren Datendichten auf dem optischen Medium führt. Auf diese Weise werden
hohe Datenkapazitäten und hochauflösende Videos auf DVDs (vom Englischen Digital Versatile Disc) und
Blu-Ray Discs1 gespeichert. Für letztere finden auf Indiumgalliumnitrid (InGaN) basierte Halbleiterlaser mit
großer Bandlücke Anwendung, die im blau/ultravioletten Spektralbereich [7] emittieren. Allerdings werden
Daten nicht nur auf optischen Medien gespeichert. Schnellere Kerne und die Multikern-Architektur moderner
CPUs erschweren eine weitere Leistungssteigerung herkömmlicher Festplatten (HDDs, vom Englischen harddisk drives), da diese unter der Limitierung einer Erhöhung der Rotationsgeschwindigkeit der magnetischen
Scheiben leiden. Mit dem Ursprung in den 1950er Jahren ist die Entwicklung von Halbleiterlaufwerken [8, 9]
1
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(SSDs, vom Englischen solid-state drives) im letzten Jahrzehnt schnell vorangeschritten. SSDs sind auf Halbleitern basierende Permanentspeicher, welche Lese- und Schreibleistungen bieten, die bereits Geschwindigkeiten aktueller Computerschnittstellen entsprechen. Nach anfänglicher Kritik und Startschwierigkeiten [10] stellt
dieses unmechanische Datensicherungsgerät heutzutage eine echte Alternative und wettbewerbsfähige Variante
zu herkömmlichen Festplatten dar.
Moderne Laserdioden und Leuchtdioden (LEDs, vom Englischen light-emitting diodes) bieten eine große
Vielfalt an Farben und extrem hohe Helligkeit. Im Vergleich zu weißglühenden Lichtquellen weisen LEDs
unter anderem physikalische Robustheit, geringen Energieverbrauch, kleine Baugrößen, lange Lebenszeiten
und schnelle Schaltzeiten auf. Im Zuge der Weiterentwicklung ist die Herstellung organischer Leuchtdioden
(OLEDs) [11] möglich geworden. Diese dünnschichtigen und flexiblen Halbleitermaterialien wurden erstmals
1987 von Tang und Van Slyke vorgestellt [12] und bieten neben hoher Brillanz und Leuchtkraft auch die Möglichkeit auf drucktechnischem Wege kostengünstig und großflächig hergestellt werden zu können. Vornehmlich
finden OLEDs heutzutage Anwendung in Mobiltelefonen, Medienabspielgeräten und Digitalkameras [13]. Der
aktuelle Fortschritt und die wachsende Verbreitung von LEDs in der Raumausleuchtung [14] rücken die Ersetzung gewöhnlicher, fluoreszierender Lichtquellen durch höchst effiziente LEDs in greifbare Nähe [15, 16].
Unter Ausnutzung der hohen Schaltraten, die LEDs bieten, sowie der breit gefächerten Anwendungsmöglichkeiten von LED-Lampen können superschnelle Datentransferraten mit bis zu 3 Gigabit pro Sekunde [17, 18]
mittels Kommunikation durch sichtbares Licht (VLC, vom Englischen visible-light communication) realisiert
werden [19, 20]. Zweifelsohne ermöglicht auch eine Blitzlampe die Möglichkeit der Datenübertragung wie
beispielsweise Morsesignale, allerdings kann diese sicher nicht als brauchbare Beleuchtungsquelle angesehen
werden. Die superschnellen Schaltfähigkeiten, welche LEDs mit sich bringen, bieten jedoch die Möglichkeit
sowohl Beleuchtung als auch Kommunikation miteinander zu kombinieren. Dies bringt den großen Vorteil, dass
jede LED-basierte Lichtquelle, wie etwa Deckenlampen, Autobahnbeleuchtungen, oder Bildschirme und Fernsehgeräte, dazu verwendet werden können, zum einen Licht zu produzieren, aber auch Netzwerkfähigkeiten,
sozusagen als Nebeneffekt, bereitzustellen. Gleichzeitig sind diese Lichtquellen allgegenwärtig und unbedenklich für den menschlichen Körper und elektronische Geräte. Aufgrund der Tatsache, dass diese Lichtquellen
bei hohen Frequenzen von einigen hundert Terahertz betrieben werden, ermöglichen sie weiterhin einen Ausweg aus Schwierigkeiten wie etwa durch Radiofrequenzen verursachte Störungen sowie dem Problem, dass nur
ein bestimmter Teil des Strahlenspektrums für die Übertragung von Daten nutzbar ist und dieser Teil zunehmend weniger freie Frequenzen bereitstellen kann (Englisch: spectrum crunch). Nicht zuletzt ist die lizenzfreie
Anwendbarkeit der entsprechenden Frequenzen ein weiterer großer Vorteil.
Die Herstellung und fortlaufende Verbesserung von solchen Geräten ist das Ergebnis langer und ausgiebiger Entwicklungsprozesse sowie der Grundlagenforschung. Die starke Nachfrage nach neuen und immer
effizienteren Geräten betont die unverminderte Wichtigkeit von Wissenschaft und fortwährender Forschung.
Moderne Kristallzüchtungs- und Dotierungstechniken ermöglichen die Produktion von hochreinen Halbleiterproben, die individuell gefertigt und maßgeschneidert für spezielle Anforderungen produziert werden können [21]. In diesem Zusammenhang lassen sich Heterostrukturen unterschiedlicher Dimensionalität fertigen,
die von dreidimensionalen Proben bis hin zu allen Arten von Systemen, in denen die Ladungsträger in ihrer
Bewegungsfreiheit eingeschränkt sind, reichen. Hier lassen sich eingeschlossene Systeme in zwei Dimensionen als Quantentöpfe (QWs, vom Englischen quantum wells), in einer Dimension als Quantendrähte (QWIs,
vom Englischen quantum wires) und in null Dimensionen als Quantenpunkte (QD, vom Englischen quantum
dots), bei denen die Elektronenbewegung in allen drei räumlichen Dimensionen eingeschränkt ist, herstellen.
In der Grundlagenforschung benutzen Wissenschaftler solche Strukturen, um mittels optischer Experimente die
zugrunde liegenden optischen und elektronischen Eigenschaften von wechselwirkenden Vielteilchensystemen
zu untersuchen, zu kontrollieren und zu manipulieren. Die rasche Entwicklung experimenteller Techniken und
Laseraufbauten ermöglicht die Durchführung ultraschneller Experimente auf der Zeitskala von Femtosekunden [22]. Die Anregung eines Halbleiters mit einem klassischen Laserpuls, dessen Frequenz energetisch nahe
an der fundamentalen Absorptionskante, also an der Energielücke, liegt, befördert ein Elektron aus dem Valenzband ins Leitungsband und induziert somit eine kohärente Polarisation im Halbleitermaterial. Das Fehlen dieses
Elektrons im Valenzband führt zum Konzept von Elektronen und Löchern in Halbleitern, wobei ein Loch ein
II
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positiv geladenes Teilchen und somit das konzeptuelle Gegenteil eines Elektrons beschreibt. In einer semiklassischen Behandlung hat sich die Einführung effektiver Massen als vorteilhaft herausgestellt. Diese beschreiben
die geladenen Teilchen in einem Kristall, als würden sie sich frei, allerdings mit einer Masse, die von der Masse
des freien Elektrons abweicht, bewegen. Diese effektiven Massen bestimmen die Krümmung der Energiebänder am Leitungsbandminimum und Valenzbandmaximum. Die effektive Masse ist im Allgemeinen ein Tensor
und kann anisotrope Effekte aufweisen [23]. Die Coulomb-Wechselwirkung zwischen den geladenen Teilchen
führt zu einer Vielzahl von Vielteilchenkorrelationen, welche wiederum Energierenormalisierungen verursachen, sodass auch Zustände unter der gewöhnlichen Energielücke erlaubt sind [1,2]. Unter diesen Bedingungen
beeinflusst die Phase des anregenden Pulses die Systemeigenschaften und nimmt Einfluss auf alle damit in Verbindung stehenden Prozesse, was eine wohldefinierte Phasenbeziehung untereinander schafft. Dies führt zum
Konzept des kohärenten Exzitons, welches im Wesentlichen einen einzelnen Ladungsträger in einem Superpositionszustand zwischen Valenz- und Leitungsband beschreibt [24]. Allerdings zerstören Unordnung [25–28]
sowie unvermeidbare Streuprozesse unter den Ladungsträgern [29] und Gitterschwingungen [30,31] diese Phasenbeziehungen (Dephasierung), was zum schnellen Zerfall der kohärenten Polarisation auf der Zeitskala von
Pikosekunden (1 ps = 10−12 s) führt [24]. Das System geht dann in das sogenannte inkohärente Regime über,
in welchem alle Interbandkohärenzen verschwinden und lediglich inkohärente Größen bestehen bleiben. Die
einfachste Form solcher inkohärenter Größen sind die Ladungsträgerdichten von Elektronen und Löchern, welche gewöhnlicherweise im System für sehr lange Zeiten im Bereich von Nanosekunden vorherrschen [24].
Somit ist ein Halbleiter zu spontaner Emission in der Lage, selbst wenn der anregende Puls bereits lange
vorüber ist [2]. Aufgrund der Licht–Materie-Wechselwirkung und Streumechanismen zerfällt die kohärente
Polarisation entweder radiativ oder wird in inkohärente Quasiteilchenanregungen umgewandelt. Abhängig von
den Anregebedingungen können Elektronen und Löcher entweder als ungebundene Paare (Plasma) vorliegen
oder, aufgrund komplizierter Streuprozesse von Ladungsträgern mit Ladungsträgern sowie Gitterschwingungen, ein neues Quasiteilchen bilden, das als inkohärentes Exziton [29] bezeichnet wird. Dieses Gebilde stellt
ein korreliertes Elektron–Loch-Paar dar, welches echt durch Coulomb-Anziehung gebunden ist. Es lässt sich
in Analogie zum Wasserstoffproblem beschreiben. Allerdings können Exzitonpopulationen auch gleichzeitig
neben Plasma vorhanden sein, sodass eine Mischung aus beiden Konfigurationen im System vorherrscht. Da
alle Untersuchungen in dieser Dissertation im inkohärenten Regime stattfinden, verweist der Ausdruck Exziton
ausschließlich auf das Konstrukt des echt gebundenen Elektron–Loch-Paares.
Unter Berücksichtigung der Tatsache, dass ein klassisches Lichtfeld im inkohärenten Regime verschwindet, erscheint die Quantennatur des Lichts eine wichtige Rolle zu spielen. Um die komplizierten Streumechanismen und das Zusammenspiel mit elektromagnetischen Feldern zu modellieren, wird eine vollkommen
mikroskopische Quantentheorie benötigt, welche die verschiedenen Beiträge des quantisierten Lichtfeldes, der
Streuung zwischen Ladungsträgern durch Coulomb-Wechselwirkung sowie der Streuung von Ladungsträgern
mit Gitterschwingungen konsistent beinhaltet und vereint. Abhängig von den experimentellen Bedingungen
und dem untersuchten Problem können entweder verschiedene Annahmen eingeführt oder auch die Theorie
erweitert werden, um zusätzliche Beiträge, wie beispielsweise die Einwirkung eines Terahertz (THz)-Pulses
oder magnetischen Feldern, zu beschreiben. Zur Konstruktion des theoretischen Rahmens stellt die Methode
der Heisenberg-Bewegungsgleichungen [1] eine geeignete Grundlage dar, um alle wichtigen Prozesse auf der
gleichen Stufe zu beschreiben. Die Methode der Cluster-Entwicklung [2, 32–38] ermöglicht den konsistenten
Abbruch des bekannten Hierarchieproblems, was in einem geschlossenen Satz von Gleichungen resultiert, welche das System und seine spezifischen Vielteilchenkonfigurationen beschreiben. Auf diese Weise ist die Theorie
in der Lage, die experimentellen Ergebnisse zu erklären oder neue physikalische Effekte zu prognostizieren.
Der erste Teil dieser Dissertation behandelt die elementaren Wechselwirkungen zwischen Ladungsträgern
und Gitterschwingungen in Halbleitern. Die Untersuchungen sind unterteilt in zwei Projekte, welche in den
Kapiteln 3 und 4 zusammengefasst sind und die Effekte von Gitterschwingungen auf die Lumineszenz von
Halbleitern beschreiben. Im quantenmechanischen Sinn können diese delokalisierten, angeregten Zustände der
Schwingungsmoden innerhalb der Kristallstruktur durch ein Quasiteilchen beschrieben werden, das Phonon
genannt wird. Neben der bereits erwähnten Dephasierung der kohärenten Anregungen [39–41] spielen Phononen eine zentrale Rolle im Zusammenhang mit der Kühlung eines heißen Ladungsträgersystems [42–44], der
III
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Licht–Materie-Wechselwirkung [45, 46] und der Bildung von Exzitonen [29]. Allerdings können longitudinaloptische (LO) Phononen auch zur Elektron–Loch-Rekombination beitragen, was zur Entstehung ausgeprägter Repliken, den sogenannten Phononseitenbändern (PSBs, vom Englischen phonon sidebands), im Photolumineszenzspektrum (PL-Spektrum) eines Halbleiters führt. Frühere Arbeiten haben bereits die Berechnung
von phonon-assistierten Lumineszenzgleichungen ausführlich sowohl mit störungstheoretischen [47] als auch
nicht-störungstheoretischen [48, 49] Ansätzen behandelt. Hierbei ist vor allem die Frage untersucht worden,
ob und zu welchem Grad unkorreliertes Elektron–Loch-Plasma und echt gebundene Exzitonpopulationen zur
phonon-assistierten PL beitragen [47,50] – eine wichtige Erweiterung zu früheren Studien [51], welche sich auf
die 1s-Exzitonresonanz konzentriert haben. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeiten über Phononen sind stationäre Lösungen der Halbleiter-Lumineszenzgleichungen unter Einbeziehung von Phononseitenbändern beliebiger Ordnung
präsentiert worden; allerdings beinhalteten diese Lösungen keine stimulierten Emissionseffekte. Es ist wohlbekannt, dass eine dielektrisch strukturierte Umgebung (dielektrische Spiegel) wesentlich zur Veränderung
von Lumineszenzspektren und den auftretenden Resonanzen beiträgt, sobald eine Halbleiter-Nanostruktur, wie
beispielsweise ein Quantenfilm, in den Schwingungsbauch des intrakavitären Feldes positioniert wird. Wird
die Resonanz der Mikrokavität so eingestellt, dass sie mit der 1s-Exzitonresonanz übereinstimmt, sodass die
Resonanz des Resonators und des aktiven Materials entartet sind, führt dies zu dem berühmten Szenario der
Normalmodenkopplung (NMC, vom Englischen normal-mode coupling), bei welcher die Resonanz in zwei Resonanzen aufspaltet [52–58]. Auf Grundlage dieses ausgiebig untersuchten Systems werden die oben erwähnten
Untersuchungen an Phononen in Kapitel 3 dieser Dissertation erweitert und sich eingehend mit der Frage befasst, wie eine dielektrische Umgebung die phonon-assistierte Photolumineszenz modifiziert und beeinflusst.
Hierbei wird nicht nur eine Kavität untersucht, deren Resonanzfrequenz mit der 1s-Exzitonenergie übereinstimmt, sondern vor allem auch eine Kavität, die so verstimmt ist, dass sie mit dem ersten Phononseitenband
des Halbleiter-Emissionsspektrums resonant ist. Nach einer detaillierten numerischen Studie der verschiedenen
Kavitätskonfigurationen wird die Analyse durch ein streng analytisches Modell abgerundet.
Das zweite Projekt, welches sich mit Phononen befasst, ist in Kapitel 4 beschrieben. Hier wird der Ursprung der Streumechanismen zwischen Ladungsträgern und Phononen detailliert untersucht. Aufgrund ihrer
Kristallstruktur können Halbleitermaterialien stark polares Verhalten aufweisen. Hierdurch bedingt können,
abhängig von der Struktur und der Systemkonfiguration, entweder die polare Wechselwirkung oder die nichtpolare Streuung zwischen Ladungsträgern und Phononen im Halbleitermaterial vorherrschend sein. Darüber
hinaus verändert die Coulomb-Anziehung das Wechselwirkungsverhalten zwischen Ladungsträgern und Gitterschwingungen, sodass sich einzelne Ladungsträger anders verhalten als ein wechselwirkendes Vielteilchensystem. Dies wirft die Frage auf, unter welchen Umständen und aufgrund welcher Basis ein immanent polares
Material von nicht-polarer Streuung zwischen Ladungsträgern und Phononen dominiert werden kann. Unterstützt von experimentell gemessenen phonon-assistierten Photolumineszenzspektren wird eine systematische
Vielteilchentheorie vorgestellt, um den Ursprung der Exziton–Phonon-Wechselwirkung in polaren Halbleitern
zu erklären und die Rolle eines wechselwirkenden Vielteilchensystems zu identifizieren.
Die Coulomb-Wechselwirkung in Vielteilchensystemen ist nicht nur zur Vermittlung der Kopplung zwischen
Exzitonen und LO-Phononen von essentieller Bedeutung, sondern spielt auch für intra-exzitonische Übergänge
eine wesentliche Rolle, bei welchen diffusive Coulomb-Streuung zur Erweiterung der gewöhnlichen Dipolauswahlregeln führt. Als direkte Weiterführung kürzlich veröffentlichter Arbeiten [59] behandelt der zweite
Teil dieser Dissertation ein sehr zentrales Feld aktueller Forschung. Im Gegensatz zu Interbandübergängen, bei
welchen ein Absorptions- oder Emissionsprozess ein Elektron–Loch-Paar erzeugt bzw. vernichtet, verändern
Intrabandübergänge die Anzahl der Elektron–Loch-Paare nicht. Erst kürzlich sind die herkömmlichen Interbandstudien durch die Entwicklung kohärenter Terahertzquellen, wie beispielsweise dem Freie-ElektronenLaser [60–63], dem Quantenkaskadenlaser [64, 65] oder Quellen zur Differenzfrequenzerzeugung, ergänzt und
erweitert worden. Die Energien des ferninfraroten (FIR) Feldes bei Terahertzfrequenzen liegen im Bereich
von Millielektronenvolt (meV), das heißt 1 THz = 10−12 Hz entspricht ungefähr 4 meV, und sind damit drei
Größenordnungen kleiner als typische Bandlückenenergien. Da die interne Energiestruktur von korrelierten
Halbleiter-Vielteilchenzuständen in den meV-Bereich fällt, ist THz-Spektroskopie eine eindeutige und geeignete Methode, um diese Systeme zu untersuchen, also Exzitonpopulationen zu identifizieren [66, 67] und konIV
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trollierte Übergänge zwischen den angeregten Quasiteilchenzuständen zu induzieren [66, 68–71]. Terahertzstrahlung findet jedoch nicht nur in der Physik Anwendung, sondern bietet auch sehr gute Abtast- und Erfassungsfähigkeiten in einem breiten Bereich von Forschungsfeldern und Wissenschaften wie etwa Pharmazie,
Biologie und Medizin [72]. Darüber hinaus wird Terahertzstrahlung zur zerstörungsfreien Untersuchungen und
Materialcharakterisierung verwendet [73]. In Hinblick auf Halbleiter ist die Energie von Terahertzstrahlung
deutlich nicht-resonant in Bezug auf Interbandübergänge in typischen GaAs-ähnlichen Halbleitern [74, 75],
sodass die Wechselwirkung von Licht und Materie in diesem spektralen Bereich durch Zwei- und Mehrteilchenkorrelationen beherrscht ist. Folglich ermöglicht die Kombination von gepulsten, optischen Feldern und
Terahertzfeldern nicht nur die Erzeugung von Vielteilchenanregungen, sondern auch die Charakterisierung ihrer dynamischen Entwicklung sowie die kontrollierte Manipulation der beteiligten Quantenzustände. Unter Anwendung eines magnetischen Feldes können sowohl die Exzitoneigenschaften als auch die terahertz-induzierten
intra-exzitonischen Übergänge modifiziert werden. In Kapitel 5 wird das Augenmerk auf die Effekte gerichtet, die ein Magnetfeld auf die Kontrolle und die Manipulation des intra-exzitonischen Ladungsträgertransfers
hat. Die experimentellen Ergebnisse werden durch eine theoretische Beschreibung untermauert, in welcher
der Hamilton-Operator des Gesamtsystems durch die Berücksichtigung linearer und nichtlinearer Beiträge des
Magnetfeldes wesentlich erweitert wird.
Diese Arbeit ist wie folgt aufgebaut. In Kapitel 2 wird der allgemeine Rahmen gesetzt, indem der theoretische
Hintergrund erläutert und die damit verbundenen Hamilton-Operatoren und theoretischen Konzepte kurz eingeführt werden. In Kapitel 3 werden die Effekte, die eine Mikrokavität auf die phonon-assistierte Lumineszenz
eines Halbleiters hat, präsentiert, gefolgt von den Studien zum Ursprung der Exziton–Phonon-Wechselwirkung
in polaren Halbleitern in Kapitel 4. Der Einfluss eines magnetischen Feldes in Verbindung mit Terahertzfeldern
wird in Kapitel 5 diskutiert. In Kapitel 6 werden die Resultate dieser Arbeit zusammengefasst und ein Ausblick
gegeben. Die Anhänge beinhalten einige zusätzliche, jedoch erwähnenswerte Herleitungen, welche allerdings
für ein umfassendes Verständnis der vorangegangen physikalischen Resultate nicht unbedingt vonnöten sind.
Die bisher veröffentlichten Publikationen, die mit den Ergebnissen aus den Kapiteln 3–5 in Verbindung stehen,
sind auf Seite XLV f. zusammengefasst, gefolgt von den entsprechenden Veröffentlichungen. Eine Liste aller
Publikationen mit meiner Beteiligung als Erst- oder Koautor sowie Manuskripte in Vorbereitung ist auf Seite IX
zu finden.
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When I started my doctoral studies in February 2010, an extension to the semiconductor luminescence equations
(SLEs) involving phonon sidebands (PSBs) of arbitrary order had already been established in our workgroup
by Dr. Thomas Feldtmann1 et al. Since these previous studies concentrated on a free-space configuration, it was
interesting to study phonon-assisted photoluminescence (PL) in a microcavity where coupling to a dielectric
environment must be considered. Therefore, I derived the phonon-assisted SLEs, including stimulated-emission
effects, and rigorously extended an existing computer program which was capable to compute semiconductor
PL of quantum-well systems including dielectric environments. The original version of this program was written by Dr. Martin Schäfer within the scope of his doctoral studies. However, the program did not include any
phonon-related contributions. In the framework of this first project, I combined existing knowledge of semiconductor microcavities with substantial extensions involving phonon-assisted processes. The possibility to design
all different kinds of refractive-index profiles was already implemented in the program. However, the cavity
resonance was fixed to the 1s resonance of the respective quantum-well material. Therefore, I systematically
expanded the computer program to offer the option of detuning the cavity away from the 1s resonance to any
arbitrary frequency. This extension not only allowed me to investigate phonon-assisted PL of a quantum well in
free space, i.e., without a dielectric environment, but also with microcavities arbitrarily tailored with respect to
their resonance frequency. All investigations were performed in the low-density regime where excitons prevail.
Even though the scenario where the cavity is resonant with the 1s-exciton peak has been thoroughly studied in
the past and published in many pioneering articles, it was nonetheless interesting to investigate the impact of a
microcavity whose resonance energy is detuned to coincide with the first phonon sideband of the semiconductor emission. Known from previous studies, the 1s-exciton peak splits into two peaks leading to the scenario
of normal-mode coupling (NMC) when the cavity resonance coincides with the 1s-exciton resonance. In this
configuration, the 1s-peak intensity first increases due to the Purcell effect but starts to decrease once the system enters the nonperturbative regime, i.e., when the peak starts to split. A very interesting result arose when I
used the new cavity configuration by tuning the cavity resonance to coincide with the first phonon sideband. No
splitting occurred here no matter how large the cavity quality was but, interestingly, the phonon sideband was
highly enhanced. Simultaneously, the intensity of the first phonon sideband first increased but stayed constant
instead of decreasing like the 1s-peak configuration had done. Additionally, I found that the phonon-sideband
emission is clearly favored over the 1s-exciton emission in the strong-cavity limit.
To gain more insight into these findings, I developed an analytic model to describe phonon-assisted semiconductor luminescence including cavity effects. Without the stimulated part, an analytic expression results from
a straightforward derivation, especially for the phonon-free SLEs, leading to an extended Elliott formula that
describes semiconductor luminescence with plasma and exciton contributions. Including these cavity effects,
however, leads to serious complications regarding the stimulated parts which eventually may be solved analytically in the so-called strong-cavity approximation. After these preliminary steps, I also included effects of the
first phonon sideband, which resulted in a complicated interplay of many different, coupled equations that had to
be solved simultaneously. If only the correlated-emission source contributes, the analysis may be simplified by
transforming into the exciton picture. Having derived all involved equations of motion and transforming these
into the exciton picture, I was able to find a closed, analytic expression for the description of the 1s-exciton
resonance and the first phonon sideband. This expression also offered the possibility to investigate a system in
free space but also inside a cavity whose resonance frequency can be set and tuned freely. Both analytic and
numerical derivations have been published in Papers [II] and [IV]. In both of them, I contributed significantly
1
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to the research and the paper writing. I presented the results as posters at the NOEKS 10 conference in 2010 in
Paderborn (Germany) and at the “Materialforschungstag Mittelhessen 2011” (Material Sciences Conference) in
Gießen (Germany). Furthermore, I gave a contributed talk on this topic at the DPG (German Physical Society)
spring conference in 2011 in Dresden (Germany). In this thesis, this project is discussed in Chap. 3.
Almost simultaneously to the first project, I had started a collaboration with the groups of Professor Martin
Koch2 and Priv.-Doz. Sangam Chatterjee, PhD.2 Lattice-temperature-dependent first and second PSB-emission
spectra of three different polar materials were measured, namely zinc oxide (ZnO), zinc sulfide (ZnS), and cadmium sulfide (CdS). The groups of Professors Martin Eickhoff3 and Bruno K. Meyer3 provided the samples.
Previous literature studies of confined quantum-dot systems indicated that polar interaction between phonons
and excitons may partially be canceled. In our studies, we explored the origin of exciton–phonon interaction
in polar semiconductors and the role of a many-body system configuration in this context. To microscopically
compute PL spectra in the stationary limit, I utilized the exciton-picture representation of the phonon-sideband
emission, established by Dr. Thomas Feldtmann, and explicitly derived the contributions of the 1s-exciton resonance as well as the first and second phonon sideband. For a consistent description, I additionally derived the
corrections arising from these sidebands to lower-order sidebands (including the 1s-exciton resonance). Having worked out all equations, I wrote a completely new computer program in F ORTRAN where I implemented
all relevant contributions for the derivation of steady-state PL spectra including sidebands up to the second
order. I used the material parameters from the literature but also had to convert some of them since we investigated wurtzite-structure materials while the literature mostly provided zincblende-type parameters. Then, I
analyzed the respective contributions of the first and second phonon sideband, where especially the temperaturedependent second-to-first phonon-sideband ratio has been scrutinized. Experiments and theory independently
reveal that the polar Fröhlich interaction may become ineffective in case of excitons, and deformation-potential
scattering may even prevail in polar semiconductors like ZnO. This is a very interesting result since in all
investigated materials the interaction of phonons with single charge carriers is clearly dominated by Fröhlich
interaction. Using the microscopic theory in the exciton picture, I could descriptively show that in an interacting
many-body system, the exciton–phonon coupling may be dominated by deformation-potential scattering, even
though polar carrier–phonon interaction dominates in uncorrelated systems. Even without any concrete computation, the representation of the derived matrix elements directly allows this conclusion and interpretation
of the origin of exciton–phonon coupling. By this means, Fröhlich interaction may be strongly suppressed for
small phonon momenta whereas deformation-potential scattering does not show this selectivity. The results of
this project are published in Paper [III] and presented in Chap. 4 of this thesis. In this paper, I was responsible
for the theory, computations, and writing the theory part.
In the second part of my doctoral studies, I was involved in an experiment–theory collaboration between
the groups of Priv.-Doz. Dr. Harald Schneider4 and Professor Manfred Helm,4,5 Professor Gottfried Strasser,6
and the Semiconductor Theory Group in Marburg (Germany). The theory part has been a collaboration with
Dr. Lukas Schneebeli and Benjamin Breddermann. Recent investigations have provided abundant evidence that
THz radiation can efficiently induce transitions between exciton states. As a result of Coulomb interaction
among excitons, a THz pulse resonant with the 1s–2p-energy separation may lead to pronounced population
transfer to the 2s state [59]. Based on these studies that have also been a collaboration between Marburg and
Dresden, we were encouraged to investigate how this Coulomb-induced symmetry breaking and population
transfer may be modified and controlled by an external magnetic field. For this investigation, I rigorously expanded the existing theory by linear and nonlinear contributions to the total-system Hamiltonian to consistently
include effects induced by an external magnetic field. As it turned out, a separation of relative- and centerof-mass coordinates was not easily feasible which is why an additional transformation had to be performed.
Afterwards, I transformed the resulting equations from the real-space representation into the momentum-space
representation and implemented the additional terms into the excitonic eigenvalue solver provided by Dr. Martin
2
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Schäfer’s computer program. I computed excitonic wavefunctions and eigenvalues including center-of-mass
movement of the excitons. Together with Benjamin Breddermann, I worked out the correct normalization of
the eigenfunctions and implemented the option for excitation-induced dephasing effects via a diffusive scattering model to the computer program; an extension to the already implemented second-Born scattering. The
dynamical computation of exciton populations was mainly performed by Dr. Lukas Schneebeli. For this, I provided him with scattering-matrix elements and THz-transition elements computed from the eigenfunctions. As
the exciton scattering was only formulated in Cartesian coordinates to this point, Benjamin Breddermann and
I derived this mechanism in polar coordinates as well and found interesting and helpful analytic relations concerning the different symmetries of the eigenfunctions. The results of this project are presented in Chap. 5 and
Apps. A and B, even though it is intended to mention that the project has not been completely finished when
printing this thesis. The results of the exciton wavefunction and eigenvalue computations including magneticfield effects are presented in Paper [V] as the main author. This contribution is a conference proceeding of the
NOEKS 11 conference in 2012 in Stuttgart (Germany) where I also presented the results as a poster. Additionally, I presented a poster about this project at the “Materialforschungstag Mittelhessen 2012” in Marburg
(Germany).
Besides these topics, I contributed to a study by Dr. Alexey A. Chernikov et al. on the “Intra-excitonic
relaxation dynamics in ZnO” (published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 231910 (2011)) by evaluating the radiative
recombination times for several exciton states. In Ref. [59] (published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 137404 (2013)),
I contributed by computing exciton eigenfunctions and eigenvalues needed for the exciton-scattering elements
and the terahertz-transition elements.
I have presented a poster with an overview of my research topics at the C ORK S CHOOL 2013 (School on
Theory and Mathematics Modeling of Ultrashort Pulse Propagation) at the University College Cork (Ireland).
All projects and investigations were associated with frequent and intensive group meetings where results
have been discussed and further action was coordinated. The actual programming, implementation of new code
(as stated above), and evaluation of the results was performed by me.
In Paper [I], I contributed parts of the theoretical description. I wrote Paper [II] and substantially contributed
to the theory part and theoretical description of Paper [III]. I wrote most parts of Paper [IV], with assistance
and supervision of Prof. Dr. Mackillo Kira and Prof. Dr. Stephan W. Koch. Paper [V] was written by Dr. Lukas
Schneebeli, Benjamin Breddermann, Prof. Dr. Mackillo Kira, Prof. Dr. Stephan W. Koch, and me. I contributed
the basic structure, assembled the manuscript, and computed and generated the figures. Paper [VI] was mainly
written by Dr. Andrea Klettke, Dr. Lukas Schneebeli, Benjamin Breddermann, Prof. Dr. Mackillo Kira, Prof. Dr.
Stephan W. Koch, and me. Also, I contributed the basic structure and most text parts, assembled the manuscript,
and created Figs. 2 and 3. In Paper [VII], I contributed by writing text and generating figures.
Apart from direct participation in research projects, I administrated the computer and network systems in our
workgroup and contributed several supporting scripts and hints for the members.
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1
Introduction

Semiconductors have become a vital and integral part of our world. The rapid development of semiconductor
technology has generated a manifold and diverse wealth of application variants of these materials. Owing to
the specific crystal structure, the highest occupied energy band (valence band) and the next-higher energy
band (conduction band) are separated by the so-called energy gap or band gap [1, 2]. Usually, this energy
gap is in the range of some few electron volts (eV), thus allowing absorption and emission of radiation in
the visible range [76], i.e., in a domain of electromagnetic radiation which is perceptible by the human eye.
The possibility to produce semiconductor structures with highest purity and precision renders this solid-state
material to be highly suitable for fundamental research and also in many fields of application-oriented and
-optimized products of everyday life. For example, semiconductors cover elementary needs of humankind like
ambient lighting, communication, and microelectronics, but also record and transfer of information.
With regard to applications of semiconductor materials on the commercial and private sector in today’s life,
clearly, parade examples are computer chips such as central-processing units (CPUs) and memory. Semiconductors offer the possibility to miniaturize electronic circuits and components, e.g., transistors, which is associated with less energy and space consumption but yet faster processing times. Recently, liquid-based transistors
have been reported that could process data like the human brain [3–5]. Especially the feature of maintaining a certain state without supplying power and the dynamically reconfigurable, i.e., reprogrammable, circuits
provide this new method with many variational possibilities such as switching-circuit control or information
storage in one device. Besides this, it cannot be denied that modern data storage is based on digital memory
devices that largely superseded analog storage media. One of the most prominent examples is certainly the
compact disc (CD). This optical storage medium [6] may be read and written without contact by an aluminum–
gallium–arsenide (AlGaAs)-based semiconductor laser emitting in the near-infrared range at a wavelength of
780 nanometers (nm). By definition, one nanometer is equal to one billionth of a meter, i.e., 1 nm ≡ 10−9 m.
Utilizing other semiconductor materials, the wavelength of the laser light may be decreased, leading to higher
data densities on the optical medium. With this, high data capacities and high-resolution videos are saved on
digital versatile discs (DVDs) and Blu-ray discs.1 For the latter, indium–gallium–nitride (InGaN)-based widegap semiconductor lasers emitting in the blue/ultraviolet range are used [7]. However, data is not only stored on
optical memory devices. Faster cores and the multi-core architecture of modern CPUs impede the performance
augmentation of common hard-disk drives (HDDs) as these suffer from limitations in increasing the rotational
speed of the magnetic media. Having its origin in the 1950s, the development of solid-state drives (SSDs) [8]
advanced much in the last decade. SSDs are semiconductor-based, non-volatile memories offering reading and
writing performance which already measures up to current computer-interface speeds. After initial criticism
and start-up difficulties [10], this unmechanical data-storage device represents nowadays a genuine alternative
and a competitively viable option to HDDs.
1

Trademark owned by the Blu-ray Disc Association.
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1 Introduction
Modern laser diodes and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) offer a large variety of colors and extremely high
brightness. Compared to incandescent light sources, LEDs exhibit, e.g., physical robustness, low energy consumption, smaller size, long lifetimes, and fast switching times. As a further development, organic LEDs
(OLEDs) [11], first introduced in 1987 by Tang and Van Slyke [12], are thin-layered and flexible semiconductor materials offering high brilliance and the possibility to be manufactured using printing technologies.
Mostly, OLEDs are used in cell phones, media players, and digital cameras today [13]. Current developments and the growing prevalence of LEDs utilized for ambient lighting [14] move into a direction where
common fluorescent-light sources are intended to be replaced by highly efficient LED tubes [15, 16]. Taking advantage of the high switching rates of LEDs and the widespread use of LED-light bulbs, high-speed
data transfer via visible-light communication (VLC) is within reach [19, 20] offering data-transfer rates up
to 3 gigabits per second [17, 18]. Clearly, also a flash lamp provides the possibility to transfer data such as
a Morse-code signal. However, it obviously cannot be considered to be a useful illumination source. Highspeed switching capabilities that come with LEDs, however, allow for a combination of both illumination and
communication. This offers the great advantage to adopt every LED-based light source such as ceiling lamps,
highway lighting, or displays and television sets to provide light and, additionally, networking capabilities as a
side benefit. At the same time, these light sources are ubiquitous and harmless for the human body and electronic devices. By virtue of operating at high frequencies of hundreds of terahertz, it furthermore offers a way
around the problems of the wireless-spectrum crunch, and disturbances due to radio-frequency noise. Not least,
the license-free applicability of the respective frequencies is another great advantage.
The fabrication and ongoing improvement of such devices is a result of long and extensive development processes and fundamental research. The strong demand for new and more efficient devices underlines the undiminished significance of the contribution of science and ongoing research. Modern crystal-growth and doping
techniques allow to produce high-purity semiconductor samples customized and tailored to specific and individual requirements [21]. In this context, fabrication of heterostructures with different dimensionality is possible,
reaching from three-dimensional bulk samples to all kinds of quantum-confined systems such as quantum wells
(QWs) in two dimensions and quantum wires (QWIs) in one dimension up to quantum dots (QDs) where the
electron movement is confined in all three spatial directions. In fundamental research, scientists utilize such
structures to investigate, control, and manipulate the underlying optical and electronic properties of interacting many-body systems by performing optical experiments. The rapid development of experimental techniques
and laser setups allows to perform ultrafast experiments on a femtosecond time scale [22]. Exciting a semiconductor sample by a classical laser pulse whose frequency is energetically close to the fundamental absorption
edge, i.e., the energy gap, induces a coherent polarization in the semiconductor material by lifting an electron
from the valence band into the conduction band. The absence of this electron in the valence band leads to the
concept of electrons and holes in semiconductors where a hole describes a positively charged particle and thus
the opposite of an electron. In a semiclassical treatment, it has proved beneficial to introduce effective masses
which describe the charged particles in a crystal as if they would move freely but with a mass deviating from the
free-electron mass. These effective masses determine the curvatures of the energy bands at the conduction-band
minimum and the valence-band maximum. Generally, the effective mass is a tensor and may show anisotropic
effects [23]. The Coulomb interaction among charged particles leads to a variety of many-particle correlations
giving rise to energy renormalizations where states also below the usual energy gap are allowed [1, 2]. Under
coherent conditions, the phase of the exciting pulse affects the system properties and influences all related processes yielding a well-defined phase dependence among each other. This leads to the concept of the coherent
exciton which essentially describes a single carrier in a superposition state between the valence and the conduction band [24]. However, disorder and inevitable scattering processes among charged particles [29] and lattice
vibrations [30, 31] destroy these phase relations (dephasing) leading to a fast decay of the coherent polarization
on a picosecond time scale [24] (1 ps = 10−12 s). The system then enters the so-called incoherent regime where
all interband coherences vanish and only incoherent quantities remain. The simplest form of such an incoherent
quantity are the carrier densities of electrons and holes which usually remain in the system for a long time
in the range of nanoseconds [24]. Thus, a semiconductor is able to spontaneously emit radiation even if the
exciting pulse is long gone [2]. Owing to the light–matter interaction and scattering mechanisms, the coherent
2

polarization decays either radiatively or is converted into incoherent quasi-particle excitations. Depending on
the excitation conditions, electrons and holes may exist as unbound pairs (plasma) or, owing to complicated
carrier–carrier and carrier–lattice-vibration scattering processes, may form a new quasiparticle called incoherent exciton [29]. This entity represents a correlated electron–hole pair, truly bound via Coulomb attraction,
and may be described in analogy to the hydrogen problem. However, exciton populations may also coexist to
plasma such that a mixture of both configurations is present in the system. As all investigations presented in
this thesis are performed in the incoherent regime, the term exciton exclusively refers to the construct of the
truly bound electron–hole pair.
Considering that the classical light field vanishes in the incoherent regime, the quantum nature of light appears to play an essential role. To microscopically model the complex scattering mechanisms and interplay
with electromagnetic fields, a fully microscopic quantum theory is needed which consistently includes and
combines the different contributions of the quantized light field, carrier–carrier scattering via the Coulomb interaction, and scattering of charge carriers with lattice vibrations. Depending on experimental conditions and
the investigated problem, different assumptions may be introduced or the theory is to be expanded by additional
contributions including, e.g., the influence of a terahertz (THz) pulse or magnetic-field effects. To construct the
theoretical framework, the Heisenberg equations-of-motion method [1] constitutes an appropriate foundation
to describe all important processes on the same level. The cluster-expansion approach [2, 32–38] allows for a
consistent truncation of the well-known hierarchy problem, resulting in a closed set of equations which describe
the system and its specific many-body configuration. That way, theory is capable of explaining experimental
findings or predicting new physical effects.
The first part of this thesis deals with the elementary interaction between charge carriers and lattice vibrations
in semiconductors. The investigations are separated into two projects presented in Chaps. 3 and 4 where the
effects of lattice vibrations on the semiconductor luminescence are discussed. In a quantum-mechanical sense,
these delocalized excited states of vibrational modes in the crystal structure may be described by a quasiparticle called phonon. Besides the already mentioned dephasing of coherent excitations [39–41], phonons also
play a central role in the context of cooling a hot carrier system [42–44], light–matter interaction [45, 46], and
the formation of excitons [29]. Yet, longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons may also participate in electron–hole
recombination giving rise to pronounced replicas, so-called phonon sidebands (PSBs), in the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of a semiconductor. Earlier works have addressed the derivation of phonon-assisted luminescence equations in depth following both perturbative [47] and non-perturbative approaches [48, 49]. Here,
especially the question of whether and to which extent uncorrelated electron–hole plasma and truly bound exciton populations contribute to the phonon-assisted PL has been examined [47, 50] – an important extension to
earlier works [51] which concentrated on the 1s-exciton resonance. Within the scope of these phonon-related
works, steady-state solutions for semiconductor luminescence including phonon sidebands of arbitrary order
have been presented, albeit without the participation of stimulated-emission effects. It is well-known that a dielectrically structured environment substantially alters the luminescence spectra and appearing resonances if a
semiconductor nanostructure such as a quantum well is placed at an antinode of the intracavity field. Tuning the
microcavity resonance to coincide with the 1s-exciton resonance such that the resonance of the resonator and of
the active material are degenerate leads to the famous scenario of normal-mode coupling (NMC) where the resonance splits into two peaks [52–58]. On the basis of this thoroughly investigated system, the above-mentioned
phonon-related studies are extended in Chap. 3 of this thesis. The discussion delves into the question how a
dielectric environment modifies and influences the phonon-assisted photoluminescence. Here, not only a cavity whose resonance frequency coincides with the 1s-exciton resonance is explored but, in particular, a cavity
which is detuned to be resonant with the first phonon sideband of the semiconductor emission. After a detailed
numerical study of the different cavity configurations, the analysis is topped off by a rigorous analytic model.
The second phonon-related project is presented in Chap. 4 where the origin of scattering between carriers
and phonons is scrutinized in detail. Set by the crystal structure, a semiconductor material may exhibit strong
polar behavior. Thus, depending on the structure and system configuration, either polar carrier–phonon interaction or non-polar carrier–phonon scattering prevails in the semiconductor material. Additionally, the Coulomb
attraction modifies the interaction behavior between charge carriers and lattice vibrations such that single car3
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riers behave differently than an interacting many-body system. This raises the question under which conditions
and on which basis an intrinsically polar material may be dominated by non-polar carrier–phonon scattering.
Supported by experimentally measured phonon-assisted photoluminescence spectra, a systematic many-body
theory is presented to explain the origin of exciton–phonon interaction in polar semiconductors and identify its
role in an interacting many-body system.
The Coulomb interaction in many-body systems is not only of particular importance for mediating the coupling among excitons and LO phonons but also plays a crucial role in intra-exciton transitions where diffusive
Coulomb scattering gives rise for extensions of the usual dipole-selection rules. As a direct continuation of
recent works [59], the second part of this thesis addresses a very central field of current research. In contrast to interband transitions where an absorption or emission process creates or destroys an electron–hole
pair, respectively, intraband transitions do not alter the number of electron–hole pairs. Recently, the traditional
interband studies have been supplemented and expanded due to the development of coherent THz sources
such as the free-electron laser [60–63], quantum-cascade lasers [64, 65], or sources using difference-frequency
generation [77, 78]. The energies of far-infrared (FIR) fields at terahertz frequencies are in the range of millielectron volts (meV), i.e., 1 THz = 10−12 Hz corresponds roughly to 4 meV, and thus three orders of magnitude
smaller than typical band-gap energies. Since the internal energy structure of correlated semiconductor manybody states falls in this meV range, THz spectroscopy is an unambiguous method to probe these systems, i.e.,
identify exciton populations [66,67], and to induce controlled transitions [66,68–71] between the excited quasiparticle states. However, terahertz radiation is not only applicable in physics but provides sensing capabilities
in a wide range of research fields and sciences such as pharmacy, biology, and medicine [72]. Additionally, it
is used for nondestructive testing and material characterization [73]. With regard to semiconductors, the THz
energy is far off-resonant with respect to the interband transitions in typical GaAs-like semiconductors [74, 75]
such that the light–matter coupling in this spectral regime is governed by two- or more-particle correlation
contributions. Consequently, the combination of pulsed optical and THz fields allows not only for the creation
of many-body excitations but also for the characterization of their dynamic evolution and the controlled manipulation of the involved quantum states. Applying an external magnetic field, both the exciton properties and
THz-induced intra-exciton transitions may be modified. Chapter 5 focuses on the control and manipulation of
the intra-exciton carrier transfer by magnetic-field effects. Experimental findings are corroborated by a theoretical description, rigorously expanded by fully including linear and nonlinear magnetic-field contributions to
the total-system Hamiltonian.
This thesis is structured as follows. In Chap. 2, the general framework is set by briefly discussing the theoretical background and introducing the related Hamiltonians and theoretical concepts. In Chap. 3, the effects
of a microcavity on the phonon-assisted semiconductor luminescence are presented, followed by the studies on
the origin of exciton–phonon interaction in polar semiconductors in Chap. 4. The impact of a magnetic field in
connection with THz fields is discussed in Chap. 5. In Chap. 6, the results of this thesis are summarized and
an outlook is given. The appendices contain some supplementary and noteworthy derivations which, however,
are not necessarily needed for a comprehensive understanding of the preceding physical results. The hitherto
published papers associated with the results presented in Chaps. 3–5 are summarized on page XLV et seq.,
followed by the respective publications. A list of all papers with my participation as first author or coauthor,
including manuscripts in preparation, is given on page IX.
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2
Theoretical approach

This first chapter sets the general framework for the results presented in Chaps. 3–5 and related Papers. After briefly discussing the theoretical background, the theoretical approach will be introduced. The subsequent
concepts are mainly based on the thorough theoretical descriptions and meticulous derivations presented in the
literature [1, 2, 24, 79–81] and previous theses [47, 82, 83].
In this work, both bulk semiconductors and structures of reduced dimensionality are investigated. While in
bulk semiconductors the electron is genuinely a three-dimensional entity, the movement of electrons may be
restricted in one (quantum well, QW), two (quantum wire, QWI), or all three (quantum dot, QD) spatial directions for confined systems. Of these, exclusively quasi-two-dimensional systems are considered. In general, a
quantum well is a potential well thought of as low-dimensional heterostructures where the carriers occupy a planar region embedded within layers of different band-gap energies. Owing to reduced dimensionality, the charge
carriers exhibit strong confinement, leading to changes of the effective masses and lifting of degeneracies of
the valence bands [84, 85], the so-called heavy- and light-hole bands. Furthermore, the translational symmetry
is broken in direction perpendicular to the growth plane [57, 86] and the density of states shows distinct steps
in contrast to a square-root-like behavior in case of bulk systems. These effects lead to fundamentally different
behaviors of the many-body properties.
In this chapter, the different constituents needed for a consistent description of the results presented in the
subsequent chapters are delineated in Sec. 2.1. In Sec. 2.2, an equation-of-motion approach to derive the system
dynamics is presented. All derivations suffer from the obstacle of the operator-dynamics coupling to higherorder correlations due to the many-body interaction which, eventually, evokes an infinite hierarchy of coupled
equations. To obtain a self-contained solution, a consistent truncation scheme is needed.
In the remainder of this work, three-dimensional momentum-space vectors, e.g., q3D = (q, q⊥ ), will be
decomposed into their in-plane and perpendicular components, denoted by q and q⊥ . For the sake of better
readability, the parallel index is omitted here. Real-space vectors, however, mainly represent three-dimensional
quantities r = (rk , r⊥ ) and parallel as well as perpendicular components will be labeled explicitly if needed. If
not otherwise stated, vectors k, q, Q, and p always denote momentum-space vectors whereas r, x, R, S, and
κ are in real space. Without explicitly given limits, all sums and integrals are assumed to cover the full space
or, in the case of angular integrals, a full turn. The derivations in this chapter are presented for quantum wells,
but can be easily assigned for bulk systems.

2.1 System Hamiltonian
In solids, mainly three important (quasi)particles are of major interest: electronic states, phonons, and photons.
While photons show a linear dispersion relation connecting the speed of light with the momentum of the elementary particle, phonons can be divided into two main categories which can either show a linear dispersion
for small momenta (acoustic phonons) or a nearly constant dispersion over the complete spectral range (optical phonons). In contrast, the energies of the electronic states exhibit a nontrivial dependency on the electron
5
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momentum, which has to be determined carefully. The single-particle energies then constitute the energetic
band structure of the solid. This section briefly condenses the basics of solid-state theory and the fundamental considerations for the description of charge carriers, lattice vibrations, and photons in a crystal structure.
The mathematical tool for this purpose is the generic Hamilton operator (Hamiltonian) which constitutes the
cornerstone of the description of quantum-mechanical systems.
Lattice vibrations constitute a very fundamental mechanism to the description of interacting many-body
systems. Even though the microscopic description of lattice vibrations is mainly important in Chaps. 3 and 4,
its theoretical framework is comprised in the context of the following general theoretical approach. The effects
arising when a semiconductor is subjected to a magnetic field, however, describe a special configuration with
regard to the results presented in Papers [V] and [VII]. Accordingly, the corresponding extensions to the basicsystem Hamiltonian are presented separately in Chap. 5.

2.1.1 Quantization of the carrier system
In typical semiconductors, electrons move in a lattice-periodic potential while interacting with each other via
the Coulomb interaction. A typical starting point for the description of these basic concepts is the single-particle
Schrödinger equation which in first quantization is given by
#

"

~2 ∇2
+ V0 (r) φλ,k (r) = ǫλk φλ,k (r)
−
2m0

(2.1)

with the single-particle wavefunction φλ,k (r). The effective, translation-invariant lattice potential V0 (r) =
P
Ri V0,i (r − Ri ) is assumed to offer symmetry and periodicity properties reflecting the structure of the perfect
crystal lattice. Here, Ri denotes the position of the ith ion core. Equation (2.1) can be solved by choosing Bloch
states [79, 80, 87] as a single-particle basis of the problem. Then, the states (λ, k, σ) build a complete set of
single-particle quantum numbers including band index λ, wavevector k, and spin index σ which is implicitly
included in k in the remainder of this work. Since this particular notation is restricted to a state of fixed particle
number, it is convenient to use the occupation-number representation which is often referred to as the second
quantization [1, 2, 88]. States of different particles are then connected by introducing creation and annihilation
operators â†λ, k and â†λ, k , respectively. Here, â†λ, k creates a particle with crystal momentum ~k (and spin σ) in
band λ whereas â†λ, k annihilates the same particle. They obey the Fermionic anticommutation relations
h

†
†
âλ,
k , âλ′ , k′



where Â, B̂



+

i

+

h

= 0 = â†λ, k , â†λ′ , k′

i

+

and

h

â†λ, k , â†λ′ , k′

i

+

= δλ,λ′ δk,k′

(2.2)

≡ ÂB̂ + B̂ Â. The Coulomb interaction between Bloch electrons can equally be expressed in

terms of this basis. With this, the Hamiltonians for the electronic system of free carriers Ĥkin and Coulomb
interaction Ĥel–el among the Bloch electrons take the second-quantized form

Ĥkin, el–el =

X
λ,k

†

†

ǫλk âλ, k âλ, k +

1 X X λ,λ′ †
†
†
†
Vq âλ, k âλ′, k′ âλ′ , k′ +q âλ, k−q
2 λ,λ′ k,k′ ,

(2.3)

q6=0

System Hamiltonian of the charge-carrier system

with the single-particle energies ǫλk for an electron with momentum ~k in band λ. To describe excitations near
2 2
the extrema of the bands, it is customary to assume parabolic bands ǫλk = ~2mkλ with effective masses mλ . The
Coulomb-matrix element for confined carrier systems is given by
6
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′
Vqλ,λ

=

Vq2D

Z

dr⊥

Z

′
′
dr⊥
|ζλ (r⊥ )|2 ζλ′ (r⊥
)

2

′

e−|q (r⊥ −r⊥ )|

(2.4)
2

1
with confinement function ζλ (r⊥ ) and Coulomb-matrix element Vq2D = 2ǫreε0 L2 |q|
for a strictly twodimensional system, where ǫr is the relative permittivity. For bulk systems, the confinement function is constant
for all spatial positions such that ζλ (r⊥ ) ≡ 1. For strongly confined systems, the Coulomb potential approaches
the matrix element Vq2D . The operator representation (2.3) shows that the Coulomb interaction expresses an annihilation of the incoming particles with wavevectors k′ + q and k − q, respectively, followed by a creation of
two particles with wavevectors k and k′ . In other words, the Coulomb interaction exchanges the momentum ~q
between two electrons conserving the in-plane momentum of the Bloch electrons. The momentum exchange is
mediated by the Coulomb-matrix element. Within the scope of the Jellium-model approach [1, 2] the vanishing
q = 0 contribution in Eq. (2.3) is explained as being compensated by the Coulomb self-energy of the uniformly
charged background of the ions. From the physical point of view, it is meaningful that the scattering process
induced by the Coulomb interaction must be accompanied by a momentum exchange; otherwise no scattering
would take place.

2.1.2 Quantization of the electromagnetic field
The presence of oscillating dipoles allows for the emission of electro-magnetic waves. To describe the quantum
dynamics of the coupled light–matter system, it it essential to expand the classical fields in terms of quantummechanical operators. Here, the contributions resulting from the electro-magnetic field are divided into a freefield part and the interaction with the semiconductor. The plain field is usually derived by mode-expanding
a vector potential A(r, t) and transforming it to an operator representation via the canonical-quantization
scheme [88, 89]. The light–matter coupling can either be expressed in the p̂ · Â picture or the x̂ · Ê picture,
depending on the respective problem and physical effect.
Free transverse light field
The derivation of the quantum dynamics of light starts from the vector potential of a classical electromagnetic
field propagating in a structure described by a space-dependent background refractive index n(r). The solutions
must obey the homogeneous part of the transversal wave equation
"

#

n2 (r) ∂ 2
A(r, t) = −µ0 JT (r, t)
△− 2
c0 ∂t2

(2.5)

where the generalized Coulomb gauge ∇ · [n2 (r) A(r, t)] = 0 is adopted. Thus, only the purely transversal
component JT (r, t) of the current remains here. The quantity c0 = 1/√µ0 ε0 is the speed of light in vacuum, µ0
is the vacuum permeability, and ε0 the vacuum permittivity.
A single or multiple quantum well, as investigated in large part in this thesis, may either be placed between
two dielectric barriers or be embedded in an optically passive, planar environment consisting of λ/4 Bragg layers
where λ is the wavelength of the propagating mode within the structure. These microcavity structures are called
distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) [57, 90–92]. Between such DBR layers, a single or multiple quantum well
is typically positioned within a spacer layer. For large spatial extension perpendicular to the growth plane, the
refractive-index profile n(r) = n(r⊥ ) is constant within each grown layer and changes abruptly at the border
to the next layer. The mode functions parallel to the quantum well, i.e., in the x–y plane of each planar region,
are then described via plane waves while the perpendicular solutions are related to boundary conditions at the
interfaces of each layer via Maxwell’s equations [81, 93–96]. Such a microcavity structure is the crucial point
of the investigations presented in Chap. 3. Fourier-transforming the homogeneous part of Eq. (2.5) into the
frequency domain, t → ωq3D = c0 |q3D |, results in the (generalized) Helmholtz equation. The solutions are
stationary eigenmodes Uq3D (r) where the polarization of each eigenmode is implicitly included in q3D . These
solutions build a complete orthogonal basis for the Helmholtz equation. In other words, these eigenmodes are
2 .
eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator with eigenvalues −q3D
7
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Transverse displacement field DT (r, t) = −ε0 n(r) ∂A(r,t)
and magnetic field B(r, t) = ∇ × A(r, t) are
∂t
connected to the vector potential A(r, t) via Maxwell’s equations. Using the eigenmodes Uq3D (r), these quantities may be expressed in second-quantized form by introducing Bosonic creation and annihilation operators
B̂q† 3D and B̂q† 3D for photons. These unitless operators obey the Bosonic commutation relations
h

B̂q† 3D , B̂q† ′

3D

i

−

h

= 0 = B̂q† 3D , B̂q† ′

3D

i

−

and

h

B̂q† 3D , B̂q† ′

3D

i

−

(2.6)

′
= δq3D ,q3D
.

As a consequence, the mode expansion of the vector potential and the transversal electric field allows to identify
the particle aspects associated with light waves. The contribution of the longitudinal part of the electric field, i.e.,
the scalar potential, is a function of the carrier density itself and yields the instantaneous Coulomb interaction
discussed above. The vector potential takes the form
Â(r, t) =

X Eq h
3D

q3D

ωq3D

Uq3D (r)B̂q† 3D + h. c.

i

(2.7)
q

~ω

q3D
with photon dispersion relation ωq3D = c0 |q3D | and the expansion coefficient Eq3D =
2ε0 which is often
referred to as the vacuum-field amplitude. The abbreviation h. c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the preceding part. The solutions Uq3D ,σ (r) are orthogonalized, leading to a complete set of transverse eigenstates. The
product Eq3D Uq (r) determines the strength of the electric field at a given position. With the mode-expanded

vector potential (2.7) and Maxwell’s equations, the transverse electric field, ÊT (r, t) = − ∂ Â(r,t)
∂t , and the
magnetic field, B̂(r, t) = ∇ × Â(r, t), express the energy of the transverse field
Ĥem =

ε0
2

Z h

i

n2 (r) Ê2T (r, t) + c20 B̂2 (r, t) d3 r =

X

q3D



~ωq3D B̂q† 3D B̂q† 3D +

1
2



.

(2.8)

Hamiltonian of the free transverse light field

Light–matter interaction
Besides the plain electro-magnetic field, the interaction of light and matter plays an essential role in the description of semiconductors. In order to microscopically model the interaction of the carrier system and the
electro-magnetic field, the derivation starts from the free-particle Hamiltonian introduced by Eq. (2.1)
Ĥfree =

N
X
p̂2j

j=1

2m0

+ V0 (rj )

(2.9)

with the free-electron mass m0 , lattice-periodic potential V0 (rj ), position rj , and canonical-momentum operator p̂j = −i~∇rj of particle j in the N -particle many-body system. Introducing the minimal substitution
p̂j → p̂j + |e|Â(rj , t) with electron charge given by −|e| and applying the Coulomb gauge1 (∇ · Â = 0),
results in the minimal-substitution Hamiltonian [81] in first-quantized form
Ĥ =

N
X
p̂2j

j=1

2m0

+

e2 Â2 (rj , t)
|e|
1X
V (ri − rj ) + Ĥem .
Â(rj , t) · p̂j +
+ V0 (rj ) +
m0
2m0
2 i6=j

(2.10)

Equation (2.10) describes an interacting carrier system including coupling to an electro-magnetic field Â(rj , t).
In this representation, the Coulomb interaction and the free electro-magnetic field (2.8) are added as well. For
the derivation of the light–matter interaction, however, the terms containing the vector potential Â(rj , t) are the
essential contributions. Since the mode basis and gauge may be chosen freely, it is customary to introduce new
1

8

For large separations of quantum well and DBRs, the refractive index in the region of interest may be assumed to be
position independent, i.e., n(r) = n0 .

2.1 System Hamiltonian
unitary operators Û to transform the dipole interaction from the p̂ · Â-picture to the x̂ · Ê-picture. For classical
electric fields, the corresponding transformation is known
as the Göppert-Mayer transformation [2, 97] given

P
i
†
′
by Ĥ = Û Ĥ Û where Û = exp ~ |e| j rj · Â(rj , t) . By performing an expansion [2, 82, 98] of Ĥ ′ , various
contributions arise. In dipole approximation [2], where terms proportional to the spatial derivative of the vector
potential are neglected, the carrier part of the transformed form of Hamiltonian (2.10) reproduces the freecarrier part Eq. (2.9). The Coulomb interaction remains unaffected by this procedure under the assumptions
stated above. Transforming the free-field Hamiltonian (2.8) reproduces this part as the first contribution of the
expansion but also generates additional terms, namely the dipole interaction

ĤD = −

X

k,q3D



†

†

†

†



i Fq3D âc, k+q âv, k + Fq⋆3D âv, k âc, k−q B̂q† 3D + h. c.

(2.11)

Light–matter interaction Hamiltonian
and dipole self-energy. The latter may be neglected within the scope of the long-wavelength approximation [2]
as it merely leads to energetic shifts in the optical spectra [82]. As can be shown, the transformation formally
interchanges the role of electric- and displacement-field operators [81]. In Eq. (2.11), Fq3D ≡ Eq3D uq3D · dcv
defines the strength of light–matter interaction and contains the vacuum-field amplitude Eq3D , light-mode
strength uq3D (r⊥ ) at the QW position, and dipole-matrix element dcv . The latter determines the probability of
optical interband transitions leading to strict selection rules for optical excitations in semiconductors.
Interaction of carriers with terahertz fields
Chapter 5 concentrates on the investigation of intra-exciton transitions where exciton populations are transferred
from the 1s to the 2p state by a THz pulse resonant with the 1s-to-2p transition energy. The theoretical description of the THz-induced many-body dynamics follows from the p · A and A2 terms of Hamiltonian (2.10).
A detailed derivation of the general procedure described here is presented in, e.g., Ref. [83]. By applying the
second-quantization scheme, different matrix elements arise which may be solved by using a Fourier decomposition of the vector potential and performing a length-scale separation with respect to lattice-periodic wavefunctions and confinement functions. A second-order k · p ansatz, compare App. A of Ref. [83], eventually leads to
interband and intraband contributions to the matrix elements. In typical investigations, homogeneous-excitation
conditions are assumed where the field propagates perpendicular to the quantum-well plane. Then, the vector
potential depends only on the z-component and A(zQW , t) denotes the field at the position of the quantum well.
It is straightforward to show that only the intraband contribution linear in the vector potential contributes to the
singlet- and doublet dynamics [67, 83]. The corresponding Hamiltonian in Bloch basis is given by

ĤTHz = −

X

†

†

jλ,k · A(zQW , t) âλ, k âλ, k

(2.12)

λ,k

Semiclassical light–matter Hamiltonian for interaction of carriers with terahertz fields

where jλ,k = −|e|~k/mλ is the band-dependent current-matrix element with effective mass mλ and electron
charge −|e|. The terahertz interaction is treated in the semiclassical limit by defining the THz field as a classical
pulse whereas carriers are described quantum-mechanically. The remaining terms resulting from the derivation
are intraband contributions nonlinear in the vector potential and a term describing interband transitions. The A2
term gives rise to the so-called ponderomotive energy [99]. This part does not contribute to the semiconductor
response or the many-body (doublet) dynamics induced by THz fields [83] but rather leads to a refractive-index
change by means of a Drude-like response [100]. The influence of interband transitions and ponderomotive
9
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contributions is not the focus of the investigations presented in Chap. 5. Instead, THz fields are utilized to
induce intraband transitions between exciton states such that Hamiltonian (2.12) consistently describes the
THz-induced effects investigated in Chap. 5.

2.1.3 Lattice-vibrations in solids
Typically, the lattice structure is assumed to be perfect and to consist of ions located at their equilibrium positions. Nevertheless, the ions are not absolutely fixed at these positions but can oscillate moderately. As a result
of the collective Coulomb interaction with respect to the other ions in the solid, an ion is pulled back once it
is displaced away from the equilibrium position. Under these conditions, the oscillations are described by a
harmonic equilibrating force leading to collective lattice vibrations in the solid. In quantum-mechanical sense,
these lattice vibrations are referred to as phonons. Thus, the displacement away from the equilibrium position
perturbs the periodic potential acting on the electrons in the crystal, leading to the carrier–phonon-interaction
energy. This constitutes a very important interaction mechanism for the realistic description of condensedmatter systems. When phonons are present, the electrons do not move in a perfect periodic potential anymore
but in an effective potential of the displaced ions. The theory of lattice vibrations is similar to the derivation
of the light quantization. An elaborated and self-contained description is presented in Ref. [47]. Therefore, the
following part only briefly sketches the essential steps.
For a microscopic description of electrons and ions, it is convenient to consider the mass ratio me/Mion ≈
−4
10 to 10−5 of both constituents. This large difference justifies to decouple both systems and regard the ions
as ponderous compared to the electrons. With regard to the time scales, this decoupling is also justified if the
ion movement is thought to be so slow that the electron system is able to follow the new ion positions. On the
time scale of the electron motion, the ion system then behaves like a time-independent and static system. These
basic considerations are referred to as the Born–Oppenheimer or adiabatic approximation.
Quantization of the lattice-vibration field
Considering j = 1, . . . , Z ions located at Sj (R) within a unit cell, the displacement of each ion from its equilibrium position S0j (R) is defined as κj (R) = Sj (R) − S0j (R) where the argument defines the corresponding
unit cell at R. Adopting the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, a Taylor expansion of the potential around the
equilibrium energy can be performed. The zeroth-order element corresponds to the equilibrium energy. Without
loss of generality, this term may be set to zero by means of renormalization of the energy scale. The linear term
vanishes since first-order partial derivatives vanish at the equilibrium positions, i.e., at the absolute minimum
of the potential. The third term introduces a harmonic force with respect to the relative distance between two
lattice sites. For relatively low temperatures, the deviations from the equilibrium positions are small and the
Taylor expansion may be truncated after the quadratic term [79, 80]. This is the so-called harmonic approximation. Expanding them in terms of normal modes, freely propagating lattice vibrations can thus be described
in complete analogy to a set of independent harmonic oscillators. For equal displacement of all atoms within a
unit cell, the complete crystal is displaced.
The quantized phonon field is obtained from the lattice displacements and canonical momenta Pj (R) =
Mj κ̇j (R) where the dot indicates the derivative with respect to time, producing Canonical field operators
which then are expanded in terms of the polarization and wavevector of each phonon mode. This leads to
Bosonic phonon-creation and -annihilation operators D̂p† 3D and D̂p† 3D , respectively, which obey the commutation relations (2.6). The Hamiltonian of the free lattice-vibration field eventually reads

Ĥvib =

X

p3D



~Ωp3D D̂p† 3D D̂p† 3D +

1
2



Hamiltonian of the lattice-vibration field
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with phonon energy ~Ωp3D . Since phonons are Bosons, the occupation numbers in equilibrium follow a Bose–
Einstein distribution. Considering semiconductor structures of reduced dimensionality, normally, also phonons
are affected by the confinement. Due to the differences of ion and electron masses, however, it is justified to
neglect the size quantization for the lattice vibrations and model these as propagating bulk phonons which
interact with an electron gas of reduced dimensionality [47, 101].
It is known that a linear dispersion relation is expected for the phonon branches for which the atoms within
a unit cell are equally displaced. The phonon frequency then vanishes for long wavelengths, i.e., vanishing
phonon momentum ~p3D → 0. Corresponding to d directions in real space for a fixed polarization direction,
d such branches, which are called acoustic phonons, are expected. Since many semiconductor materials are
compounds of several elements, they consequently have unit cells which consist of more than one atom, i.e.,
Z > 1. Then, there are also optical phonon excitations that exist. Here, the atoms within a unit cell do not
vibrate in sync but against each other. In general, dZ phonon branches are expected from which d correspond
to acoustic phonons and d(Z − 1) stem from optical phonons. The optical phonon energy only barely depends
on the wavelength, ~Ωp3D ≃ ~Ω, and especially shows a non-vanishing value for small wavelengths and at
the center of the Brillouin zone. For usual semiconductors it is in the range of 10 –100 meV. For example, in
the case of gallium arsenide (GaAs) it is about 36 meV whereas the polar wide-gap semiconductors zinc oxide
(ZnO) and gallium nitride (GaN) offer a much larger optical phonon energy of 72 meV and 93 meV, respectively.
Cadmium sulfide (CdS) and zinc sulfide (ZnS) show intermediate energies of 38 meV and 44 meV.

Carrier–phonon interaction
Similar to the light field, phonons also interact with the entire charge-carrier system. The electron–phonon interaction [102] arises due to the attractive potential caused by the ions, i.e., the electrostatic Coulomb potential.
0 (r) of the potential
The electron–phonon coupling is constructed from the change ∆Vion (r) = Vion (r) − Vion
0 (r) in equilibrium configuration of the ion positions. To develop
compared to the lattice-periodic potential Vion
the electron–phonon interaction Hamiltonian in second quantization, ∆Vion (r) must be evaluated microscopically. If the ions are located at their equilibrium positions, the potential equals the unperturbed potential of
the perfect lattice introduced in Hamiltonian (2.1). When phonons are present, the electrons do not move in a
perfect periodic potential anymore but in an effective potential of the displaced ions. For weak perturbation,
only the lowest non-vanishing order of ∆Vion (r) is included leading to
∆Vion =

XX
R

j





∇Vj r − S0j (R) · κ̂j (R)

(2.14)

which additionally enters the matter part of Eq. (2.10). After a lengthy but straightforward derivation, similar
to the quantization of the light–matter system, the Hamiltonian is cast into the form

Ĥel–vib =

X X

λ,λ′ k,p3D

′





†
~Ωp3D gpλ,λ
D̂−p
+ D̂p† 3D â†λ, k â†λ′, k−p
3D
3D

(2.15)

Hamiltonian of the carrier–phonon coupling
′

with phonon energy ~Ωp3D and the phonon-matrix element gpλ,λ
3D . In the most general case, this coupling element depends on two band indices. Considering that typical phonon energies are about two orders of magnitude
smaller than usual band-gap energies of semiconductors, however, the analysis may be restricted to pure intraband contributions, i.e., λ = λ′ . The strength of the phonon interaction in a semiconductor is then defined by
the phonon-matrix element which acts as a weighting of the coupled lattice-vibration–carrier system.
Within the scope of this work, the related investigations are performed exclusively with LO phonons. Therefore, acoustic phonons will not be discussed further. The different interaction mechanisms—Fröhlich interac11
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tion and deformation-potential scattering—play a substantial role for the investigations presented in Paper [III]
and will be discussed in more detail in Chap. 4.

2.2 Cluster-expansion representation
In this work, the Heisenberg equation-of-motion method [1] is adopted to develop the quantum-mechanical
operator dynamics of the interacting many-body system. Here, different expectation values of all kinds of
mixed Bosonic and Fermionic operators need to be evaluated consistently. Due to the many-body interaction,
N -particle expectation values couple to (N + 1)-particle expectation values, which is often referred to as the
hierarchy problem [1, 2, 103]. This coupling offers direct access to calculate the entire and complex interaction
mechanisms between, e.g., electrons, photons, and phonons. The infinite number of coupled equations renders
it impossible to completely calculate the coupling mechanisms and correlations between all particles in the
entire system. Solutions beyond the triplet level are numerically very demanding and limited by modern computing capacity and clock speed. Recently emerged techniques harnessing graphics-processing units (GPUs)
to highly parallelize arithmetic operations, however, have promise to provide tremendous additional processing power for a variety of technical and scientific high-performance computing applications [104–106]. Yet, to
consider all physical characteristics correctly, the arising hierarchy must be truncated consistently. A very beneficial method is the so-called cluster-expansion approach [2, 32–38] where a N -particle expectation value is
methodically classified and prioritized into clusters with maximal order of N . With increasing complexity, the
clusters contain independent single particles (singlets), coupled pairs (doublets), three-particle terms (triplets),
contributions of four-particle interactions (quadruplets), as well as higher-order correlations. The approach consistently accounts for the completely (anti)symmetrized states of Bosonic (Fermionic) systems and limits the
problem to a certain level of coupled clusters. In general, coupled clusters of a specific order act as sources
for higher-order correlations. Once the current system configuration is accurately described by the particular
cluster level, all higher clusters may be omitted. Actual computations show that clusters up to the doublet or
triplet level accurately describe the properties of interacting many-body systems and quantum-optical correlations [107, 108]. The fast convergence of the expansion approach as function of the clusters corroborates the
advantages of this method.

2.2.1 Quantum-dynamical hierarchy problem of expectation values
To express the temporal evolution of an arbitrary operator Ô in an interacting many-body system, the Heisenberg equation-of-motion technique turns out to be a very useful tool. Here, the total Hamiltonian for the consistent description of the system is inserted into the Heisenberg equation of motion
i~

i
h
∂
Ô = Ô, Ĥ = ÔĤ − Ĥ Ô .
−
∂t

(2.16)

The dynamics of Ô is then obtained by evaluating the commutator between the operator and the Hamiltonian.
Depending on the interaction mechanisms and the number of particles contained in the system, the derivation of
the complete operator dynamics may be very easy, or can be very cumbersome. For the results presented in this
thesis it is sufficient to include the Hamiltonians brought to attention in the preceding sections. All measurable
expectation values of the many-body system can be expressed by an N -particle expectation value
D E

D

N̂ ≡ â†λN ,kN . . . â†λ1 ,k1 â†ν1 ,l1 . . . â†νN ,lN

E

(2.17)

with 2N normally ordered Fermionic creation and annihilation operators. Formally, a single Boson operator
contains a pair of Fermion operators. In general, a generic quantity is called two-point quantity if it contains
two Fermion operators such that a pair of Fermion operators corresponds to a single-particle operator. Due to
this connection, the Bosonic operators of, e.g., photons and phonons can easily be classified via clusters in the
same way as the pure carrier expectation values [2]. The dynamics of a given N -particle operator is accessible
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by evaluating Eq. (2.16) with the total Hamiltonian. This leads to contributions that involve the same order, i.e.,
without hierarchy problem, as the quantity for which the dynamics is derived, but also interaction contributions
with hierarchical coupling to higher-order correlations. This infinite coupling to higher-order expectation values
is caused by the many-body interaction and referred to as the hierarchy problem. This interminable hierarchy
is schematically expressed via
i~

Ei
hD
hD Ei
∂ D E
N̂ = T N̂ + V N̂ + 1
∂t

(2.18)

where functional T contains those contributions which are of the same order as the left-hand side while the
second term contains coupling to higher-order contributions.

2.2.2 Classification of correlations
Even though the hierarchy problem seems to display a relatively simple structure, it is the crucial point which
complicates the calculations of interacting many-body systems. Theoretical investigations that offer an exact
solution are only possible in very limited cases. Therefore, the hierarchy must be truncated at a certain level of
complexity. Over the last decades, many different approaches have been developed [2]. Within the scope of the
cluster expansion, equations of the correlation dynamics are solved instead of formulating equations for approximated wavefunctions or density matrices. Being a variant of the coupled-cluster approach [2, 107], the cluster
expansion constitutes a description where the expectation values offer direct access to the operator dynamics
and represent a very clear and descriptive structure, which involves a physically meaningful interpretation. The
classification into particle clusters thus offers a great tool to develop efficient approximation schemes.
In the perspective of quantum mechanics, already the calculation of the second-simplest atom to model,
namely helium following the hydrogen atom, shows that finding an exact solution of the Schrödinger equation for more than two electrons is very unpromising. For the description of interacting electron systems, the
Hartree–Fock approximation (HF) [1, 80, 88] turned out to be a very beneficial approach. Here, an arbitrarily
chosen electron is described in the potential of the nucleus and additionally experiences an effective potential of the remaining electrons. Therefore, this approach is also referred to as the self-consistent field method
(SCF) because the particle is subjected to the mean field created by all other particles where every electron is
described by a single-particle Schrödinger equation. The potential within these Schrödinger equations depends
on the wavefunctions of the remaining electrons and must follow a self-consistent solution ansatz.
The Hartree–Fock method is mainly used for ab-initio calculations of the electronic Schrödinger equation
of atoms and molecules in physics and quantum chemistry. The complete N -particle system is described by a
single Slater determinant, i.e., a completely antisymmetrized product of single-particle wavefunctions
D E

N̂

S

D E

= N̂

HF

= hâ†kN . . . â†k1 â†l1 . . . â†lN iS =

X
π

(−1)π

N D
Y

i=1

E

â†ki â†lπ[i] = det [N]

(2.19)

which are chosen arbitrarily but orthonormalized. Here, the index S denotes the singlet contribution, i.e., the
first factorization level of the cluster-expansion scheme. The permutation π ensures correct antisymmetrization
!
and operates on the group of the coordinates {l1 . . . lN } and with this builds the group the permutations {lj }N
j=1
of all N ! possible combinations. The Hartree–Fock method already yields very good results for simple electron
systems where the single-particle properties prevail. Such systems are called uncorrelated whereas systems
containing inseparable electron states are called correlated and need further treatment beyond Hartree–Fock.
The correlated part of the expectation value is then denoted as ∆ h· · ·i. For example, a two-particle expecta

tion value is easily evaluated to hâ†k2 â†k1 â†l1 â†l2 i = hâ†k2 â†l2 ihâ†k1 â†l1 i − hâ†k2 â†l1 ihâ†k1 â†l2 i + ∆hâ†k2 â†k1 â†l1 â†l2 i
where the expansion scheme (2.19) leads to the singlet part, i.e., the terms in the brackets. For completeness,
the correlated part ∆ is mentioned as well but can be neglected in case of the Hartree–Fock approximation. The
build-up of the remaining many-particle contributions and correlations is structured very systematically. Beyond Hartree–Fock, genuine correlations appear with the two-particle expectation values (doublets). All other
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N -particle clusters follow recursively such that the two-, three, up to N -particle clusters can be written as [2]

h2i = [h2i]S + ∆ h2i ,

(2.20)

h3i = [h3i]S + h1i ∆ h2i + ∆ h3i ,
..
.

(2.21)

hN i = [hN i]S + [hN − 2iS ∆ h2i + hN − 4iS ∆ h2i ∆ h2i]D
+ [hN − 3iS ∆ h3i + hN − 5iS ∆ h3i ∆ h2i . . . ]T
+

N
−1
X

[hN i]J + ∆ hN i .

(2.22)

J =4

N-particle cluster representation
These clusters are separated into singlets (S), doublets (D), triplets (T), and higher-order particle correlations.
The complete system is described by a sum of all classified clusters properly accounting for the mathematical requirements of Fermionic and Bosonic operators. In doing so, each N -particle expectation value contains
products of all possibilities of factorized subclusters, i.e., clusters not exceeding the respective particle number
N . The correlated part is denoted as ∆hN i. A recursive identification allows for the systematical formulation
of the quantum dynamics of correlated clusters. Even though this does not directly remove the hierarchical
coupling, a representation in terms of clusters reveals the nature of correlations: In contrast to the expectationvalue representation (2.18) where, in general, all particle classes are nonvanishing, correlations are generated
sequentially [109] by many-body and quantum-optical interactions such that the largest number of contributing
clusters usually is considerably smaller than the largest particle number N [2]. This allows for the omission of
the hierarchical-coupling terms, thus leading to a closed set of equations. Consult Ref. [2] for a more detailed
approach. A wide variety of semiconductor properties can be treated within the singlet–doublet approximation
of the cluster-expansion approach. Among other things, phonon-assisted effects in semiconductors are discussed in the following chapters. This introduces additional (Bosonic) operators necessitating the inclusion of
three- and four-particle correlations based on Eq. (2.22).

2.3 Semiconductor luminescence equations
After optical excitation of an initially unexcited semiconductor, microscopic polarizations Pk = hâ†v, k â†c, k i

as well as carrier densities fke = hâ†c, k â†c, k i for electrons in the conduction band and fkh = 1 − hâ†v, k â†v, k i
for holes, i.e., valence-band vacancies, in the valence band build up. For low-excitation conditions, the optical
polarization grows commensurately with the carrier densities as long as the exciting pulse is present. Due to
microscopic scattering processes, however, the microscopic polarizations exist only transiently and decay on a
picosecond timescale while the quasi-stationary excitation remains in the system in the form of carrier densities.
At this stage, it is convenient to separate the arising quantities into coherent and incoherent: While coherent
quantities decay on the timescale of the optical polarization, incoherent quantities remain long after the exciting
e/h
pulse. This directly identifies Pk as coherent while fk describe the simplest form of incoherent quantities. On
the singlet level of the cluster-expansion approach, the semiconductor Bloch equations (SBEs) [1, 110] connect
the coherent amplitudes hB̂q† 3D i and hB̂q† 3D i of the light field to the polarizations and carrier densities.
The studies presented in this thesis concentrate on the investigation of how truly bound excitons [24, 29, 37,
111–120], i.e., strongly correlated two-particle electron–hole-pair states [2], affect the semiconductor emission
when interacting with phonons and terahertz fields. Since the optical polarization is fundamentally a singleparticle quantity, it cannot describe atom-like electron–hole binding. The decay of the coherent polarizations
may, however, yield simultaneous creation of exciton correlations via the so-called polarization-to-population
14
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conversion initiated by scattering processes. For a detailed description of exciton-formation processes, see
Refs. [24, 29, 121–124]. Yet, as a result of the long-lasting carrier densities, the optically generated semiconductor excitation can recombine spontaneously due to vacuum-field fluctuations [37]. To describe light emission
(†)
in the incoherent regime where all coherent quantities hB̂q3D i and Pk vanish, the quantum nature of the light
field must be incorporated. Applying the Heisenberg equation-of-motion method and truncating the arising
hierarchy via the cluster-expansion approach, eventually shows that the incoherent light emission stems from
photon-number-like correlations
i~

i
Xh
∂
†
†
⋆
⋆
†
⋆
′
∆hB̂q† 3D B̂q,
F
Π
+
F
Π
i
=
(~ω
−
~ω
)∆h
B̂
i
+
i
B̂
(2.23)
′
′
′
′
q
q
q, q⊥
q3D q, q
3D
3D
q, q⊥ k,q3D
k,q,q⊥
q⊥
⊥
∂t
k

which are coupled to photon-assisted polarizations Πk,q3D ≡ ∆hB̂q† 3D â†v, k−qh â†c, k+qe i where the photon
mh
e
momentum ~q is divided among the electron and hole according to qe = mem
+mh q and qh = me +mh q. This
defines the photon flux
"

X
2
∂
IPL (ωq3D ) = ∆hB̂q† 3D B̂q† 3D i = Re
Fq⋆3D Π⋆k,q3D
∂t
~
k

#

(2.24)

which is proportional to the photoluminescence spectrum for quasi-stationary emission [81]. The photonassisted polarizations describe correlations where an electron recombines with a hole under simultaneous emission of a photon. The corresponding equation of motion reads
i~



∂
phon
Πk,q3D = ǫµk + ǫM
−
Σ
−
~ω
q3D Πk,q3D + Πk,q3D + T [Π]
k,q
q
∂t
#
"


h
e
− fk−q
− 1 − fk+q
e
h

 X

Vk−k′ Πk′ ,q3D + ∆Ωq3D + ΩSE
k,q3D .

(2.25)

k′

The free-propagation parts of Eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) show that both quantities rotate on an energy scale much
smaller than the band-gap energy of typical semiconductors. In analogy to incoherent quantities like the carrier
densities, this feature renders these dynamics to be incoherent – in contrast to, e.g., the optical polarizations
in the SBEs. In many relevant semiconductors, the optically coupled bands are nearly parabolic. Then, the
µ
~ 2 k2
M
sum of the single-particle energies ǫek+qe + ǫhk−qh = ǫµk + ǫM
q can be decomposed into ǫk = 2 µ and ǫq =
~2 q 2
2M

where µ =

1
me

+

1 −1
mh

is the reduced mass and M = me + mh is the total mass. These energy
P





terms appear in Eq. (2.25) together with the Coulomb renormalization Σk,q ≡ k′ Vk−k′ fke′ +qe + fkh′ −qh
whenever carriers are excited in the system. Equations (2.23)–(2.25) constitute the principal structure of the
semiconductor luminescence equations (SLEs) [2, 24, 54, 81] where the explicit Coulomb sum yields excitonic
phon
resonances in the luminescence or photoluminescence (PL). The phonon-assisted triplets Πk,q3D are included
only symbolically at this stage and will be discussed in more detail in Chap. 3. The triplet scattering is modeled
either microscopically or at the level of a dephasing approximation via T [Π] = −iγ0 Πk,q3D defined by γ0 .
When a cavity is present, the stimulated feedback of light
∆Ωq3D = i

X
′
q⊥

†
†
′ ∆hB̂
Fq, q⊥
q3D B̂q, q ′ i

(2.26)

⊥

also enters which yields the coupling between the different photon modes via Eq. (2.23). This contribution
especially produces the well-known normal-mode splitting [52–58] of excitonic resonances in high-quality
cavities, which is investigated in Chap. 3. The spontaneous emission itself is initiated by


e
h
ΩSE
k,q3D = iFq3D fk+qe fk−qh +

X
k′

cq,k,k
X

′



(2.27)
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that is non-vanishing as soon as electrons and holes are present or when the system contains exciton corre′
= ∆hâ†c, k′ +qe â†v, k−qh â†c, k+qe â†v, k′ −qh i. Typically, the carrier distributions reach their quasilations cq,k,k
X
equilibrium form very rapidly via Coulomb and phonon scattering. In comparison, the spontaneous emission
proceeds slowly on a nanosecond time scale such that both f λ and cX can be considered quasi-stationary
when momentary PL spectra are analyzed. The investigations in Chaps. 3 and 4 will benefit from this feature.
The spontaneous-emission source (2.27) discloses the fact that both electron–hole plasma and exciton correlations may initiate photon-assisted electron–hole recombination [51, 120, 121, 125–127]. As expected from the
quantum nature of light, both sources are proportional to the vacuum-field amplitude within Fq3D , showing
that spontaneous emission purely arises from the inherent quantum fluctuations of light. However, both sources
exhibit substantial differences in particle selectivity: The momentum-conservation aspects of Eqs. (2.25) and
(2.27) show that all electron–hole states whose momenta match the photon momentum, i.e., ~(ke − kh ) = ~q,
may contribute to the emission. Moreover, the radiative recombination only leads to slow changes of carrier
distributions on a nanosecond timescale. In contrast, only optically bright excitons with momenta within the
radiative cone, ~q ≃ 0, may contribute to the emission in comparison to (nonradiative) dark excitons where
~|q| > ~qopt . Typically, qopt . 0.1/a0 . This is based on the fact that photons in the vicinity of the band edge have
only very small momenta. This momentum selectivity gives rise to spontaneous emission with high probability
in direction perpendicular to the quantum-well plane and usually initiates hole burning leading to strongly nonthermal exciton distributions in the emission process [29, 66, 120]. The exciton correlations in Eq. (2.27) follow
the dynamics [2, 24, 29, 67]
i~


′
′
∂ q,k,k′
q,k,k′
q,k,k′
q,k,k′
q,k,k′
q,k,k′
cX
= ǫµk − ǫµk′ − Σk,q + Σk′ ,q cq,k,k
+ SX
+ DQED
+ cq,k,k
X
X, THz + cX, mag + DX, rest + TX
∂t


X
X
′
h
e
+ 1 − fke′ +qe − fkh′ −qh
− fk−q
− 1 − fk+q
Vl−k′ cq,k,l
Vl−k cq,l,k
(2.28)
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h
e
coh
e
)fke′ +qe fkh′ −qh + SX
)(1 − fk−q
f h (1 − fke′ +qe )(1 − fkh′ −qh ) − (1 − fk+q
= Vk−k′ fk+q
where SX
e
e k−qh
h
describes Boltzmann-type in- and out-scattering of carriers and acts as a source term for the exciton-correlation
coh contains
dynamics enabling the creation of excitonic correlations as soon as carriers are present. The term SX
scattering among densities and the coherent polarizations. The explicit forms are given in Ref. [24]. For dilute
densities, the main-sum approximation [29] may be applied to reduce the full structure [24] of the incoherent
Coulomb-induced doublet correlations to the form presented by Eq. (2.28). The most important part is given by
the second line which denotes the main-sum terms. These lead to the possibility of describing the formation of
truly bound excitons. As a result of spontaneous recombination, the doublet contributions of the light–matter
interaction lead to the source terms
′



q,k,k
= −i 1 − fke′ +qe − fkh′ −qh
DQED

X
q⊥



h
e
− fk−q
Fq⋆3D Πk,q3D − i 1 − fk+q
e
h

X
q⊥

Fq3D Π⋆k′ ,q3D (2.29)

showing again the conservation of the center-of-mass momentum ~q in the emission process. The terahertz
interaction (2.12) adds a new term to the exciton correlations,
′

′

q,k,k
,
cq,k,k
X, THz = −jk−k′ · ATHz (t) cX

(2.30)

where the current-matrix element jk ≡ je,k + jh,k = −|e|~k/µ defines coupling to the terahertz field ATHz (t).
Since it couples purely to four-point correlations, the terahertz response of incoherent excitations is suitable
to directly detect correlations of electron–hole pairs in the semiconductor system [66–71, 120, 128–139]. The
′
contribution cq,k,k
X, mag includes possible magnetic-field effects which will be introduced in Secs. 5.1 and 5.1.2.
′

q,k,k
All remaining two-particle correlations are collected in DX,
rest and will be neglected because they describe
microscopic scattering of a two-particle correlation with a singlet beyond the main-sum approximation. The
′
exciton-correlation dynamics also show a hierarchical coupling to triplets TXq,k,k . Within the scope of the
investigation of phonon-assisted processes, the triplets are treated on the level of a dephasing approximation.
In Chap. 5, however, this triplet scattering plays a major role for the scattering of exciton populations.
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3
Enhancement of the phonon-sideband luminescence
in semiconductor microcavities

The project presented in this chapter was the first project of my doctoral studies and represents an extension of
what I have done as a diploma student. Preliminary investigations for this project are already presented in my
diploma thesis [140] where I performed numerical studies on phonon absorption and emission of semiconductor
quantum-well systems.

3.1 Phonon-assisted processes in the semiconductor luminescence
The semiconductor emission in the incoherent regime is essentially described by the semiconductor luminescence equations (SLEs) outlined in Sec. 2.3. Once the spontaneous-emission process is initiated, the Coulomb
interaction couples photon-assisted polarizations (2.25) with different momenta, clearly demarcating the coupled many-body system from a two-level system. The resulting discrete states are typically labeled by the usual
set of electronic states known from atomic physics starting with the most prominent, so-called 1s-exciton state.
As a result of Coulomb interaction, this state and the closest subsequent states are located below the bandgap energy of the respective sample [1, 124]. Owing to symmetry reasons, only s-like states lead to excitonic
resonances in the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum. These may either stem from electron–hole plasma or genuine exciton populations [51, 121]. If the sample is embedded in a cavity [57, 90–92], the stimulated feedback
of light (2.26) couples the photon modes and enables reabsorption of emitted light. The radiative environment drastically modifies the overall emission properties, e.g., yielding the Purcell effect [141], inhibited emission [142, 143], or the scenario of normal-mode coupling [52, 57, 144] where the eigenmode of a high-quality
microcavity and the exciton resonance are strongly coupled. Fundamental principles of microcavities [92, 94]
are introduced in Sec. 2.1.2 and applied to a special design in Sec. 3.3.
Beyond the singlet–doublet approximation generating the SLEs, the triplet contributions of the clusterexpansion approach not only involve Coulomb scattering but also induce coupling to phonon-induced correlations. These may lead to phonon-assisted luminescence where electrons and holes recombine under simultaneous emission or absorption of a phonon [47]. Thus, both Coulomb and phonon interactions contribute in
optical experiments and significantly change the resulting spectra. In semiconductors featuring strong coupling
of carriers and lattice vibrations, the participation of LO phonons gives rise to discrete, pronounced replicas,
i.e., phonon sidebands (PSBs) [48, 49, 145], in the photoluminescence spectrum. Since LO-phonon energies
are typically very large compared to kB T , only phonon emission [146] is possible while—even for increased
temperatures—the amount of absorbable phonons plays a less significant role. Actually, pronounced phonon
sidebands are mainly observed at the low-energy side of the 1s-exciton resonance in most luminescence experiments [50]. Contrary to acoustic phonons, optical phonons show almost momentum-independent dispersion,
thus leading to multiple replicas at distinct frequencies below the excitonic lines [48,49,147]. Then, a dominant
1s-exciton peak, traditionally called the zero-phonon line (ZPL) [148–153], is accompanied by several PSBs at
energies E1s − n ~Ω where n is an integer denoting the order of the phonon sideband.
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Figure 3.1 | Phonon sidebands in the semiconductor luminescence. Emission of a photon (B̂ † ) under emission (D̂ † , yellow-shaded box) or absorption (D̂ , blue-shaded box) of
phonons in the photoluminescence (PL). Phonon sideband n (PSBn ) is separated by n LOphonon energies from the zero-phonon line (ZPL). Processes up to PSB2 are shown. Owing
to recombination of carriers with center-of-mass momenta Q > 0, the PSBs show broad
tails at the high-energy side. For clarity, only ZPL and PSBs but no continuum states are
shown. Figure based on Refs. [47, 140].

Figure 3.1 presents a schematic PL spectrum featuring ZPL and equidistant-spaced PSBs up to the second
phonon sideband. While phonon emission takes place on the low-energy side of the ZPL, sidebands resulting
from phonon absorption are located at energies E > E1s . For clarity, the presentation is restricted to the essential features and shows only ZPL and PSB contributions while neglecting higher excitonic and continuum states.
The yellow- and blue-shaded boxes below the spectrum connect the operator dynamics to phonon emission (creation of a phonon via D̂ † ) and phonon absorption (annihilation of a phonon via D̂) processes. In the case of
phonon emission, the energy of the nth replica is lowered by n ~Ω with respect to the excitonic resonance,
leading to the PSBs at the low-energy side of the ZPL. On the other hand, phonon absorption enhances the
energy of the emitted photons which results in sidebands at the high-energy side of the ZPL. These sidebands,
however, are located in the continuum of states and are very weak for the temperatures investigated here. As
outlined before, this work concentrates on phonon emission exclusively, neglecting the influence of processes
described by the blue-shaded box. Paper [I] and Refs. [47, 50] demonstrate that both the ZPL and the phonon
replica do originate from different sources. Consequently, both electron–hole plasma and excitons contribute
to the semiconductor response while the spectral shape does not depend on the emission source. Furthermore,
the resulting sidebands may stem from free excitons or impurity-bound excitons. While free excitons show
a pronounced center-of-mass (COM) dependence, impurity-bound excitons are uniformly distributed over all
momenta [47, 48]. Owing to the momentum-conservation law, those excitons with center-of-mass momentum
~|Q| > ~Qopt are not allowed to recombine radiatively. The interaction with LO phonons transfers the momentum to the phonon and allows the exciton to recombine. For elevated temperatures, the explicit center-of-mass
dependence results in strongly asymmetric shapes of the sidebands accompanied with blue-shifted maxima.
Since the photon momentum is vanishing with respect to typical electronic and vibrational momenta, the ZPL
does not show this asymmetry. In the phonon-related projects of this thesis, we concentrate on thermally dis†
†
COM )
i = fBE (EQ
tributed free excitons following a Bose–Einstein distribution ∆N1s,Q = ∆hX̂1s,Q
X̂1s,Q
COM =
with respect to the center-of-mass energy EQ
M = me + mh .
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~2 Q2
2M

with center-of-mass momentum ~Q and total mass

3.2 Theory of phonon-sideband luminescence
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a direct II–VI semiconductor exhibiting a wide range of interesting properties. For example, its wide band gap allows optical transitions in the blue/ultraviolet range making this non-toxic compound
semiconductor interesting for semiconductor-laser [154,155] and a myriad of industrial applications [156]. The
large exciton binding energy of Eb = 60 meV [157–160] offers strong excitonic signatures in absorption and
photoluminescence even at room temperature [161–163]. Furthermore, ZnO offers a relatively large LO-phonon
energy of ELO ≡ ~Ω = 72 meV and energetically well-separated phonon-assisted resonances may be expected.
While spatially large excitons are subject to the entire phonon background, spatially small excitons remain essentially unaffected by phonons. Owing to the fact that exciton binding energy and LO-phonon energy in ZnO
are of similar orders of magnitude, an effective permittivity is needed for the correct numerical determination of
the exciton binding energy [140, 164–167]. As a consequence of the high bond polarity, the formation of
wurtzite structure is preferred to zincblende structure. This results in strong piezoelectric effects giving a
distinct polar nature along the c-axis [0001] to ZnO [168]. This enables strong interaction between carriers
and LO phonons and the observation of pronounced phonon sidebands in the spectrum [49, 147, 149, 152, 159,
163, 169–172]. ZnO shows the strongest polarity of all wurtzite-type semiconductors, besides the III–V compound GaN. However, the latter does not offer such an extraordinarily large exciton binding energy and contains
toxic gallium. As a result of strong carrier–phonon coupling, it is interesting to study the effect of a microcavity
which is tuned to be resonant with the PSB1 . The above-mentioned large LO-phonon energy and associated
distinct separation of ZPL and PSB resonances makes ZnO an attractive candidate for such investigations.
As an extension of previous investigations on phonon-sideband luminescence of bare systems [47], the impact of a microcavity is investigated here. The following studies start with a fully dynamical solution by extending the SLEs by pertinent phonon-assisted contributions and numerically computing the steady-state luminescence. Since the inclusion of a cavity involves complex hierarchical coupling along the equations of motion, the
analysis is restricted to the first replica of phonon emission, i.e., PSBem
1 in Fig. 3.1. A nonperturbative steadystate solution in terms of an extended Elliott formula for arbitrary order of phonon sidebands has been presented
earlier [48, 49]. However, this model does not include the possibility to describe the microcavity response. As
a direct expansion to these previous works, a rigorous analytic model for phonon-assisted PL in a cavity is
developed within the scope of the project presented here.
In this chapter, the basic features and the phonon-assisted contributions to the SLEs are introduced in Sec. 3.2.
In Sec. 3.3, the impact of microcavities on PL spectra is explained and a possibility to tailor these cavities by
freely tuning the resonance frequency is demonstrated. The numerical results are also presented here. Assuming
enhanced cavity effects, the analytic model is developed in Sec. 3.4 and compared to the dynamical solutions.

3.2 Theory of phonon-sideband luminescence
The extension of the semiconductor luminescence equations (2.25) to describe phonon-assisted processes involves new operators D̂p† 3D and D̂p† 3D which create or annihilate a phonon with momentum ~p3D . The derivation follows analogous steps as before where the Heisenberg equation-of-motion method in combination with
phon
the cluster-expansion approach is utilized to derive and truncate the additional terms Πk,q3D symbolically mentioned in Eq. (2.25). This procedure invokes the triplet level where three-operator quantities must be solved
leading to phonon- and photon-assisted polarizations as well as phonon-assisted two-photon correlations. As
specified by the structural nature of the cluster-expansion approach, these three-particle quantities couple to
four-particle expectation values which need a special treatment. Before scrutinizing the dynamics responsible
for the build-up of the PSB1 , the coupling of these new dynamics to the SLEs is examined. A straightforward
derivation shows that the carrier–phonon interaction (2.15) introduces additional phonon-assisted contributions
phon
Πk,q3D

≡ ~Ω

X

p3D

"

gpc 3D



Υem
k,q3D ,p3D

+

Υabs
k,q3D ,p3D



−

gpv 3D



Υem
k−p,q3D ,p3D

+

Υabs
k−p,q3D ,p3D

#


(3.1)

where the matrix element gpλ3D expresses the carrier–phonon coupling which may either be modeled via
Fröhlich-type coupling [173–177], deformation potential scattering [176–180], or a mixture of both [47]. For
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the investigations in this project, the coupling mechanism itself plays only a secondary role which is why the
deformation potential is used. Here, owing to symmetry reasons [181], only gpv 3D shows a (constant) finite
value. The carrier–phonon coupling, however, is different for various materials and crucially affects the shape
of the PL spectra, especially the ratio between higher-order sidebands. These effects are the central point of
Chap. 4 which highlights the coupling mechanisms in more detail; see Sec. 4.1. Nevertheless, it may already
be revealed that the choice of deformation-potential scattering at this point is correct and meaningful for ZnO.
For the description of phonon- and photon-assisted polarizations, the three-particle correlations Υem
k,q3D ,p3D =

†
†
†
†
∆hB̂q† 3D D̂p† 3D â†v, k−Qh â†c, k+Qe i for phonon emission and Υabs
k,q3D ,p3D = ∆hB̂q3D D̂−p, p⊥ âv, k−Qh âc, k+Qe i for
phonon absorption must be solved. From these, only Υem generates photon emission that is below the excitonic
states; in particular below the ZPL. The absorption dynamics Υabs follow analogously but are irrelevant for
the PSBs studied here. Only if the role of phonon absorption, requiring kB T ≫ ~Ω, becomes important, these
terms lead to a significant contribution. For the large LO-phonon energy provided by ZnO, the corresponding
thermal energy is far beyond the temperatures investigated here. With these considerations, the analysis may
confidently be restricted to Υem solely. The emission dynamics show a very similar form as Eq. (2.25) and read
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where the center-of-mass momentum ~Q = ~(p + q) = ~(p + q)e + ~(p + q)h contains phonon momentum
~p and photon momentum ~q. Equation (3.2) couples to two-photon correlations ∆hD̂ † B̂ † B̂i which are, at
this stage, phonon-assisted
quantities as well.
E [IV]. The terms
E The explicit formD is given by Eq. (11) of Paper
D
†
†
†
†
†
†
vv
â
â
D̂
â
â
and
Ξ
=
∆
D̂
Ξcc
=
∆
p3D v, k−Qh v, k+Qe −q represent phononp3D c, k−Qh +q c, k+Qe
k,p3D ,q
k,p3D ,q
assisted plasma-type scattering which initiate the emission correlations. In the steady state, they act as a static
source; compare Eqs. (12)–(13) of Paper [IV]. For dilute densities, however, all nonlinear carrier-distribution
contributions may be neglected. Besides these intraband sources, the remaining triplet source is the (quasistationary) phonon-assisted exciton correlation
′
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= φR
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(3.3)
L/R

which is given in the exciton-basis representation with left- and right-handed exciton wavefunctions φλ, Q (k)
and exciton eigenenergies Eλ,Q . Both follow from the Wannier equation which constitutes an excitonic eigenP R
value problem; see App. A of Paper [IV]. The abbreviation φR
k φ1s, q (k) denotes the right1s, q (r = 0) =
handed wavefunction at the real-space origin. These correlations contain the exciton–phonon-matrix element
′

ν,ν
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′
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′
gpc 3D φR
ν ′ , q+p k + ph − gp3D φν ′ , q+p k − pe

i⋆

(3.4)

Generic exciton–phonon-matrix element
which weights the emission strength initialized by the exciton distribution ∆N1s,Q . The ∆N1s,Q in turn directly
follows from the cX dynamics in the exciton basis. As already mentioned in Sec. 2.3, this distribution can show
a significant hole burning around q = 0. However, Eq. (3.1) reveals that the exciton distributions appear under
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an integral resulting in an almost imperceptible change with respect to the low-momentum influence.
The remaining triplets T [Π] in Eq. (2.25) and quadruplets Q[Υ] in Eq. (3.2) do not directly participate to
phonon-assisted processes but provide excitation-induced broadening and shifts of the emission resonances. A
related discussion is presented in Sec. 5.1.2 and App. B.2; the explicit forms are presented in, e.g., Refs. [2,24].
The ZPL, however, is almost dominated by the background decay constant and may be anticipated virtually robust under the influence of polarization–density scattering [124]. Excitation-induced dephasing (EID)
mainly affects higher states leading to strong non-Lorentzian line shapes. Since the ZPL and resonances below the excitonic lines are of central importance here, these scattering contributions are treated at the level
of a dephasing approximation by assuming phenomenological dephasing such that T [Π] = −iγ0 Πk,q3D and
Q[Υ] = −iγ1 Υem
k,q3D ,p3D where γ0 and γ1 are constants. Then, the phonon-assisted SLEs (2.23) and (2.25)
with additional solutions provided by the dynamics (3.2) and the phonon-assisted two-photon correlations form
a closed set of equations. These are solved fully dynamically by computing photoluminescence spectra until
steady state is reached. In the simulations, typical material parameters of ZnO, listed in the last part of Sec. III of
Paper [IV], are used. In complete analogy to the notation of Eqs. (2.25) and (2.28), the introduction of center-ofmass coordinates separates the energies in the first line of Eq. (3.2) to angle-independent quantities. Therefore,
λ
. Noting that the photon momentum ~q
the only angle dependence stems from the carrier distributions fk±Q
λ
is very small compared to the carrier momentum ~k or the phonon momentum ~p, the assumption Q ≃ p is
justified. For conventional momentum ranges of phonon-assisted processes, the remaining full-vectorial dependence is very weak, and the dynamics may be solved assuming angle-independent momenta, without distorting
the results. This dramatically reduces computation complexity, and thus consumption of time and memory.

3.3 Impact of tailored microcavities
To induce enhanced coupling between the light field and the semiconductor sample, the structure may be embedded into a microcavity. Such a dielectric environment crucially alters the reflection and transmission behavior, and thus gives rise to tremendous changes of the optical response. The focus of the following studies is the
investigation of this influence for different cavity configurations.
Since a ZnO QW is investigated in this project, a dielectric environment of similar components is simulated. ZnO cavities have recently been worked out experimentally [182] and sample-growth techniques are
developing into a direction [183–186] where one or multiple ZnO-type QWs can be placed between alternating ZnO/Mg0.36 Zn0.64 O layers. In the actual computations, such a cavity with one quantum well is simulated [81, 91] by assuming refractive indices nZnO = 2.2 and nMgZnO = 1.96 [187–190] and assuming a spacer
layer that has the same refractive index as the ZnO QW to avoid reflections inside the sample. The structural
basic setup is presented in Fig. 1 of Paper [IV] and constitutes a typical microcavity used in confined semiconductor systems. It is well known that such a cavity consisting of layers with alternating refractive indices
and thicknesses equal to a quarter wavelength in the corresponding medium [90, 91, 191] leads to the scenario
of normal-mode coupling (NMC) when the sample is placed at an antinode of the intracavity field [54]. Here,
the exciton peak splits into two peaks when the quality of the cavity increases, transferring the system into
the nonperturbative regime where coupling between light and matter is strong [52, 57, 144]. Nevertheless, the
resonance energy of the cavity can be adjusted by varying the thickness of the layers. Whereas it is resonant
with the 1s-exciton energy for λ/4 layers, it is possible to tune it to be resonant with, e.g., the PSB1 located
at E1s − ~Ω, for thicknesses deviating from this “standard” value. This leads to the central question of this
investigation: How is the PL influenced by a cavity tuned to be resonant with the first phonon sideband? In
the remainder of this chapter, the term “1s cavity” denotes the cavity resonant with the 1s-exciton energy, i.e.,
the ZPL, while “phonon cavity” names the detuned cavity which is resonant with the PSB1 . Figure 3.2 shows
the computed photoluminescence spectra for the two cavity configurations. In both frames, the PL spectrum
of the sample in a cavity (solid line) is compared with the bare QW in free space (light-shaded area). In the
background, the dark-shaded area depicts the cavity reflection showing a sharp decline at the cavity resonance.
The cavity in both cases consists of 34 DBR layers leading to a mirror reflection of 99.9%.
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Figure 3.2 | Luminescence for 1s cavity versus phonon cavity. Microcavity luminescence
including zero-phonon line (ZPL or 1s) and the first phonon sideband (PSB1 ). The cavity is
resonant with (a) the ZPL or (b) the PSB1 . The luminescence spectra with (solid line) and
without (light area) cavity are shown with the reflectivity (dark area) of the bare cavity.

In Fig. 3.2 (a), the cavity is obviously resonant with the 1s-exciton energy leading to a clear splitting into
two peaks (NMC) and decrease of the overall PL, as it is expected from the 1s cavity. The NMC is a direct
consequence of the reversible emission and absorption of light at the excitonic resonance. It is the predominant
mechanism when using the 1s cavity which is why the phonon peak is very tiny and not visible in the spectrum.
Since the 1s cavity directly couples to the 1s-exciton state, neither the PSB1 nor the higher excitonic states
are influenced and, especially, do not show any splitting. For the phonon cavity shown in Fig. 3.2 (b), the
cavity-PL spectrum differs fundamentally from the 1s-cavity situation discussed before. Now, that the cavity
coincides with the PSB1 , the PL is highly enhanced at the energetic position of the PSB1 . In stark contrast
to the NMC observed before, the phonon cavity does not produce any splitting of resonances. Physically, the
different situation can be explained by considering the different energies of emission and absorption: Owing to
reversibility of emission–absorption cycles, the exciton peak with 1s cavity splits; in complete analogy to the
coupled harmonic-oscillator situation [192]. On the other hand, the phonon peak with phonon cavity does not
split since the cavity–PSB1 coupling consists only of the photon-emission part at E1s −~Ω. At low temperatures,
no absorbable phonon population is present to close the emission–absorption cycle; compare the discussion in
the previous section.
The results presented so far are computed for a certain number of DBR layers where a conspicuous coupling
between light and matter is observed to produce NMC. To demonstrate that the computed PSB1 results do not
rely on the coupling strength, also DBR-dependent computations are performed where the number of DBRmirror pairs is increased starting from the free-space configuration (0 DBR layers) to the regime where the
1s cavity produces a clear normal-mode splitting (34 DBR layers). Figure 3.3 shows the peak positions of
the 1s-exciton resonance and the PSB1 as function of DBR-mirror pairs. In Fig. 3.3 (a), the blue-solid line
represents the peak positions when the 1s cavity is used while the yellow-dashed line shows the phonon-cavity
results. When the stimulated emission overcomes the spontaneous processes, the 1s-exciton resonance shows a
clear bifurcation into NMC splitting. This happens around 8 DBR layers where the splitting sets in. The peak
positions drift slightly away from the (unsplitted) 1s position until they remain unchanged in their energetic
position since the coupling strength, compare Eq. (2.11), saturates in the strong-cavity limit. In contrast, the
PSB1 does not show any splitting indicating that the 1s cavity does not yield reversibility for this energy.
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Energy − E1s (meV)

Energy − E1s (meV)

The phonon cavity (yellow-dashed line), however,
ZPL
shows a completely different behavior because it does not
0
phonon cavity
lead to NMC at the 1s-exciton resonance since the prop1s cavity
agating mode is off-resonant with respect to the ZPL. Besides this, the PSB1 also remains a single-resonance peak.
Figure 3.3 (b) represents the phonon-cavity results of the
NMC
ZPL and PSB1 together with the energy-resolved PL in
logarithmic scale. The black-dashed lines correspond to
the yellow-dashed lines of frame (a). This graphic rendi(a)
tion in contour-plot format not only shows that no splitting occurs for both the ZPL and the PSB in phononcavity configuration, but also visualizes the peak heights
PSB1
phonon cavity
1s cavity
and change of weighting induced by the phonon cavity: at
-72
the onset of strengthened stimulated emission (around 8–
10 DBRs), the ZPL peak height decreases while the PSB1
(b)
phonon cavity
peak height grows accordingly. In agreement with the observations for the phonon cavity presented by the yellowdashed lines in frame (a), no splitting is observed at both
ZPL
0
resonances. Moreover, the ZPL is reduced for increasing
number of DBR-mirror pairs while the PSB1 increases and
shows a pronounced narrowing in the strong-cavity limit.
Thus, independent of the coupling strength and quality of
the cavity, both the ZPL and the PSB1 do not show any bifurcation, clearly underscoring the importance of the cavPSB1
-72
ity resonance. These results clearly verify that, owing to
the lack of phonon-assisted absorption discussed before,
the phonon cavity does not provide the possibility of a
closed photon-emission–absorption cycle.
0
10
20
30
The preceding fully dynamical studies reveal important
Number of DBR-mirror pairs
findings. As an interim result, notably, the effects of tai102
104
106
108
lored microcavities have distinct impact on the entire PL
spectrum. This suggests that the intensities will experience
changes as well when scanning the number of DBR lay- Figure 3.3 | Tailored-cavity peak positions. (a) Peak
position of ZPL and PSB1 versus number of DBR-mirror
ers. For better understanding, the integrated PL is plotted pairs. The blue-solid (yellow-dashed)
line indicates the
in Fig. 3.4 where the intensity of the exciton resonance for energies of the PL peaks for the 1s cavity (phonon cavthe 1s cavity is shown by the yellow-solid line. The inten- ity). (b) Peak evolutions for the phonon cavity: For insity of the PSB1 peak for the phonon cavity is indicated by creasing number of DBR-mirror pairs, the ZPL is reduced while the PSB increases and narrows. Neither
the black-solid line and the total intensity for the phonon resonance shows any1 splitting.
cavity by the gray-dashed line. Furthermore, also the maximum of the mode function at the quantum-well position (long-dashed blue) and the PSB1 peak height (blackdotted line) are shown. As a result of the Purcell effect, the ZPL emission increases rapidly for low-reflection
quality. Around the onset of reversibility, where the splitting in Fig. 3.3 sets in, the ZPL-emission intensity
decreases when entering the NMC regime. Also the PSB1 -resonance intensity for the phonon cavity (black
solid) shows an initial increase due to enhanced spontaneous emission, but then saturates to a constant value.
For all coupling strengths, the phonon-peak emission and the mode-function maximum rise monotonously. The
eventual saturation of the PSB1 -emission intensity is a result of dominant cavity–PSB1 coupling, leading to
narrowing of the phonon resonance while strong enhancement of the peak emission is observed. As a very
intriguing observation, it is to mention that the total intensity in the phonon cavity approaches the phonon-peak
intensity for strong coupling, clearly showing that the phonon cavity exclusively favors the PSB1 emission over
the ZPL contribution.
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Figure 3.4 | Intensity of the photoluminescence spectrum (fully dynamical solution).
The yellow-solid line shows the intensity of the exciton resonance (ZPL) for the 1s cavity
while the black-solid line represents the intensity of first phonon sideband (PSB1 ) for the
phonon cavity. The total intensity for the phonon cavity is indicated by the gray short-dashed
line. The mode-function maximum (long-dashed blue) and the peak height of PSB1 (blackdotted) are also shown.

3.4 Analytic model
The numerical work put forward in the last section shows that the 1s cavity leads to the well-known effect
of normal-mode coupling while the phonon cavity influences the photoluminescence in a completely different
manner. To corroborate the results of the fully dynamical computation and to gain detailed understanding of the
physical origin associated with the found effects, it is desirable to develop an analytic model to describe phononsideband luminescence in a microcavity. Another side benefit of an analytic formulation is the tremendous
reduction of computational costs, and thus computing time and memory consumption. The general procedure
to reach this goal is to set up the different operator dynamics in the exciton-picture representation and form
a closed set of equations. This leads to a steady-state expression such that the photon flux of ZPL and PSB1
contributions in normal direction may be expressed via
IPL (ω0,q⊥ ) =

i
h
2 1s 2
X, PSB1
ZPL
F0, q⊥ Re Π̄X,
+
Π̄
1s,0,q⊥
1s,0,q⊥
~

(3.5)

1s
1s
X
with the scaled photon-assisted polarization Π̄X
1s,q3D ≡ Π1s,q3D /Fq3D . The quantity Fq3D ≡ φ1s (r = 0) Fq3D
defines the strength of spontaneous emission and contains the 1s-exciton wavefunction at the spatial origin. The
analytic formulation of phonon-assisted photoluminescence including light–matter coupling effects involves
sophisticated transformation steps. This section gives a brief review to present the general idea behind this
procedure. A more detailed discussion is given in Sec. V of Paper [IV].
To capture the essence of the microcavity luminescence of the ZPL and PSB1 emission via analytic expressions, the investigations are limited to the 1s contribution and the limits of dilute densities f e ≪ 1 and
e h
eh + ∆N
f h ≪ 1 are assumed. The singlet part of the total-source term N1s = N1s
1s is proportional to f f
such that in this situation the main contribution to the PL stems from the correlated part, expressed by the
exciton distribution N1s,q = ∆N1s,q , if it exists [51]. In this situation, it is beneficial to switch from the
electron–hole representation to the exciton picture [24] by projecting the full Eqs. (2.23), (2.25), (3.2), and the
phonon-assisted two-photon correlations (Eq. (11) of Paper [IV]) via the excitonic wavefunctions; see App. A
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of Paper [IV] which surveys the basic transformation steps and relations. The results of this transformation
process are presented in Eqs. (18)–(23) of the same manuscript. For dilute densities, the excitonic eigenvalue
problem is Hermitian and produces wavefunctions φν (k) which do not separate into left- and right-handed ones.
For nonvanishing densities, however, it is rather essential to distinguish into left- and right-handed eigenfunctions φLν, Q (k) and φR
ν, Q (k) and assure correct normalization among the excitonic wavefunctions; compare a
similar discussion in Sec. 5.1.2. Then, the wavefunctions parametrically depend on the COM momentum ~Q.

3.4.1 Treatment of the stimulated parts
Even though the complexity of phonon-assisted SLEs is reduced considerably by introducing the exciton-basis
representation and restricting the studies to the 1s-exciton contribution, the non-trivial stimulated emission via
P
P
F ∆hB̂ † B̂i and F ∆hD̂ † B̂ † B̂i remains and needs a special treatment. A solution without these stimulated parts is considerably easy and straightforward. The inclusion of these terms, however, entails an intricate
interplay of different operator quantities. To control and simplify the cavity-induced coupling, the introduction
†
ˆ†
ˆ † ≡ 1 P ′ [F 1s ]⋆ B̂ †
1 P
1s
of scaled, collective photon operators B̄
q
q ′ Fq, q ′ B̂q, q ′ as well
q,Σ
q, q ′
G
q, q ′ and B̄q,Σ ≡ G
⊥

⊥

⊥
P

⊥

⊥

⊥

1
1s |2 Π̄X
as the scaled, collective photon-assisted polarization Π̄X
′ |F
′
′ proves useful. In the
q⊥
1s,q,Σ ≡ G
q, q⊥
1s,q,q⊥
following, the theoretical description is formulated using these scaled (indicated by the bar, ¯, above the operator quantity) and collective (indicated by the capital-sigma index, Σ ) operators. Within the scope of this conˆ † and B̄
ˆ † satisfy Bosonic
cept, a normalization G is introduced such that the scaled, collective operators B̄
q,Σ
q,Σ
†
ˆ
ˆ
commutation relations. More specifically, this leads to the Bosonic commutation [B̄ , B̄ † ] = δ ′ and
q,Σ

q′ ,Σ −

q,q

ˆ † ] = [B̄
ˆ † , B̄
ˆ † ] = 0 if G 2 = P |F 1s |2 .
ˆ † , B̄
[B̄
q, q⊥
q⊥
q,Σ
q,Σ
q′ ,Σ −
q′ ,Σ −
To investigate a situation where the stimulated effects are particularly strong, a planar semiconductor
microcavity consisting of alternating DBR layers is assumed, as discussed in the previous section. In this situ1s |2 ∝
ation, the normalization G has a direct physical interpretation since it contains the mode strength |Fq,
q⊥
2
|uq,qcav (zQW )| corresponding to the cavity mode |uq,qcav (z)| when the quantum well is positioned at one of the
spatial-mode maxima, zQW . For bare systems, the mode function is uniquely distributed over all momenta and
shapes into a Lorentzian for intermediate coupling. For sufficiently strong coupling, the peak narrows around
1s |2 remains unchanged for increased numthe cavity-mode energy Ecav = ~ωcav , whereas the area under |Fq,
q⊥
ber of DBR-mirror pairs. In the limit of very strong coupling, the cavity mode approaches a δ-distributed shape
allowing to introduce the strong-cavity approximation (SCA)
X
q⊥

2
1s
|Fq,
q⊥ | (ωq, q⊥ − ωcav ) ⊙q, q⊥ = 0

(3.6)

Strong-cavity approximation
whenever the mode function is strongly peaked around the cavity-resonance frequency ωcav and the function
⊙q, q⊥ is slowly varying around ωq, q⊥ = ωcav . Applying the preceding definitions to the phonon-assisted SLEs
and adopting the SCA leads to cancellation of energy differences in the homogeneous parts of Eqs. (2.23) and
(2.25). Eventually, the effective-mode equations read
i~
i~

h
i
∂
ˆ † B̄
ˆ † i = 2iG Re Π̄X
∆hB̄
1s,q,Σ ,
q,Σ q,Σ
∂t

(3.7)

 X

∂ X
ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
ˆ† ˆ†
†
∆hD̄
Π̄1s,q,Σ = [E1s,0 − ~ωcav − iγ0 ] Π̄X
1s,q,Σ + i G ∆N1s,0 − ∆hB̄0,Σ B̄0,Σ i +
p,Σ 0,Σ X̂p i (3.8)
∂t
p

′
ˆ † ≡ P ~Ω gν,ν ′ D̂† where gν,ν ′ = Gν,ν
p3D/(~Ω). A more detailed
with the collective phonon operator D̄
p3D p3D
p3D
p⊥
p,Σ
derivation and implementation of the SCA can be found in Eqs. (24)–(31) of Paper [IV]. In the following, the
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emission in normal direction is studied such that q = 0; compare Eq. (3.5). As a result of the SCA, Eq. (3.7)
does not show any direct energy or cavity dependence anymore. This simplification lays the foundation of
finding a steady-state expression of these investigations. Before going about the development of the steady-state
solution, however, further reformatting is applied to the SLEs in exciton basis, see Eqs. (18)–(19) of Paper [IV],
by introducing new quantities that signify the cavity and detuning effects better. For a neatly arranged structure
of the equations, it thus proves beneficial to define new abbreviations ∆ZPL
ω,p ≡ E1s,p − ~ω0,q⊥ for the exciton–
PSB,±
light detuning, ∆ω,p
≡ E1s,p − ~ω0,q⊥ ± ~Ω defining the PSB–light detuning, as well as the cavity–light
detuning ∆cav
≡
~ω
−
~ω0,q⊥ . This eventually produces the matrix representation
cav
ω

i~

∂
∂t

Π̄X
1s,0,q⊥
ˆ†
ˆ † B̄
∆hB̄
0, q⊥ 0,Σ i

!

!

P
ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
†
Π̄X
i ∆N1s,0 + p ∆hD̄
1s,0,q⊥
p,Σ 0, q⊥ X̂p i
=M
+
†
†
ˆ
ˆ
⋆
X
i [Π̄1s,0,Σ ]
∆hB̄0, q⊥ B̄0,Σ i

with 2×2 matrix M =

∆ZPL
ω,0 − iγ0 −i G
iG
∆cav
ω

!

!

(3.9)
(3.10)

Photoluminescence dynamics in the exciton picture including stimulated contributions
describing the photoluminescence dynamics when microcavity effects are included. In the absence of phonon
ˆ † B̄
ˆ † X̂i ≡ 0, the derived dynamics yield a closed set of equations without the need of addieffects, i.e., ∆hD̄
Σ
tional contributions. By this means, at first a suitable solution algorithm is developed to seek the steady-state
solution for the ZPL without phonon effects. To simplify and solve Eqs. (3.9), the derivation starts from the
steady-state form of Eq. (3.8) where the left-hand side is set to zero. A close inspection of the term proportional
ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
X
to G in Eq. (3.8) then reveals that ∆hB̄
0,Σ 0,Σ i is driven and a steady state is not reached unless Re[Π̄1s,q,Σ ]
is demanded to vanish; compare Eq. (3.7). Then, the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.8) discloses
ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
a constant collective photon-number correlation ∆hB̄
0,Σ 0,Σ i = ∆N1s,0 . These considerations simplify the
matrix equation (3.9) further into a typical linear equation driven by a known constant source ∆N1s,0 . Since M
includes dephasing, the set of equations eventually evolves toward a steady state which displays the determinant
of matrix M in the denominator, resulting in a Lorentzian-type response; compare Eq. (40) in Paper [IV].
cav
Here, it is convenient to rewrite the determinant viaq
its roots such that det[M] = (∆cav
ω − ∆+ )(∆ω − ∆− )
cav
cav
2
4G 2 + (∆cav
where ∆± = 21 (∆cav
1s + iγ0 ± Ω1s ) and Ω1s =
1s + iγ0 ) . By doing so and performing a
partial-fraction decomposition, the steady-state photon flux of the ZPL is proportional to the real part of

Π̄X
1s,0,q⊥ =

i ∆N1s,0

∆−

∆+ − ∆−

∆cav
ω − ∆−

−

∆+
∆cav
ω − ∆+

!

(3.11)

Analytic result of ZPL contribution to the photoluminescence

ZPL
defining Π̄X,
1s,0,q⊥ in Eq. (3.5). This result evidently shows that the presence of a cavity leads to splitting of the
1s-exciton resonance into two normal-mode peaks centered at Re[~ωcav −∆± ]. The corresponding width of the
Lorentzians is given by γ0,± = Im[∆± ]. As can be seen, Eq. (3.11) correctly describes the scenario of NMC
found by the numerical investigations of Secs. 3.2 and 3.3, and thus provides a consistent and reliable model to
describe photoluminescence including cavity effects. By using the same operator definitions and assumptions
for the phonon-related quantities, a closed set of equations for this extension may likewise be formulated.
Including dephasing, these equations eventually evolve toward a steady state as well. However, the phononrelated contributions involve sophisticated transformation and reformatting steps. The derivation and explicit
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equations are quite lengthy and therefore just presented in Sec. V and App. B of Paper [IV]. For the sake of
readability, the formalism presented in this thesis utilizes the same notation as the equations in the papers. Thus,
the analytic model with phonon-assisted contributions follows the identical scheme.
Instead of presenting the detailed derivation of the steady-state PSB1 emission, rather the complex interplay
of the equation-of-motion structure of all quantities and expectation values is schematically visualized when the
PSB1 and microcavity effects are included. Figure 3.5 shows all quantities of the related equations-of-motion
ˆ † ) and photon
structure. In general, scaled quantities are used which is indicated by the bar on the phonon (D̄
ˆ † , B̄
ˆ ) operators; compare the prior definitions. The collective phonon operator D̄
ˆ † , labeled by the capital
(B̄
Σ
sigma, is introduced in connection with Eq. (3.8). The explicit forms of the phonon-assisted equations of motion
are given in App. B of Paper [IV]. In the present schematic illustration, each participating quantity is shown in
a separate drop-shadow box. An arrow from a specific quantity to another indicates that its equation of motion
involves contributions of the second one. The upper part of the figure contains all PL contributions without
the participation of phonons (yellow-shaded ellipse and gray-shaded box) whereas the lower part represents
the phonon contributions (blue-shaded box). As a general rule, all phonon-related quantities contain a scaled,
ˆ† .
collective phonon-creation operator D̄
Σ

ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
∆hB̄
q,Σ q,Σ i

ˆ † B̄
ˆ† ˆ†
∆hD̄
0,Σ 0,Σ B̄0,Σ i

†
ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
∆hD̄
0,Σ 0,Σ X̂0 i

Figure 3.5 | Coupling of ZPL- and PSB1 -operator dynamics. An arrow from a specific
quantity to another indicates that the first one couples to the second, i.e., its equation of
motion contains contributions of the second quantity. In the upper part, all contributions
without phonons are shown. They couple to the phonon-assisted quantities (blue-shaded
box). The collective contributions (gray-shaded box) eventually vanish due to the steadystate requirement of the collective photon-number correlation, leading to decoupling from
linked dependencies. The PL spectrum (black arrow) is eventually obtained by the real part
of the photon-assisted polarization. Without phonons, the ZPL-photon flux is given by the
two quantities in the yellow-shaded ellipse and driven by a constant source.

The photon flux or PL is related to the real part of the photon-assisted polarization, see Eqs. (2.24) and (3.5),
indicated here by the black arrow. This quantity couples to two-photon correlations, i.e., the second quantity
in the first line, which then couples to the collective photon-assisted polarization (3.8). Owing to the steadystate argument introduced with the correlated collective photon-number (3.7) and the collective photon-assisted
polarization (3.8), Π̄X
Σ vanishes and is therefore shown dark-gray shaded. Then, both collective quantities are
decoupled from linked dependencies, indicated by the orange and blue “decoupling” markers. This provides a
constant driving source ∆N1s,0 for the SLEs in the yellow-shaded ellipse and forms a closed set of equations
when phonon effects are omitted. Despite the decoupling resulting from the steady-state criterion, phonons
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ˆ † B̄
ˆ † X̂i, compare Eqs. (2.25) and (3.1), and enter the PL directly as
are still coupled to the system via ∆hD̄
Σ
additional terms to the photon-assisted polarization. Apparent from the exciton operator X̂, this extension,
located at the very left of the blue-shaded box, is the exciton-picture representation of Eq. (3.2). This coupling
to the pure ZPL contribution is indicated by the arrow marked with “coupling to phonons” in the left figure part.
The phonon contributions themselves then alternately involve collective two-photon correlations and photonassisted polarizations, which naturally contain one phonon-creation operator each.
The overall steady-state PL arises out of the following procedure.
102
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The central quantity is always the photon-assisted polarization Π̄X ,
shown on the left in the yellow-shaded ellipse. Assuming the steadyc
0
n
state criterion for the collective terms and omitting phonons (gray10
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shaded and blue-shaded box vanish), just the steady-state solution
ˆ † B̄
ˆ i dynamics must be derived by setting the left-hand
of the ∆hB̄
Σ
10−2
side of the equation of motion to zero, rearranging the resulting equation, and then insert it to Π̄X . With phonons, the procedure is similar
L
P
but involves much more equations of motion, collected in the blue10−4
ˆ † B̄
ˆ†
shaded box. Starting from the farthermost node, ∆hD̄
Σ Σ X̂i, its
steady-state form is generated and inserted to the dynamics prior to
(b)
104
that node. Then, the procedure repeats with the remaining equations.
Performing rearrangements of the final resulting equation, the eventual analytic expression can be separated into a ZPL and a PSB1
od
100
part; compare Eq. (3.5). The corresponding PSB contributions are
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presented in Eqs. (45)–(51) of Paper [IV].
In case of the phonon cavity, the cavity resonance ~ωcav corre−4
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to the PSB1 energy E1s,0 − ~Ω. In a configuration close to
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= 2~Ω + ∆cav
ω → 2~Ω and ∆ω,0
ω,0
cav . Owing to the large LO-phonon energy provided by ZnO, ad∆
ω
-100 -72 -50
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ditionally ~Ω ≫ G, ~Ω ≫ ∆cav
ω , and ~Ω ≫ γ{0,1} may be assumed.
Energy − E1s (meV)
In these limits, the analytic expression for the PSB luminescence
Figure 3.6 | Microcavity luminescence
takes the simple form
computed via the analytic model. The
black-solid line shows the computed PL
including the zero-phonon line (ZPL) and
the first phonon sideband (PSB1 ). The
gray-solid line shows the mode function
and the vertical-dashed lines indicate the
positions of ZPL and PSB1 , respectively.
The cavity is resonant with (a) the ZPL
(1s cavity) or (b) the PSB1 (phonon cavity).

h

i

PSB
Re Π̄X,
1s,0,q⊥ →

h

γ1 χ0 +

P

p χp

2
2
(∆cav
ω ) + γ1

i

(3.12)

where χp denotes the oscillator strength explicitly defined in
Eq. (47) of Paper [IV]. The interesting aspect here is the denominator of the expression since it unambiguously substantiates that the
phonon cavity does not produce any splitting of the PSB1 resonance. Instead, it enhances the PSB1 luminescence, which can be applied to increase the visibility of the PSB emission. Close to the cavity resonance, the
expression (3.12) simplifies further since ∆cav
ω then vanishes.
To prove the correctness of the derived analytic model graphically as well, Fig. 3.6 illustrates the resulting
PL spectra for the 1s cavity and the phonon cavity. In both frames, the black-solid line shows the respective PL
spectrum including the ZPL and PSB1 contributions and the corresponding mode function, illustrated by the
gray-solid line. The vertical black-dashed lines indicate the energetic positions of the ZPL and the PSB1 . The
latter is located 72 meV below the ZPL. The cavity is chosen to be resonant with the ZPL using the 1s cavity,
see frame (a), or the PSB1 with the phonon cavity shown in frame (b). The cavity resonances are clearly visible
by the peak position of the corresponding mode function in each frame. This shows that the analytic model
is capable of reproducing the features of the fully numerical analysis presented in Fig. 3.2. In particular, the
1s cavity produces a pronounced splitting of the ZPL whereas the phonon cavity considerably enhances the PL
at the PSB1 , while no splitting is observed.
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3.4.2 Intensity behavior of the photoluminescence

After the steady-state photon flux and cavity effects for different resonance energies are computed and reproduced correctly, the investigation of the intensity dependence on the cavity configuration and quality remains
to be verified. Indeed, the analytic model can be directly applied to derive the integrated photoluminescence
shown in Fig. 3.4 and to investigate it in dependence of the cavity-mode strength. In order to characterize the
overall ZPL and PSB1 luminescence, the ZPL and PSB1 part are integrated separately, i.e.,
{ZPL, PSB}

I{1s, ph}

(η) =

Z

∞
−∞

{ZPL, PSB}

IPL

(ω) dω

(3.13)

where the upper indices indicate the respective contribution to the luminescence (ZPL or PSB). It is customary
to assume a unitless Lorentzian
|u(ω)|2 =

η
E0
π (~ω − ~ωcav )2 + η 2

(3.14)

for the mode function with energy amplitude E0 and the half width at half maximum (HWHM) defined by η.
In the present analysis, the resonance ~ωcav coincides with the 1s cavity (subindex “1s”) or phonon cavity
(subindex “ph”). Assuming enhanced cavity influence, the integrated luminescence eventually yields

ZPL
I1s
(η) →
PSB
Iph
(η) →

E0 η
G2

∆N1s,0

X E0 χp [∆Ep γ0 + γ1 ~Ω]


2
p

(∆Ep )2 + γ1 (~Ω)2

(3.15)
(3.16)

Integrated photoluminescence intensities of ZPL and PSB in the strong-cavity limit
where ∆Ep = E1s,p − E1s,0 . Equation (3.15) denotes the intensity of the ZPL with 1s cavity while for
the phonon cavity, the first-phonon-sideband PL is given by Eq. (3.16). As the cavity η is the HWHM of
the mode function which narrows for increasing number of DBR layers, and thus the quality of the cavity,
η decreases for enhanced reflectivity. Then, the linear proportionality of the ZPL intensity to the cavity η shows
that the overall NMC PL decreases for enhanced cavity in the 1s-cavity case. The situation is different for the
PSB1 intensity (3.16) with the phonon cavity where a saturation to a constant level sets in, unlike Eq. (3.15).
These mathematical findings already reveal that the results of Fig. 3.4 are—at least qualitatively—reproduced
and confirm that the cavity changes exciton and phonon resonance differently when tuned to coincide with the
respective frequencies. For a quantitative analysis, the integrated luminescence spectra is plotted in Fig. 3.7 in
the same way as the fully numerical results presented in Fig. 3.4. The yellow-solid line shows the intensity
of the ZPL photoluminescence using the 1s cavity and the black-solid line represents the PSB1 intensity for
the phonon cavity. Also the total intensity is shown where the ZPL and the PSB1 luminescence are integrated
using the phonon cavity (gray-dashed line). The mode-function maximum is indicated by the blue-dashed line.
Looking at the yellow-solid line, the ZPL intensity first increases but then starts decreasing at the point when
the exciton resonance splits due to the transition into the nonperturbative regime. While the mode-function
maximum increases exponentially, the PSB1 shows a clear saturation, as expected from the fully numerical
computations. The complete PL intensity for the phonon cavity depicted by the gray-dashed line shows again
that for a high reflectivity, the PSB1 emission obviously dominates the system. The x-axis on the bottom shows
the reciprocal of the mode function’s line width η while the corresponding number of DBR-mirror pairs from
the fully numerical computation is shown at the top x-axis.
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Figure 3.7 | Intensity of the photoluminescence spectrum (analytic model). Similar to
Fig. 3.4, the yellow-solid line represents the intensity of the exciton resonance (ZPL) when
using the 1s cavity and the black-solid line shows the intensity of first phonon sideband
(PSB1 ) with phonon cavity. The gray short-dashed line shows the total intensity for the
phonon cavity and the long-dashed blue line represents the mode-function maximum. The
top x -axis indicates the number of DBR-mirror pairs that correspond to the mode-function
HWHM at the bottom x -axis.
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4
Phonon-assisted luminescence of polar semiconductors:
Fröhlich coupling versus deformation-potential scattering

In the previous chapter, the theoretical framework introduced in Chap. 2 has been applied to explore phononassisted emission in the semiconductor luminescence spectrum where the exciton resonance or zero-phonon
line (ZPL) is accompanied by the first phonon sideband (PSB1 ) arising at one LO-phonon energy below the
ZPL. The computed spectra of this theoretical study have been subjected to the concept of a microcavity giving
rise to considerable changes of the overall photoluminescence (PL) spectrum.
In the present chapter, the impact of a microcavity is not pursued further. Instead, the particular emphasis
is put on the origin of exciton–phonon interaction in polar semiconductors. Phonon sidebands provide an appropriate measure to probe, e.g., the carrier–phonon interaction [168, 184, 193, 194] in semiconductors. The
intensity ratios of ZPL and PSBs strongly depend on the exciton–phonon coupling. On the basis of the Franck–
Condon principle [195–198], the coupling is expressed via the Huang–Rhys factor [176, 199]. In the presence
of carrier–carrier Coulomb scattering it is indispensable to also incorporate the phonon-conditioned coupling in
the description of an interacting many-body system as it plays a central role in the formation [29] of truly bound
electron–hole pairs, i.e., excitons. Against this background, phonon-assisted PL measurements are performed.
The spectra are investigated with respect to the temperature dependence of the relative sideband ratios of the
first (PSB1 ) and the second (PSB2 ) phonon sideband. Additional studies of the pump-power dependence corroborate the results. For the investigation, the binary compounds zinc oxide (ZnO), cadmium sulfide (CdS), and
zinc sulfide (ZnS) are used. All three are typical representatives for polar wide-gap semiconductors exhibiting
strong electron–phonon- and Coulomb-interaction effects [158, 200–202]. The measurements are analyzed and
validated by a rigorous many-body approach.
The results presented in this chapter are published in Paper [III]. The experiments have been performed by
Dr. Alexey A. Chernikov1 ,2 and Verena Bornwasser1 from the groups of Professor Martin Koch1 and Priv.-Doz.
Sangam Chatterjee, PhD.1 The samples have been provided by Dr. Thomas Wassner3 and the groups of Professors Martin Eickhoff4 and Bruno K. Meyer.4

4.1 Interaction mechanisms of LO phonons in semiconductors
Inelastic scattering between charge carriers and lattice vibrations in semiconductors may be described by
various types of electron–phonon interaction, namely the Fröhlich interaction [173–177] for longitudinaloptical phonons, the piezoelectric effect for acoustic phonons [176], and the deformation-potential scattering [176–180] for both acoustic and optical phonons. From a theoretical point of view, the corresponding
matrix elements enter at the early stage of the corresponding carrier–phonon-coupling Hamiltonian (2.15). In
this section, both mechanisms are briefly introduced and presented within the physical framework.
1

Philipps-Universität Marburg (Germany).
(present address:) Columbia University in the City of New York, NY (USA).
3
Walter Schottky Institut, Technische Universität München, Garching (Germany).
4
Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen (Germany).
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If the unit cell consists of more than one atom, optical phonons are present in the system as well. Since
this work concentrates on the investigation of two-element compounds, the analysis is restricted to the diatomic case. A close inspection of the generic phonon-matrix element shows that in the long-wavelength limit,
electrons are solely scattered by longitudinal phonons [47]. The long-wavelength LO phonons involve uniform displacements of oppositely charged ions within a unit cell causing the ions to oscillate against each
other. This eventually generates a macroscopic electric field in the structure. The interaction of this longitudinal electric field with the electrons can then be modeled in a very similar way as for the piezoelectric
field of acoustic phonons caused by strain in non-centrosymmetric structures [176]. The relative displacement
∆κ(R) = κ1 (R) − κ2 (R) results in a macroscopic polarization ∆P oriented parallel with respect to the
relative displacement. This polarization creates a Coulomb-mediated macroscopic field in the unit cell (shaded
square) at R, compare Fig. 4.1 (a) where the described lattice perturbation among anions (large spheres) and
cations (small spheres) in a polar crystal is schematically illustrated. Since the potential energy of a particle in
an electric field depends on its charge but not on other inherent properties like, e.g., its effective mass, bandindependent matrix elements are observed in this case. Optical phonons displace the ions in opposite directions
to each other, thus leading to a typical 1/|p3D | dependence of the matrix element which conditions the electron–
phonon interaction. As a result, the effective interaction displays a characteristic Coulombic behavior leading
to the so-called Fröhlich model for lattice vibrations. Within the scope of the polaron transformation [47, 49],
the related electron–phonon-coupling element [174] can readily be formulated as

Fröhlich
gpλ,3D

2

=

e2

1

"

1

2ε0 ~Ω L3 |p3D |2 ε(∞)

−

1
ε(0)

#

, λ = {c, v}

(4.1)

Fröhlich-coupling matrix element for the electron–phonon interaction
where c and v represent conduction and valence bands, respectively. The matrix element (4.1) contains the
LO-phonon energy ~Ω, the electron charge −|e|, vacuum permittivity ε0 , normalization volume L3 , and the
transferred momentum ~p3D between charge carrier and LO phonon. Here, the matrix element is given as a
unitless quantity and thus multiplied by ~Ω in the Hamiltonian (2.15). The square of the absolute value of the
2
Fröhlich-interaction-matrix element is proportional to the vacuum matrix element Vp3D = ε0eL3 |p 1 |2 of the
3D
Coulomb interaction, showing a strong dependence on the wavevector p3D [176]. Owing to the characteristic
momentum dependence, the effective coupling strength can be considered short-ranged in momentum space
and thus long-ranged in real space. Thus, this scattering mechanism is most efficient for the transfer of small
momenta among electrons and phonons and decays for large momenta. The shaded area in Fig. 4.1 (c) illustrates this behavior by showing the relative coupling strength in dependence of the phonon momentum. As
can be seen, the Fröhlich-coupling matrix element (4.1) is proportional to the difference of the inverse relative
permittivities of low, ε(0), and high, ε(∞), frequencies. In the low-frequency regime, the effective interaction
is caused due to all charges including ions in the crystal structure. For high frequencies, the ions cannot follow the fast oscillations of the electric field anymore such that basically only the electronic contribution to the
screening remains. Therefore, the relative permittivity for high frequencies describes the screening contribution
of all charges except the vibratory ions.
In general, the Fröhlich interaction is presumably the most prominent carrier–phonon scattering mechanism [173–175, 203] and commonly used also for the description of exciton–phonon coupling in semiconductors [204–207]. The Fröhlich model is typically applied to describe surface-related phonon scattering [208],
vibrational properties of low-dimensional systems [209], and coupling to polaritons [171, 210]. Owing to the
attractive interaction of electrons and holes, however, it can be considered strong for a single carrier but may be
much less efficient for a correlated electron–hole pair. This partial cancellation is a result of the opposite charges
of electrons and holes within excitons [130, 211–213] since a correlated electron–hole pair in its entirety is an
electrically neutral compound, rendering interaction with polar LO modes weak. Indications for this behavior
have already been reported, e.g., on exciton–phonon scattering in confined quantum-dot systems [214–216].
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Figure 4.1 | Fröhlich interaction and deformation potential. (a) In polar crystals, LO
phonons generate macroscopic polarization fields between anions (large spheres) and
cations (small spheres), leading to Fröhlich-type phonon interaction. The induced polarization ∆P in the unit cell (shaded square) at R is then parallel to the relative displacement.
(b) In nonpolar crystals, optical phonons alter the electronic band energies by changing
bond lengths and angles which can be described by deformation potential. In both figures,
the equilibrium positions of the atoms are indicated by the gray-shaded circles. (c) Momentum dependency of Fröhlich interaction and deformation potential.

Owing to the polarization buildup when the oppositely charged ions are displaced against each other,
electron–phonon coupling induced by Fröhlich interaction can only be present in polar semiconductors such
as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium phosphide (GaP) [180, 181]. Additionally, it is particularly strong in
wide-gap materials like CdS, ZnO, and gallium nitride (GaN) [151]. Nevertheless, in non-polar semiconductors,
LO phonons can still distort the lattice. This changes the electronic energies leading to an effective electron–
phonon interaction. In the case of non-polar semiconductors such as germanium (Ge) and silicon (Si) [217], the
coupling mechanism can be modeled via the so-called deformation-potential scattering. Contrary to acoustic
phonons which stretch or compress the crystal due to a macroscopic distortion of the lattice, optical phonons
vary the bond lengths and bond angles. This is depicted in Fig. 4.1 (b) where the unit cell at R is again indicated by the shaded area. For small distortions, the relative displacement is linear in ∆κ(R). Theoretically, the
optical deformation potential can be described via the difference between the crystal potential in the distorted
lattice and that in the undeformed lattice [178], weighted by the explicitly band-dependent optical deformationpotential constants dλopt . In practice, it is customary to neglect the arising angle dependence associated with the
optical deformation potential and use the angle-averaged quantity

g λ,opt. def.

2

=

1
2ρL3 ~Ω3

(M1 + M2 )2 |dλopt |2
2M1 M2

a2L

(4.2)

Optical-deformation potential for the electron–phonon interaction
which is given here as the (physical) quantity with the square of the absolute value. Beside the deformationpotential constant dλopt , normalization volume L3 , and LO-phonon energy ~Ω, the matrix element contains the
lattice constant aL , the density of the material ρ as well as masses M1 and M2 of the constituent atoms. Notably,
the deformation-potential coupling-matrix element (4.2) exists only for the valence band. Owing to symmetry
reasons in direct semiconductors, there is no deformation potential among electrons in the lowest conduction
band and optical phonons [181,218]. Thus, dcopt vanishes while dvopt has a finite value in the range of some 10 eV
and is also often denoted as d0 ≡ dvopt in the literature.
The authors of Ref. [219] apply a tight-binding approach to calculate the optical deformation potentials for
several tetrahedral semiconductors in diamond and zincblende structure and obtain a value of dv = 39.8 eV
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for ZnO and dv = 23.7 eV for CdS. In the experiments, wurtzite-structure materials are used such that these
values must be converted. The authors of Ref. [220] present a general derivation of the deformation potential in
wurtzite- and zincblende-type semiconductors and suggest a conversion rule connecting both systems. With this
procedure, it is possible to calculate the wurtzite-structure deformation-potential coupling constants dvZnO =
49.7 eV and dvCdS = 29.6 eV which are used in our theoretical approach. The value of ZnS in zincblende
structure is dv = 30.4 eV which results in dvZnS = 38.0 eV for wurtzite-type ZnS.
The deformation of the lattice is a local effect in real space rendering the deformation-potential scattering
almost constant in momentum space. As can be seen in Fig. 4.1 (c), the deformation potential offers a smaller
coupling strength for small momenta but can overtake the Fröhlich interaction for large momenta. While the
Fröhlich interaction shows a pronounced momentum dependence, the deformation potential is uniformly distributed over all momenta. Therefore, deformation potential is long-ranged in momentum space [181] and almost independent of the system configuration, thus leading to only slight changes when comparing the effects
on a single carrier or a correlated many-body system. In comparison to the Fröhlich interaction, the deformation
potential is supposed to display a rather weak interaction strength in polar semiconductors and is thus mostly
ignored in such materials. As can be shown [47], the Fröhlich-interaction-matrix element is real-valued whereas
the deformation potential is intrinsically a purely imaginary quantity. This fact leads to the simple generalized
form for the combined matrix element
gpλ,3DLO

2

= gpλ,3DFröhlich

2

+ gpλ,3Dopt. def.

2

(4.3)

showing that the contributions of the different coupling mechanisms can be evaluated separately and finally
added up to form the resulting electron–phonon interaction.
These considerations lead to the question of which scattering mechanism is dominating in which material
and how it can be modified by the interacting many-body system. Especially for the momentum-dependent
Fröhlich interaction, partial or complete suppression may be anticipated. Under these circumstances, deformation potential would remain as the predominant carrier–phonon-interaction mechanism; in striking contrast to
common opinion. In the next section, the microscopic aspects of these questions are scrutinized. In Sec. 4.3,
the material systems and related experiments are elucidated and compared to the theoretical findings.

4.2 Theoretical description of exciton–phonon scattering
The derivation and theory behind the appearance of phonon-sideband emission in the semiconductor luminescence is introduced in the previous chapter and has been thoroughly discussed in the literature [47–49, 221]. In
this section, the constituents of phonon-assisted luminescence including contributions up to the second phonon
sideband are briefly recapitulated. Altering the carrier distribution in reciprocal space provides information
about the dependence of the carrier–phonon-interaction strength on the transferred momentum. Temperaturedependent studies of the relative PSB ratios thus allow for the identification of the predominant exciton–phononcoupling mechanism. Regarding studies of the temperature dependence of phonon sidebands appearing in the
luminescence spectrum, it is sufficient to determine the first two emission replica. More details are given in Paper [III] and appendices therein. The resulting steady-state luminescence spectrum in free space follows from
the summed photon flux that is proportional to
(4.4)

IPL = IZPL (ω) + IPSB1 (ω) + IPSB2 (ω)

with separate contributions for ZPL, PSB1 , and PSB2 . When the 1s-exciton population dominates over electron–
hole plasma sources [I, 50], the ZPL spectrum follows from the Elliott formula
"

(1)

(2)

NZPL − δNZPL − δNZPL
IZPL (ω) = Im
E1s,0 − ~ω − iγ0
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4.2 Theoretical description of exciton–phonon scattering
where a phenomenological dephasing γ0 for the ZPL is used. The strength of 1s emission is defined by the exciton population NZPL = ∆N1s,0 at the vanishing momentum. In general, ∆N1s,Q defines the center-of-mass
distribution of 1s excitons and is assumed to follow a Bose–Einstein distribution. In analogy to the previous
COM is defined as the sum of the exciton eigenenergy
chapter, the corresponding exciton energy Eν,Q = Eν + EQ
2

2

COM = ~ Q with COM momentum ~Q and total mass M = m + m .
Eν and the center-of-mass energy EQ
e
h
2M
Additionally, the numerator of Eq. (4.5) features two corrections to the ZPL resulting from single-phonon-,
(1)
(2)
δNZPL , and two-phonon-, δNZPL , assisted processes. The explicit forms are given by Eqs. (8) and (9) in Paper [III]. These corrections, however, influence the spectra only very slightly since the ZPL is several orders
of magnitude larger than the phonon sidebands. Furthermore, the large LO-phonon energy largely attenuates
the momentum dependence of the PSB corrections. Since only effects up to the second phonon sideband are
included, no higher-order corrections alter the ZPL. Introducing phenomenological dephasings γ1 and γ2 , the
phonon-sideband contributions for PSB1 and PSB2 follow a similar form as Eq. (4.5) and read



(2)
X NPSB1 ,Q − δNPSB
1 ,Q 
,
IPSB1 (ω) = Im 
Q


X
IPSB2 (ω) = Im 
Q

E1s,Q − ~Ω − ~ω − iγ1

(4.6)



NPSB2 ,Q
.
E1s,Q − 2~Ω − ~ω − iγ2

The magnitude of the PSB resonances is
defined by NPSB1 ,Q and NPSB2 ,Q for the
first and second PSB, and the correction
(2)
δNPSB1 ,Q to PSB1 originating from PSB2 ; consult Eqs. (15)–(17) of Paper [III] for explicit
forms. The Q sum in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) discloses the discrete momentum transfer of each
transition event, leading to the characteristic
broadening of the high-energy tails in the PSB
spectra [222]. Besides this momentum dependence, the system temperature, available phasespace for scattering processes, and phenomenological dephasings are also reflected by the
high-energy flank of the PSB1 . These features
mix nontrivially such that the slope is, in general, different for various PSBs. Thus, a direct
extraction of the carrier temperature from the
PSB-line shape is not feasible by, e.g., fitting a
Boltzmann distribution to the high-energy flank
of a PSB.

(4.7)
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NPSB2 ,Q

NPSB1 ,Q

NZPL

Higher-order corrections
Figure 4.2 | Emission dynamics of phonon sidebands.
Schematic representation of zero-phonon line (ZPL, black), first
phonon sideband (PSB1 , blue), and second phonon sideband
(PSB2 , yellow) emission dynamics. All sidebands are separated by
the optical phonon energy Ω. The respective emission strengths
N are indicated by the upright arrows. The color-gradiented funnels
refer to corrections δN of a sideband with respect to sidebands of
lower order. Corrections resulting from higher-order sidebands are
indicated in gray.

With the same reasoning as mentioned
above, the photon flux of the PSB1 is modified
only by a correction stemming from the second
PSB emission whereas the PSB2 emission is not modified further. If higher-order PSBs are considered as well,
all emission contributions IPSBn (ω)—including n = 0, i.e., the ZPL—will experience corrections from all other
sidebands of order n′ > n. However, the magnitude of correction decreases rapidly with increasing sideband
order. As a general feature, the phonon-assisted corrections merely redistribute
the emission among ZPL and
R
the PSBs and it is straightforward to demonstrate that the total-PL intensity, IPL dω, remains unchanged under phonon-assisted processes [223]. The interplay and connections among the different sideband contributions
(1)
(2)
(2)
NZPL,Q , NPSB1 ,Q , and NPSB2 ,Q as well as associated corrections δNZPL , δNZPL , and δNPSB1 ,Q are depicted in
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Fig 4.2 where the PL is shown in dependence of the photon energy. Starting with the ZPL (black), corrections
resulting from PSB1 (blue/black colored) and PSB2 (yellow/black colored) emerge. The first replica (blue) is
then constructed via NPSB1 ,Q and modified by corrections (yellow/blue colored) that eventually participate in
the buildup of the PSB2 (yellow). Possible higher-order corrections are indicated by the gray line whereas the
corresponding modifications to ZPL, PSB1 , and PSB2 are indicated by their respective colors. The included
sidebands appear one and two phonon energies below the ZPL, respectively.
The phonon-related populations as well as the PSB corrections to the ZPL in Eq. (4.5) contain the exciton–
′
phonon-coupling element Gpν,ν
3D providing the strength of coupling among excitons and phonons. Previous
′
2
studies on the exciton–phonon scattering showed that the scattering probability |Gpν,ν
3D | exhibits significant
coupling for combinations (1s, 1s) and (1s, 2p) [47]. Thus, G plays a central role in this approach. The manybody correlations induce significant modifications in the relative coupling strength of the carrier–phonon interaction when an intrinsic Coulomb-mediated dependence is present. Within the scope of the investigations
presented in the previous chapter, G has already been introduced; compare Eq. (3.4). In the low-density regime,
{L,R}
it is justified to replace the excitonic wavefunctions φν,Q (k) by φν (k). In case of the Fröhlich interaction, the
in Eq. (3.4), the
matrix elements for conduction and valence band are equal. By setting gpc 3D = gpv 3D ≡ gpFröhlich
3D
exciton–phonon-matrix element for the Fröhlich coupling between excitons and phonons reads
′

, Fröhlich
Gν,ν
= ~Ω gpFröhlich
p3D
3D

X
k′



⋆

φν (k′ ) φν ′ (k′ + ph ) − φν ′ (k′ − pe )

.

(4.8)

mh
′
′
e
′
′
where p = pe + ph with pe = mem
+mh p and ph = me +mh p. Since φν (k ± p{h,e} ) ≃ φν (k ) for small
phonon momenta ~p, the wavefunctions in the bracketed term largely cancel each other in this momentum
range. This leads to a very weak Fröhlich contribution for small phonon momenta ~p. More precisely, this
particularly affects the momentum range where Fröhlich is supposed to contribute most; see Fig. 4.1 (c). As the
deformation potential vanishes for the conduction band but not for the valence band, the partial cancellation
does not apply for this scattering mechanism; compare Eq. (3.4) by setting gpc 3D to zero. This means that only
the Coulomb-mediated Fröhlich interaction experiences an appreciable reduction in coupling strength while
the deformation potential remains unaffected by the many-body dynamics. Notably, the Fröhlich interaction
couples excitons with phonons less efficiently than the deformation potential does. In other words, the Fröhlich
interaction shows a strong coupling among carriers and LO phonons for an uncorrelated system but, however,
becomes inefficient for a correlated many-body system. Figure 4.3 schematically illustrates this fact where
uncorrelated, i.e., free, carriers (left figure) are compared with truly bound excitons (right figure). While the
electric field of LO phonons may couple strongly to uncorrelated carriers, exciton–phonon coupling becomes
ineffective and free movement of the single charge carriers is not possible anymore. For materials with large
exciton binding energy and thus small Bohr radius as it is for, e.g., ZnO, this may lead to a quasi-neutral exciton
and with this an even stronger suppression of the Fröhlich interaction. In this situation, this scattering channel
couples excitons less efficiently with phonons and deformation potential may be the dominating scattering
mechanism describing lattice vibrations in the system.

In addition to the individual analysis of the exciton–phonon-matrix element (3.4), the interplay with all
remaining momentum- and temperature-dependent quantities leading to the buildup of the phonon sidebands
needs a closer inspection. Equations (15) and (17) of Paper [III] reveal a dependence of the PSB-resonance mag′
nitudes NPSBn ,Q scaling with |Gpν,ν |2n where n is the phonon-sideband order. This entails a squared behavior
for the PSB1 while the PSB2 scales with the fourth power in the exciton–phonon-matrix element. In general,
the strength of each involved interaction mechanism may be distinguished by the characteristic temperature
dependence of the PSB2 /PSB1 -intensity ratio [47]. This ratio is influenced, firstly, by the distribution of carriers
in momentum space, given by the temperature entering in the exciton population ∆N1s,Q and, secondly, by the
dependence of the exciton–phonon-matrix element G on the transferred momentum. Naturally, increasing the
temperature leads to population of excitons also favoring higher momenta (dark excitons). In turn, the phononmatrix element (4.1) decreases for increasing momenta. These opposed behaviors—increasing high-momenta
exciton populations for rising temperature versus weakened exciton–phonon scattering for larger momenta—
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Figure 4.3 | Free carriers versus excitons in the presence of phonons. In the case of
uncorrelated (free) carriers, electrons and holes move separately in the phonon-induced
electric field (left figure). The exciton constituents, however, show Coulomb attraction and
repulsion, respectively. The center-of-mass scattering is then strongly suppressed which
results in a less efficient Fröhlich interaction for excitons and phonons (right figure). The
picture is based on the illustration presented in Ref. [224].

are expected to lead to a PSB2 /PSB1 -intensity ratio which decreases with increasing temperature when the
momentum-dependent Fröhlich interaction dominates. In case of the momentum-independent deformationpotential scattering, the phonon-matrix element (4.2) is constant and thus independent of the p and Q sums in
Eqs. (4.6)–(4.7) and Eqs. (16)–(17) of Paper [III]. Hence, it does not impinge upon the temperature distribution of the carriers, leaving this parameter completely unaffected, which results in a temperature-independent
PSB2 /PSB1 -intensity ratio.
As a core statement, it can be concluded that a strongly temperature-dependent second-to-first phononsideband dependence is expected for the polar exciton–phonon coupling while theory predicts a ratio that
remains completely unaffected by a temperature sweep for materials where the deformation-potential scattering dominates. Consequently, the PSB2 /PSB1 -intensity ratio offers an experimentally accessible method to
determine the dominating coupling mechanism in a material and identify the nature of exciton–phonon interaction in semiconductors. In an experiment, the temperature may be controlled and adjusted via the lattice
temperature and/or excitation conditions.

4.3 Experiments and results
To prove the theoretical predictions, three typical polar, wide-gap bulk materials, namely ZnO, ZnS, and CdS,
are used for the experimental investigations. All exhibit large exciton binding energies [225] thus favoring
the formation of excitons before phase-space-filling effects lead to ionization and elimination of these states.
This allows excitonic-emission measurements below the Mott transition [2,180,226]. The chosen samples have
thicknesses 0.3 μm (ZnO), 0.1 μm (ZnS), and 10 μm (CdS); see Sec. III of Paper [III] for further details. Following the theoretical insights of the previous section, time-resolved PL is measured by applying a short-pulse
interband excitation and evaluating the spectrally and temporally integrated PSB intensities. In the measurements, an excitation density of n0 = 1011 cm−2 photons per pulse is used corresponding to an injected carrier
density well below the estimated Mott densities [180, 226] for these materials; an essential criterion for the
formation of correlated electron–hole pairs, i.e., excitons. Preliminary studies on the samples reveal signatures
of free and donor-bound excitons in the PL spectra of our samples [224]. However, owing to ionization of
donor-bound excitons with rising temperature, these resonances are only visible for low temperatures. Relating
to the spectral spacing of the PSBs by multiples of the LO-phonon energy, the observed phonon replica are
clearly attributed to the free-exciton transition. The weak participation of donor-bound excitons as well as the
broad temperature range of PSB-emission signatures render the samples as ideal candidates for the intended
investigations.
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Figure 4.4 | Temperature dependence of PL spectra and phonon-sideband ratios. Top:
time-integrated PL spectra of first and second PSB at lattice temperatures of T = 10 K
(shaded) and T = 90 K (solid) for (a) ZnO and (b) CdS. Insets show the emission dynamics
of PSB2 for both temperatures. The excitation density is n0 = 1011 photons/cm2 per pulse.
Bottom: (c) experimental PSB2 /PSB1 ratios versus lattice temperature for ZnO (blue circles),
ZnS (green stars), and CdS (yellow triangles) for the same excitation density as in (a) and
(b). Solid lines are guides to the eye. Frame (d) shows the ratios computed via the manybody approach. The vertical arrow indicates the development of exciton–phonon scattering.

The top row of Fig. 4.4 shows time-integrated PL spectra of the phonon resonances for (a) ZnO and (b)
CdS assuming two different lattice temperatures of T = 10 K (shaded) and T = 90 K (solid line). For better
comparability, the spectra are normalized with respect to the PSB2 peak and energetically shifted with respect
to the corresponding ZPL. The ZnO spectrum measured at T = 10 K, shown by the shaded area in Fig. 4.4 (a),
additionally shows weak signatures at the low-energy flanks of the (free-exciton related) phonon replica, which
can be attributed to donor-bound excitons. As mentioned above, these signatures vanish rapidly with rising
temperature. As a result of momentum conservation [21, 227–231], mixed exciton–photon states known as
polaritons [21, 114, 231, 232] build up in bulk semiconductors. These are predominantly reflected at the surface
and may propagate through the crystal. Under suitable conditions, however, photon emission can occur rendering the near-band-edge PL strongly dependent on surface properties [180]. Since the PSB replica, but not the
ZPL, are of sole importance for the studies performed here, the ZPL is neglected in the analysis by consistently
fitting the bound-exciton resonances with Lorentzians and subsequently subtracting them from the measured
spectra [224]. This eventually reveals the genuine spectral shape of the phonon sidebands. An obvious distinction may be seized when comparing the relative ratio of second and first phonon sideband in both spectra. This
ratio remains constant for both temperatures in case of ZnO shown in frame (a) but exhibits a clear reduction in
case of CdS presented in frame (b). The insets of Figs. 4.4 (a) and (b) show the time-resolved transients of the
PSB2 emission clearly demonstrating a single-exponential decay and thus confirming exciton-related PL [I, 51]
without additional thermal activation of further recombination channels.
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4.3 Experiments and results
To quantify the observations, the lower frames of Fig. 4.4 present temperature-dependent PSB2 /PSB1 ratios
of ZnO, ZnS, and CdS. The experimental data in frame (c) is compared with the many-body computations in
frame (d). Without applying any fitting procedures, the experimentally obtained results are in perfect match
with the theoretical predictions and clearly show that the ratio remains constant for ZnO but strongly decreases
for CdS. ZnS shows an intermediate behavior. The theoretical results are computed by calculating the relative
contributions of Fröhlich and deformation-potential coupling using typical material parameters from the literature [219, 220, 233, 234]. At the basis of these well-known and well-proven parameters, the computed effects
may be considered as fundamental and inherent features of the investigated material systems. According to
the considerations presented in the previous section, the temperature-independent behavior of ZnO stems from
deformation-potential scattering while CdS is dominated by the polar exciton–phonon coupling via Fröhlich
interaction. Besides this, ZnS is governed by a mixture of both mechanisms. The vertical arrow in Fig. 4.4 (d)
indicates the development of exciton–phonon scattering in the three investigated materials.
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Figure 4.5 | Second-to-first sideband ratio versus excitation density. (a) PSB2 /PSB1 ratios for ZnO (blue circles) and CdS (yellow triangles) at T = 10 K. n0 corresponds to a photon
flux of 1011 photons/cm2 per pulse. Solid lines are guides to the eye. Normalized PL dynamics of PSB1 (shaded area) and PSB2 (solid line) for (b) ZnO and (c) CdS.

As a last evidence of these striking findings, the pump-power dependence of the PSB emission is investigated. Increasing the excitation density may lead to generation of a considerable non-equilibrium phonon population, known as the hot-phonon effect [43]. As a result of reabsorption of phonons by carriers, this leads to
an increasing carrier temperature and thus to a population of high-momentum exciton states. According to this
argumentation, the excitation-density dependence constitutes another way to detect the exciton–phonon scattering mechanism when comparing second-to-first phonon-sideband ratios. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5 (a) at
10 K as function of excitation density in units of n0 as defined before. While ZnO shows only a slight increase
for higher carrier densities, the ratio of CdS decreases almost by a factor of two, corroborating the previous
results. Frames (b) and (c) additionally confirm these different behaviors. Here, the relative PL dynamics of
PSB1 (shaded) and PSB2 (solid line) are compared for both materials. In case of ZnO, the time-dependent
traces are equal while they differ from each other for CdS. Thus, Fröhlich interaction prevails in CdS while
exciton–phonon scattering in ZnO is dominated by deformation-potential scattering.
Yet, since all three materials show pronounced polar features, it is needed to be mentioned that scattering
among single electrons and optical phonons is still dominated by Fröhlich coupling in all investigated cases.
Only the strong Coulomb coupling of electrons and holes renders deformation potential the dominant mechanism in ZnO.
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5
Magnetic-field control of terahertz
and Coulomb interactions among excitons

Exciting a semiconductor with an optical pulse whose frequency is energetically close to the fundamental
absorption edge generates a coherent polarization. As a result of light–matter and many-body interaction, this
polarization decays radiatively or is converted into quasi-particle excitations such as bound pairs, i.e., excitons,
as plasma, or a mixture of both. Interband spectroscopy, though, cannot monitor the existence of incoherent
populations directly [71], as these quasi-particles do not directly couple to the light field. The exciton binding
energies and transition energies between exciton states fall in the frequency range of terahertz (THz). Thus, THz
fields may efficiently probe these systems [66] and induce controlled transitions between exciton states [69,135,
137–139]. Besides this, the Coulomb interaction plays a crucial role in interacting many-body systems. Recent
works [59] reveal that an effective 1s-to-2p exciton-population transfer is accompanied by the emergence of
a (initially unexcited) 2s population. As a direct 1s-to-2s transition is dipole-forbidden with respect to THz
fields, this population transfer could unambiguously be attributed to diffusive Coulomb scattering.
The binding energy of an exciton provides information about the strength of the Coulomb interaction. On the
other hand, its response to internal and external fields reveals facts about polarizability. Applying a two-color
excitation using near-infrared and THz pulses, it is thus an interesting challenge to investigate how a magnetic
field affects excitons and the Coulomb-mediated, THz-induced intra-exciton transitions. Applying a strong
magnetic field gives rise to notably confined electronic states [235,236]. This allows to trace the transition from
systems without magnetic field to substantial confinement effects: For vanishing magnetic field, the Coulomb
interaction leads to the usual quantum-confined hydrogen eigenstates. At the limit of strong magnetic field, the
eigenenergies are energetically equally spaced Landau orbitals. Bringing both the Coulomb interaction and a
magnetic field into effect, however, leads to the generation of so-called magnetoexcitons [235–238]. Besides
substantial changes to the wavefunctions and overlap among these, the eigenenergies show a typical splitting in
close analogy to the Zeeman splitting [239] known from atomic physics.
The experiments have been performed by Dr. Jayeeta Bhattacharyya,1 Sabine Zybell,1,2 and Faina
Lomakina1,2 from the groups of Priv.-Doz. Dr. Harald Schneider1 and Professor Manfred Helm.1,2 The samples
have been provided by A. M. Andrews, PhD3 and Professor Gottfried Strasser.3 The theory part is a collaboration between Dr. Lukas Schneebeli, Benjamin Breddermann, and me. The work is divided as follows: While
I have set up the total Hamiltonian by expanding Hamiltonian (2.10) by magnetic-field effects and derived the
generalized Wannier equation, Benjamin Breddermann has included excitation-induced dephasing (EID) contributions to the eigenvalue problem. This part is mainly presented in Sec. 5.1 and reflected in Figs. 5.1, 5.4,
and 5.7. Based on the exciton wavefunction- and eigenvalue-related quantities, Dr. Lukas Schneebeli has solved
the exciton dynamics (5.10) and derived the resulting photoluminescence spectra (5.12), pictured in Fig. 5.6.
This project had not been finished completely until the submission of this thesis. The corresponding
manuscript for Paper [VII] has just been submitted and reveals more intriguing details and figures.
1

Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research, Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden (Germany).
Technische Universität Dresden (Germany).
3
Institute of Solid State Electronics, Technische Universität Wien (Austria).
2
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5 Magnetic-field control of terahertz and Coulomb interactions among excitons

5.1 Excitons in magnetic field
The proper description of an interacting many-body system subjected to a magnetic field follows from the
quantum-electrodynamical Hamiltonian (2.10), rigorously expanded to fully include linear and nonlinear
magnetic-field contributions. Additionally, also terahertz effects are included to describe both constant magnetic field B and THz field ETHz by a common vector potential A = A0 + ATHz . If all excitations exist close
to the Γ point, the magnetic-field effects follow from the effective-mass approximation
[240]. The justification
p
of this approach becomes clear when considering the magnetic length lmag = ~/(eB) which is the radius of the
2 , it defines the area that contains one quantum of magnetic flux. Even for
classical cyclotron orbit. Via 2πlmag
large magnetic fields, lmag is in the range of 10–100 nm, i.e., much larger than the lattice constant [241]. Hence,
the effective-mass approximation with parabolic bands in the vicinity of the Γ point is a reasonable choice in
this situation. For the description of excitonic effects, basically, the exciton eigenvalues Eλ and eigenfunctions
φλ (r) of eigenstate λ are needed. These follow from a generalized Wannier equation [2,113] which is discussed
in Sec. 5.1.2. Before solving the excitonic eigensystem, the total-system Hamiltonian is developed.

5.1.1 Two-body problem subjected to magnetic field
To have a well-defined situation, the derivation starts from Hamiltonian (2.10) with minimal substitution and
Coulomb gauge. Separating real-space coordinates of electron and hole, it takes the expanded form




A(re ) · pe A(rh ) · ph
p2
e2 A2 (re ) e2 A2 (rh )
p2
−
+
− V (re − rh )
+
Ĥ = e + h + |e|
2me 2mh
me
mh
2me
2mh

(5.1)

where the free-light-field Hamiltonian (2.8) is neglected for now. Equation (5.1) defines a two-body problem
2
that is presented here in the real space. The Coulomb interaction is then V (r) = 4πǫreε0 |r| . Since both electron
and hole can move, Eq. (5.1) must be solved as a genuine two-body problem. To properly account for this
configuration, it is reasonable to introduce relative (r) and center-of-mass (R) coordinates
mh
mh
∂r
me
∂R
me
re +
rh , re = R +
r , ∇e ≡ ∇r e =
∇R +
∇r =
∇R + ∇r ,
M
M
M
∂re
∂re
M
me
∂R
∂r
mh
r = re − rh ,
rh = R −
r , ∇h ≡ ∇r h =
∇R +
∇r =
∇R − ∇r .
M
∂rh
∂rh
M

R=

(5.2)

In the studies presented here, the magnetic field is aligned in growth direction, i.e., perpendicular to the
quantum-well sample that is in the x–y plane, such that B = Bez (Faraday geometry). Together with Maxwell’s
equations, this defines the vector potential in the symmetric gauge [1] A0 = 21 B × r. The separation (5.2) casts
Hamiltonian (5.1) into


~2 2
~2 2
∇R −
∇r − V (r) − i~ ω̄µ · [ R × ∇r ] + ω̄M · [ r × ∇R ]
2M
2µ
ω̄e − ω̄h
µ
1
3
mh
− i~
· [ r × ∇r ] + µω̄µ2 (Rk + rk )2 − µω̄µ2 r2k −
(ω̄e · ω̄h )(Rk · rk )
2
2
2
M
2

Ĥ =−

where effective cyclotron frequencies are introduced, namely ω̄µ ≡

|e|B
2µ

with reduced mass µ and ω̄M ≡

(5.3)
|e|B
2M

|e|B
with total mass M = me + mh , as well as ω̄e = |e|B
me for electrons and ω̄h = mh for holes. The form (5.3)
corresponds to the Hamiltonian used by Schmitt-Rink et al. [237] and directly shows that the eigenvalue
problem of Hamiltonian (5.3) cannot be solved with a simple separation of r and R. To solve this problem,
Ĥ ′ = Û Ĥh Û † may be applied
to Hamiltonian (5.3) with the generalized Göppert-Mayer transformation [2, 97]
i
i
Û = exp ~ |e| r · A0 (R) ; compare Sec. 2.1.2.
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5.1 Excitons in magnetic field
A straightforward derivation yields

Ĥ ′ =

|ω̄e | − |ω̄h |
p̂2
P̂2
µ
+
− V (r) + ω̄µ2 r2k +
L̂z + ω̄M · (r × P̂)
2µ
2M
2
2

(5.4)

Total-system Hamiltonian with constant magnetic field

∂
where rk is the in-plane component of r and L̂z ≡ ez · [r × p̂] = −i~ ∂ϕ
is the z-component of the angular
momentum defined with respect to the relative motion. The transformed Hamiltonian (5.4) corresponds to the
model presented by Nickel et al. [238]. Compared to Eq. (5.3), the transformation procedure decouples relative
and center-of-mass (COM) coordinates since no mixed terms between r and R appear anymore. It is important
to mention that the L̂z part contains the difference of the cyclotron frequencies
of electron and hole, and hence
q
|ω̄e |−|ω̄h |
µ
= |ω̄µ | 1 − 4 M
.
a modified reduced-mass cyclotron frequency because
2

In analogy to the hydrogen problem [1], L̂z commutes with the transformed Hamiltonian Ĥ ′ so that it is
favorable to represent the eigenstate λ with the usual set of electronic states known from atomic physics. This
generates a joint set of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue ~m where |m| ≤ l is the magnetic
quantum number within the subshell defined by the common azimuthal quantum number l < n to the principal quantum number n. In general, the quantum numbers form a discrete set of integers where n = 1, 2, . . . ,
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (n − 1), and m = −l, . . . , 0, . . . , l. Compared to the Schrödinger equation for the relative
motion of the hydrogen atom, however, a center-of-mass dependency arises, accompanied by a lifting of the degeneracy between different m-quantum-number states for fixed principal quantum number n, when the system
is subjected to a magnetic-field. Especially, the 2s and 2p states are important candidates for this lifting. Before
seeking the solutions of Hamiltonian (5.4), the new terms of Eq. (5.4) and their physical impact are scrutinized
in more detail.
The Hamiltonian (5.4) shows contributions linear in the magnetic field but also a harmonic potential which
is quadratic in rk . To get a better understanding of the interplay of Coulombic and magnetic-field effects on
excitons, it is beneficial to combine the Coulomb-potential and the harmonic-potential terms into an effective
potential
Veff (r) = −V (r) +

µ 2 2
ω̄ r .
2 µ k

(5.5)

For vanishing magnetic field, i.e., ω̄µ → 0, Veff (r) corresponds to the bare Coulomb attraction such that the
eigenstates are the usual quantum-confined hydrogen states [118]. In this situation, the ground state is defined
by the 1s solution with n = 1 and m = 0. The nearest excited states are defined by 2s (n = 2, m = 0) and
2p (n = 1, m = ±1). For finite quantum-well thickness, the 2s and 2p states are nearly degenerate. For the
artificial case of vanishing quantum-well thickness, the eigenstates pass over into the bare two-dimensional hydrogen spectrum where 2s and 2p are degenerate. The corresponding eigenstates are analytically known [2] and
expressible via the sequence of associated Laguerre polynomials [242] and the Hermite polynomials [243]. The
other limiting case is where the magnetic field dominates producing the harmonic-oscillator solutions [244]. As
a typical behavior of hydrogenic eigenfunctions, the spectrum consists of discrete (bound-state) and continuous
(scattering-state) parts, while for B 6= 0 the spectrum is always discrete [237]. In the full problem, Coulomb
and magnetic-field effects both contribute with commensurable influence to the total solution. In a realistic
situation, the mixed Coulomb-potential and magnetic-field contributions thus change the behavior of the excitonic eigensystem while the terms linear in the magnetic field alter further the solutions. The L̂z contribution
ω̄h |
for
within Hamiltonian (5.4) only contributes for m 6= 0 and hence shifts the 2p-state energy by ±~ |ω̄e |−|
2
m = ±1. As previously mentioned, this leads to lifting of the degeneracy between the 2p− (m = −1) and the
2p+ (m = +1) states. The center-of-mass momentum in the last term of Eq. (5.4) produces an additional linear
potential ω̄M · (r × P̂) that essentially moves the center of the harmonic potential within Veff (r).
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5.1.2 Generalized Wannier equation
On the basis of the derivations of Sec. 5.1.1, the solution of the exciton problem Ĥ ′ φλ (r, R) = Eλ φλ (r, R)
follows with an ansatz φλ (r, R) = φλ,Q (r) eiQ·R where the plane-wave part corresponds to the center-of-mass
motion of the exciton. Contrary to the usual hydrogen problem, the eigenfunction φλ,Q depends parametrically
on the COM momentum P = ~Q. Inserting Hamiltonian (5.4) into this ansatz results in
h

p̂2
2µ

+

P̂2
2M

− V (r) + µ2 ω̄µ2 r2k +

|ω̄e |−|ω̄h |
2

i

L̂z + ω̄M · (r × P̂) φλ (r, R) = Eλ φλ (r, R) .

Wannier equation including magnetic-field effects

(5.6)

As outlined in Paper [V] and in App. A of Paper [IV], this corresponds to a Wannier equation. Fouriertransforming Eq. (5.6) into the k-space shows that it constitutes a Hermitian eigenvalue problem in the lowdensity regime. Under these circumstances, the eigenfunctions form a complete set of orthogonalized functions
which embody the solution for the homogeneous part of the semiconductor Bloch equations [1, 110]. For finite
densities, the problem becomes non-Hermitian and it is beneficial to expand the exciton basis to introduce leftand right-handed eigenfunctions that solve the generalized eigenvalue equations


†

µ

µ 2
M
Eλ,Q φR
λ, Q (k) = ǫk + ǫQ − Σk,Q − 2 ω̄µ △k +
h
e
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e
h

X

h
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h
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−
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′
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(5.7)
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(5.8)

Generalized Wannier equation including magnetic-field effects
which follow from the homogeneous part of the exciton-correlation dynamics
(2.28). In these eigenvalue equa
P
tions, the Coulomb renormalization Σk,Q ≡ k′ Vk−k′ fke′ +Qe + fkh′ −Qh , as well as the same relative- and
COM decomposition as used in Eq. (2.25) are introduced.4 If the Q-dependence of energy renormalizations and
2 Q2
phase-space filling are small, the exciton energy Eλ,Q = Eλ + ~2M
decomposes into the exciton eigenenergy
Eλ and COM energy of the electron–hole pair; however, only for s-like states. Under these circumstances, the
latter is then removed for the energy differences observed by THz transitions, as expected from Eqs. (5.6)–(5.8).
However, this does not apply for p-like states where L̂z introduces an additional linear COM potential.
In addition to the insights of the real-space representation presented in the last section, the form of Eqs. (5.7)
and (5.8) allows to explore the physical and mathematical structure of the system configuration in more
detail. The kinetic and Coulomb terms follow from the discussion of Sec. 2.1.1. Thus, the attention is focused on the magnetic-field dependent parts here. The spatial dependence of the harmonic potential µ2 ω̄µ2 r2k

in Hamiltonian (5.4) casts into a Laplace operator via r2k → −△†k in momentum-space representation. This
harmonic potential contributes for all exciton states, independent of the magnetic quantum number. However,
App. A shows that the angular part of the Laplacian vanishes for s-like states; compare Eq. (A.17). Proceeding similarly, the relative-motion part in Eq. (5.4) becomes the first term in the squared bracket where the
4

To emphasize the center-of-mass dependence of excitons, the COM momentum in the exciton-basis representation is denoted by
capitalized ~Q instead of ~q as used in Eq. (2.28). However, the (capitalized) COM momentum used here is not to be confused
with the definitions given in Chap. 3 where the phonon momentum has also been included in ~Q.
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5.1 Excitons in magnetic field
z-component of the angular momentum eventually leads to the eigenvalue ~m; compare a similar discussion in
App. A.2. The last term of Eq. (5.4) contains the center-of-mass momentum P = ~Q. For isotropic systems,
the electron movement does not depend on the direction in the plane. Without loss of generality, the exciton
may be chosen to move in a specific direction, i.e., Q = Qex or Q = Qey . Applying the very same procedure as before, the center-of-mass part shapes up to the second term in the squared bracket, i.e., |ω̄M | |Q|
|k| L̂z in
Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). This format directly shows that the COM contribution of the magnetic field only applies
for p-like states. This leads to an additional shift which wins on strength once the center-of-mass momentum
becomes larger or the magnetic field increases. Isotropy claims a direction-independent movement which is
why only the absolute value of Q enters the COM contribution. While no angular dependency is observed for
radially symmetric (s-like) states, the L̂z contribution unambiguously displays a lift of the degeneracy for p-like
states once a magnetic field is applied. Due to the influence of an external magnetic field, the Coulomb-matrix
element undergoes some substantial change as well. The explicit derivation is done in App. C.
k,k′
is added, originating from the fact that
In Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), a momentum-dependent scattering γX
the coherent polarization, compare Eq. (1) in Paper [VI], vanishes either via radiative decay or nonradiatively
via microscopic scattering processes [2]. The microscopic origin of nonradiative decay stems from the singlet
source that initially generates the coherent exciton-correlation dynamics, compare Eq. (B.14), once polarization
is present in the system. It describes scattering between particles where the Coulomb interaction accounts for
correct momentum exchange among participating singlets and eventually leads to dephasing of the polarization [144,245]. Since this process is the result of the electron–hole excitation in the system, it is often referred to
as excitation-induced dephasing (EID) [24,30,31,246–248]. The effects of EID profoundly alter the many-body
system and lead to state-dependent broadening of excitonic resonances for elevated densities. The most accurate
description is achieved via the second-Born–Markov approximation [1, 241] where scattering among densities
and polarizations is described in terms of correlations [2] by expressing the doublets at the scattering level and
using a steady-state solution of the coherent-carrier correlations within the Markov limit [82, 249]. Albeit this
approach is computationally feasible, it is very sophisticated and numerically still challenging. Therefore, it
seems meaningful to elaborate an analytic model that includes the important symmetries and the diffusive character of Coulomb-induced scattering. For further details consult Refs. [24, 124]. The derivation of the diffusive
scattering model for s- and p-like symmetry is sketched in App. B.2 of this thesis.
After numerically computing the excitonic eigensystem constituted by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), the resulting eigenfunctions have to be normalized using the generalized orthogonality and completeness relations;
see Eqs. (A5) of Paper [IV]. Additionally, it is important to conserve the physical character of the pairP
2
correlation function ∆geh (rk ) = β ∆nβ |φR
β (rk )| with density ∆nβ of β-excitons, compare Eqs. (234)–
(235) of Ref. [24], and thus normalize the right-handed eigenfunctions also among each other.

5.1.3 Results and discussion
The derivations of Secs. 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 show that the magnetic field significantly influences the electron–hole
relative motion. New contributions in the Hamiltonian (5.4) modify the bare Coulomb potential, giving rise
to an interesting interplay of carrier–carrier and carrier–magnetic-field coupling. This leads to the generation
of magnetoexcitons. Additionally, the exciton eigenenergies and eigenfunctions depend parametrically on the
center-of-mass momentum. As the main effect, the degeneracy of the 2p+ and 2p− states is removed once the
magnetic field attains a finite value.
The results of the preceding theoretical model and associated computations are summarized in Fig. 5.1 where
a carrier density of n = 5 · 109 cm−2 at electron and hole temperatures of Te = 39.87 K and Th = 11.28 K
is assumed. In frame (a), the eigenenergies for E1s,Q (black-solid line), E2s,Q (blue-solid line), E2p+ ,Q (thinyellow line), and E2p− ,Q (thick-yellow line) are plotted versus magnetic field. The vertical arrows indicate the
2 Q2
dependence
possible THz transitions between 1s and 2p± , respectively. In this representation, the trivial ~2M
is removed from the energies because it does not affect the energy differences observed by the THz transitions.
This leads to complete removal of the COM-Q dependence of s-like states. A comparison of the Q = 0 ≡ Q0
(solid lines) and |Q| = 2/a0 ≡ Q2 (dashed lines) where a0 is the exciton Bohr radius, however, shows that
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5 Magnetic-field control of terahertz and Coulomb interactions among excitons
the 2p± states strongly depend on the center-of-mass momentum. In addition, the E2p+ ,Q and E2p− ,Q exhibit
a clear splitting which becomes even stronger for finite values of the center-of-mass momentum. In all cases,
the splitting between 2p+ and 2p− branches is asymmetric. More specifically, the 2p+ energy shifts much
more from its zero-field value than the 2p− state does [238, 250–254]. This follows from the interplay of the
angular part of the Laplacian, compare App. A.2, and the L̂z contribution within Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) where
△ϕk contains a sign-independent m2 part while the L̂z term yields a sign-dependent ±~m contribution. The
solutions show an obvious asymmetry between the +|m| and −|m| solutions when these two contributions are
combined. The Coulomb scattering between the 2p± and 2s states is indicated by the red-dashed arrows. This
mechanism is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 5.1 | Exciton eigenenergies and eigenfunctions, oscillator strengths, and
matrix elements. (a) Shifts of the 1s (black), 2s (blue), 2p+ (thin), and 2p− (thick) eigenenergies versus magnetic field for Q = 0 (Q0 , solid) and |Q| = 2/a0 (Q2 , dashed). The
THz pulse (orange) couples the 1s to the 2p± states (gradient-colored arrows, shown here
for Q0 ). (b) Change of the 2p− wavefunction with magnetic field and COM momentum. Zero
field (shaded) is compared to B = 3 T for Q0 (solid) and Q2 (dashed). (c) Square root of
oscillator strengths versus real parts of the excitonic eigenenergies for different B fields. The
inset shows oscillator strengths for ns states in dependence of the magnetic field. (d) 2p to-2s-exciton population scattering (shaded, right y -axis) and (anti-)Hermitian parts of the
1s-to-2p THz-transition-matrix element (dashed and solid, left y -axis).
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5.2 Influence of a magnetic field on Coulomb scattering, THz transitions, and exciton dynamics
The influence of a magnetic field on the exciton eigenfunctions is presented in Fig. 5.1 (b) where the 2p−
wavefunction in real space is shown for different magnetic-field and COM configurations. Comparing the 2p−
wavefunction for B = 0 T (shaded) and B = 3 T (solid and dashed lines) shows that the magnetic field obviously concentrates the wavefunctions toward the origin. This effect is slightly diminished by the center-of-mass
motion because a finite Q (dashed line) leads to an additional linear potential, increasing the probability of finding the exciton at positions rQ > r0 . In contrast, the 1s wavefunction is only slightly changed by the magnetic
field, indicating that the Coulomb effects outweigh the magnetic-field influence. The 1s-exciton wavefunction
is presented in Fig. 2 (a) of Paper [V] and shows a very stable behavior for increased magnetic field.
In general, the exciton wavefunctions in real space become broader and more nodes appear as the principal
quantum number n is increased. An external magnetic field will “enclose” the electron–hole pair in a harmonic
potential forcing the magnetic-field-dependent wavefunctions to be more strongly attracted toward the origin
compared to the zero-field wavefunctions. This in-plane confinement eventually tends to increase the oscillator
strengths [237, 255, 256] of the PL emission, especially for the 2s and higher states: The attraction is enhanced
as n is increased, i.e., the further the wavefunctions are situated from the origin, the stronger the impact of a
magnetic field will be. As a result, the magnetic field introduces more attraction for the higher states than for the
1s state which behaves relatively robust under the influence of a magnetic field. These findings are summarized
in Fig. 5.1 (c) where the oscillator strengths of s-like states are plotted versus the respective exciton binding
energy of the states, i.e., the real parts of the exciton eigenenergies resulting from the Wannier equations (5.7)
and (5.8). Since the 1s-oscillator strength is very dominant compared to higher-order states, the square root
of the oscillator strength |φRns,0 (r = 0)|2 is plotted here. This representation equally expresses all important
effects but emphasizes the behavior of ns states with n > 1. The red lines show the zero-field results while
blue shows the states for B = 1 T and yellow for B = 2 T. As a result of EID, a clear 2s resonance cannot
be distinguished anymore since it is composed of a whole cluster of resonances [124] for B = 0 T (red lines).
This clustering is an important component for the computation of the overall PL spectrum of the excitonpopulation dynamics presented in Sec. 5.2, as it leads to more weight and thus a stronger 2s signal in the
zero-field case. Different case studies show that the clustering effect is more prominent for a carrier density
around n = 5 · 109 cm−2 as chosen here. The consequences of EID effects will be discussed in the following
section. Once the magnetic field is set to finite values, the carrier motion is quantized to Landau orbitals due to
the Lorentz force. This effect becomes clearly manifest in the equally spaced energetic splitting of eigenstates
when the magnetic field increases in strength (blue and yellow lines). The inset of Fig. 5.1 (c) shows the s-like
oscillator strengths as a function of magnetic field whereas the 1s-oscillator strength (shaded) is scaled down
by a factor of 0.1. As previously mentioned, the 1s state behaves rather robust for different magnetic-field
strengths while higher-order states show distinct modifications. Figure 5.1 (d) displays the exciton-scattering
elements among 2p and 2s populations together with the THz-transition elements for the 1s-to-2p transition.
Both quantities are computed using the eigenfunctions resulting from Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). Their explicit form,
role, and physical interpretation in the studies of this project are discussed in the next section.

5.2 Influence of a magnetic field on Coulomb scattering,
THz transitions, and exciton dynamics
The studies presented in this section and related Paper [VII] are a direct continuation of the investigations
recently presented in Ref. [59] and Supplemental Material (SM). To introduce the basic framework, these
preceding works are briefly summarized here.
Terahertz excitations resonant with the 1s-to-2p exciton-transition energy in semiconductor QWs have recently been shown to lead to pronounced population transfer into the 2s state [59]. The THz pulse causes a
partial depletion of the 1s state by transferring exciton populations from the 1s to the 2p state. This quenching
of the 1s PL has previously been discussed in the literature [69, 254]. Although the excitonic resonances in the
optical absorption or the PL spectrum result exclusively from bright excitons, i.e., excitons with COM momentum within the optical cone |Q a0 | . 0.1, this is not the case for THz-induced transitions since they involve
excitons with all COM momenta. Consequently, the THz pulse causes the exciton populations to temporarily
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no

occupy optically dark states that may not recombine radiatively. As a result of scattering among dark and bright
exciton populations, this exciton shelving [59, 257] eventually leads to the observation of more luminescing 1s
excitons after a THz pulse has been applied to the system compared to a situation where the sample is not subjected to a THz pulse. Apart from this quenching behavior of the 1s PL, a clear transient increase of the 2s PL
is observed. As aforementioned, the 2p state is optically dark and thus may not contribute radiatively to the PL.
Owing to parity-conservation rules, direct 1s-to-2s THz excitation,
2s
Coulomb scattering
however, is dipole-forbidden such that the THz cannot induce transi2p
tions from the 1s to the 2s state. Additionally, a THz pulse is far offTHz
resonant with respect to the energy separation of the nearly degenerate
2p and 2s states; compare Fig. 5.1 (a) for B = 0 T. In other words,
1s
the unexpected increase of the 2s PL cannot be attributed to the THz
1s PL
pulse. Instead, this effective 1s-to-2s transition is explained by diffu2s PL
sive Coulomb scattering which breaks the symmetry of THz-transition
monitored
selection rules and generates a mixing of 2s and 2p populations; see
monitored
App. B.1 of this thesis and SM of Ref. [59] for a detailed explanation.
In combination with a THz-induced 1s-to-2p transition, the Coulomb
Ground state
interaction gives rise for the direct generation of an effective 1s-to-2s
transition such that the symmetry-forbidden 2s populations are cre- Figure 5.2 | Three lowest hh-states and
ated via many-body scattering. This direct 1s-to-2s coupling has no involved carrier-relaxation paths. The
atomic analogue, revealing crucial differences between atoms and in- system is excited by a THz pulse (yellow) resonant with the 1s–2p intra-exciton
teracting many-body systems. Figure 5.2 diagrams the energy levels transition. The directly measured 2s PL
of the three lowest heavy-hole (hh) states 1s, 2p, and 2s together with emerges due to Coulomb scattering (red)
THz transition and Coulomb-scattering channel. The experimental and between the 2p and the 2s state. After
THz excitation, the 1s PL recovers due to
theoretical details are described in Ref. [59] and related SM.
backscattering from 2s and 2p (dashed).
As a direct extension to this previous work, the Coulomb-assisted,
THz-induced coupling between the 1s and the 2s states may systematically be controlled by applying an external magnetic field. The magnetic field modifies both the THz transitions and the Coulomb scattering by
introducing substantial changes to the exciton energies and wavefunction overlap between the 1s-, 2p-, and
2s-exciton states. After the derivations of a stationary system subjected to a magnetic field presented in the last
section, these results are now applied to compute the influence and modifications of a magnetic field on the
exciton-correlation dynamics and resulting PL spectra.
ive
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5.2.1 Experiment
In the experiment which studies the influence of a magnetic field, a high-quality multiple quantum-well structure is investigated, consisting of 60 periods of GaAs
QWs of 8.2 nm width which are separated by 19.6 nmPL
wide AlGaAs barriers. The 1s-to-2p exciton transition
is excited by 25-ps long far-infrared (FIR) pulses prostreak
duced by the free-electron laser (FEL) at the Helmholtzcamera
NIR pulse
Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf (HZDR), Dresden (Gersynchronization
many). In all measurements, the FEL energy is kept fixed
CCD
unit
while the magnetic field is increased. Two different conFigure 5.3 | Sketch of experimental setup. The figurations of FEL energies are investigated: First, the enelectronically-synced FIR and NIR pulses are both foergy is tuned to be resonant with the 1s-to-2p-energy
cused onto the sample. After passing a spectrometer,
separation
at vanishing magnetic field, corresponding to
the PL is detected by a synchroscan streak camera.
~ωTHz = 8.7 meV, and second to be resonant with the
1s-to-2p+ transition at B = 1.6 T where ~ωTHz = 10.6 meV. Keeping the FEL energy fixed, the magnetic
field is swept between 0 T and 3 T. The excitons are generated by a near-infrared (NIR) excitation using a
Ti:Sapphire laser emitting 4 ps (FWHM) pulses at 1.615 eV with a repetition rate of 78 MHz. The NIR excitasample
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tion is slightly above the 1s-hh energy which is at 1.566 eV, as inferred from absorption measurements at 10 K.
Using a pulse picker, every sixth pulse is selected to fit the 13-MHz clock pulse of the FEL [258]. The electronically synchronized pulses are focused onto the sample. About 600 ps after the NIR excitation, the mechanically
time-delayed THz pulse arrives. This guarantees enough time for exciton formation and cooling [29, 51, 257],
thus producing a situation where virtually 100% of the electron–hole pairs are bound to excitons such that
plasma contributions are negligible. After passing a spectrometer, the PL is detected by a synchroscan streak
camera. The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 5.3.
The experimental techniques are similar to the experiments performed in Ref. [59]. However, in this present
study the impact of an external magnetic field on the interacting many-body system is investigated by exciting
the magnetic-field-dependent 1s-to-2p intra-exciton transition with a narrow-band THz pulse.

5.2.2 Exciton-correlation dynamics
The description of exciton-population and transition-amplitude dynamics starts from the quantum kinetics of
two-particle correlations (2.28). To analyze how exciton populations evolve in time, it is convenient to convert the COM representation of the exciton correlations to the exciton basis using relations (A6)–(A7) of Pa′
per [IV]. Including the THz part cq,k,k
X, THz in Eq. (2.28) allows for the description of the influence of THz fields
on the interacting many-body system. The Coulomb scattering among excitons results from the three-particle
′
scattering TXq,k,k . Its full form shows a very complicated structure and is presented in, e.g., Refs. [2, 24, 59].
One of the key properties related to the three-particle scattering is the conservation law of exciton populations,
P
q,k,k′
= 0, such that Coulomb scattering always satisfies a diffusive redistribution of exciton correq,k,k′ TX
lations in momentum space. The notion of diffusive triplet scattering very closely follows the argumentation
presented in App. B.2 needed for the momentum-dependent scattering in the generalized Wannier equation.
Similar to the simplifications presented in Sec. 5.1.2 with respect to the scattering matrix of EID, it is also desirable to introduce assumptions for the triplet scattering. Nevertheless, all approaches must necessarily satisfy
the essential symmetries and conservation laws such that a simple phenomenological dephasing model is not
sufficient for a consistent description of the diffusive character of Coulomb scattering. The basic principles and
fundamental ideas are properly rendered by a diffusive scattering model [24, 59]
q,k,k′
Tdiff

= −i~ γ



′
cq,k,k
X

1
−
2π

Z

′ +K
dϕK cq,k+K,k
X



(5.9)

with overall scattering strength γ and momentum exchange ~K in the Coulomb-scattering process. Typical
values for K are in the range of 1/a0 . As shown in App. B.1 of this thesis and SM of Ref. [59], the diffusive
Coulomb scattering not only efficiently converts exciton populations but also yields relaxation among the exciton states. More technical details on diffusive scattering in general are given in Ref. [2]. The scattering model,
as it is also used in the computations of this present project, is introduced in the SM of Ref. [59]. After projecting Eq. (5.9) to the exciton basis, the diffusive scattering may eventually be expressed by the diffusive Coulomb
λ,ν
matrix ελ,ν
α,β ≡ εα,β (|K|). Its explicit form and a generic, analytical representation for s- and p-like states is
presented in App. B.1 of this thesis. The matrix elements of Coulomb scattering are computed using the exciton
wavefunctions. These, in turn, are modified by an external magnetic field; see the discussion in Sec. 5.1.
To demonstrate the effect of a magnetic field on the exciton wavefunctions and Coulomb-mediated scattering,
Fig. 5.4 presents the spatially resolved real parts of the exciton wavefunctions φλ (r) of λ = 1s (bottom), 2p
(middle), and 2s (top) states as contour plots. The left column shows the B = 0 T results and the right column
the wavefunctions for B = 3 T. The THz field connects the 1s and 2p states via dipole coupling. In the illustration, the strength of dipole-allowed THz transitions (1s-to-2p) is indicated by the thickness of the vertical
arrows. The Coulomb-scattering strength between 2s and 2p states is represented via the thickness of the slanted
arrows. As shown by Eq. (B.3), the Coulomb scattering contains the scattering momentum ~K which is exchanged in the scattering process. The 2s wavefunctions are presented without Coulomb-induced modulations
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where the scattering momentum vanishes (~K =
0, “stationary”) and with finite scattering momentum (~K > 0, “moving”). In particular, the
Fourier transform of φ2s (k) (“stationary”, top) and
φ2s (k + K) (“moving”, top), as well as φ2p (k)
(middle) are shown. Obviously, the scattering momentum ~K modulates the stationary wavefunction of 2s (top) such that the moving 2s wavefunction reveals oscillating patterns. As known from
the hydrogen problem, the 2p state (middle) resembles the typical ellipsoid shape with two lobes
and a node at r = 0. Additionally, the momentum
dependence of EID leads to a twisting effect in the
wavefunctions that becomes obvious especially for
p-like states. For vanishing magnetic field (left colFigure 5.4 | Magnetic-field effects on exciton wavefunctions
and Coulomb scattering. The B -field (left column: vanishing umn), a pronounced Coulomb-scattering strength
field; right column: B = 3 T) constrains the 1s, 2s, and 2p wave- is obtained, as indicated by the thick, slanted arfunctions while Coulomb scattering leads to modulations and row. This shows that combined THz field and difspreading (“moving”) of the unscattered wavefunctions (“sta- fusive Coulomb scattering lead to an effective 1stionary”). For better visibility, the 2s and 2p wavefunctions are
to-2s transition, as observed in Ref. [59]. In conshown spatially separated. Thickness of the slanted arrows intrast,
a finite magnetic field (right column) spadicates the scattering strength. Possible THz transitions with
strengths are shown by the vertical arrows.
tially attenuates and constrains the wavefunctions
and thus concentrates them toward the spatial origin; compare also Fig. 5.1 (b). As a result of the less-spread wavefunction and increased energetic 2s-to-2p±
difference compared to the B = 0 T case, see Fig. 5.1 (a), the Coulomb-scattering strength decreases for increasing magnetic field; compare Fig. 5.1 (d). Due to enhanced confinement near r = 0, the THz-transition
probability increases for increasing magnetic field; compare Fig. 5.1 (d). The increasing off-resonance between
THz energy and 1s-to-2p± transition energies for growing magnetic-field strength, however, counteracts this
effect. Thus, major modifications due to combined effects of THz and magnetic field are expected.
In order to compute the exciton-correlation dynamics, we determine the cX dynamics (2.28) with THz contributions and diffusive Coulomb scattering. In the exciton basis, these take the form

i~

∂
∂t

∆Nλ,ν,Q (t) = [Eν,Q − Eλ,Q − iγλ,ν (1 − δλ,ν )] ∆Nλ,ν,Q (t) − i

X

λ,ν
εα,β
∆Nα,β,Q (t)

α,β

+

Xh

i

Jλ,β,Q ∆Nβ,ν,Q (t) − J⋆ν,β,Q ∆Nλ,β,Q (t) · ATHz (t)

β

(5.10)

Exciton-correlation dynamics with Coulomb-scattering and THz contributions
where the exciton populations are described by the diagonal elements ∆Nλ,λ,Q ≡ ∆Nλ,Q while the offdiagonal elements ∆Nλ,ν6=λ,Q describe exciton-transition amplitudes and correlated electron–hole plasma. In
the experiment, the THz pulse enters about 600 ps after the NIR excitation, allowing for exciton formation and
cooling such that practically all electron–hole pairs are bound to excitons, producing a situation of pure occupation of the 1s-exciton state ∆N1s,Q . In other words, in the calculations it may be assumed that the excitonformation process has already taken place such that the correlated electron–hole-plasma contribution may be
omitted. Equation (5.10) includes the computed eigenenergies of states λ and ν following from Eqs. (5.7)
and (5.8). Since the center-of-mass energy does not depend on the states, it cancels and does not contribute
to the energy differences observed by THz transitions. The state-dependent dephasing γλ,ν is chosen such that
only exciton-transition amplitudes are affected while exciton populations (λ = ν) are conserved.
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The THz coupling follows from the transition-matrix element
Jλ,ν,Q ≡

X

h

i⋆

φLλ, Q (k) jk φR
ν, Q (k)

k

(5.11)
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The exciton configurations before the THz pulse
excites the sample are initialized by Boltzmann distributions for dark- as well as bright-exciton populations. Additionally, a hole burning as shown in
Fig. 5.5 for |Q a0 | . 0.1 is implemented for the
bright exciton populations, which amounts to 0.08
for the initial distribution of bright 1s excitons. After the THz pulse has quenched the 1s state, the 1s
population recovers via scattering with, e.g., acoustic phonons. This recovery is implemented by a
relaxation model to describe how dark and bright
excitons relax toward a Boltzmann distribution in
the steady state while conserving the total particle number. As THz fields act on excitons with all
COM momenta, a dark-to-bright coupling accounts
for redistribution of momenta among excitons.

1s distribution (norm.)

containing the current-matrix element jk = −|e|~k/µ with reduced mass µ. Every quadratic matrix can be represented as the sum of a Hermitian (H) and an anti-Hermitian (AH) matrix.Against this background, the THz-
1
1
⋆
⋆
AH
transition matrix (5.11) may be separated into JH
λ,ν,Q = 2 Jλ,ν,Q + Jν,λ,Q and Jλ,ν,Q = 2 Jλ,ν,Q − Jν,λ,Q
AH
such that Jλ,ν,Q = JH
λ,ν,Q + Jλ,ν,Q . As a consequence of particle conservation, the THz-transition matrix must
be Hermitian. This can be shown by summing the THz contributions of Eq. (5.10) over all populations, i.e.,
P
λ = ν, leading to i~∂t λ ∆Nλ,Q (t)|THz = 0. Interestingly, both bright and dark populations are conserved
separately such that the THz coupling merely redistributes the populations with respect to their center-of-mass
momenta while conserving the total amount of carrier populations. For vanishing EID effects in Eqs. (5.7)
and (5.8), the resulting eigenfunctions are purely real-valued such that JAH
λ,ν,Q = 0. For low to intermediate
diffusive scattering, the anti-Hermitian part has a finite value but, however, is small compared to the Hermitian part. The Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts of Jλ,ν,Q thus also give a measure for the strength of EID.
This is shown by the left y-axis of Fig. 5.1 (d) where the Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts of the 1s-to-2ptransition-matrix element are plotted versus magnetic-field strength. As can be seen, the anti-Hermitian part is
well below the Hermitian part and even decreases with increasing magnetic field. In contrast, the strength of
the Hermitian part grows with magnetic field, thus showing an increase of the probability of THz-transitions
with stronger magnetic field. The remaining THz-matrix elements (not shown) for 1s-to-np, n > 2, transitions
exhibit a similar behavior but, however, are clearly weaker than the 1s-to-2p THz transition.

bright

0.5
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0.0
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2
Center-of-mass Q (a−1
0 )

4

Figure 5.5 | Hole burning of the 1s-exciton distribution.
Bright-exciton populations contribute to the luminescence leading to rapid depletion of excitons with small COM-Q (solid
line). This leads to hole burning in the 1s-exciton distributions
(shaded area). Scattering between dark and bright excitons redistributes high- and low-momentum states.

The full time dynamics of the exciton correlations (5.10) are computed by combining these (self-contained)
models with the diffusive Coulomb scattering and THz-pulse excitation. The time-resolved PL (TRPL) spectra
follow from the time-resolved populations of bright excitons, implemented in an Elliott formula [24]


2

2



R
nX
max φR
∆Njs,0 (t) 
js, 0 (r = 0)
 φ1s, 0 (r = 0) ∆N1s,0 (t)
PL(ω, t) = Im 
+

E1s,0 − ~ω − iγ̃1s
Ejs,0 − ~ω − iγjs
j=2

(5.12)

Frequency- and time-resolved photoluminescence

2
with oscillator strengths |φR
js, 0 (r = 0) | of js excitons; see inset of Fig. 5.1 (c). The exciton energies Ejs,0
correspond to the real parts of the eigenenergies resulting from Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) while the imaginary parts
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enter the state-dependent dephasings γjs . In the experiment, a neutral-density filter is used at the high-energy
flank of the 1s peak to enhance the 2s signal by attenuating the low-energy parts of the spectrum. In the
h





i−1

cut
where
+1
computation, this is modeled via a Fermi–Dirac-like cutoff function γ̃1s ≡ γ1s exp ~ω−E
∆Efilter
Ecut is chosen roughly 4 meV above the 1s resonance and ∆Efilter is in the range of 0.5–1 meV. Additionally,
the PL spectrum is inhomogeneously broadened to account for disorder-related effects.
The magnetic-field effects enter the PL via all stationary quantities such as the exciton eigenenergies and
wavefunctions. The exciton populations are computed using Eq. (5.10) where all state combinations of populations (λ = ν) and transition amplitudes (λ 6= ν) of bright and dark excitons dynamically interact. The
magnetic field influences the dynamics directly via the wavefunctions which enter the Coulomb-scattering and
THz-transition elements, and via the exciton energies entering the kinetic part of the equations of motion. To
account for ionization of excitons and multi-photon transitions, the four-level system including the 1s, 2s, 2p+ ,
and 2p− states is expanded to include also excited states (3s, 4s, . . . , nmax s; 3p± , 4p± , . . . , nmax p± ) up to
nmax = 20.

5.2.3 Results, discussion, and further prospects

∆PL2s [10−4 ]

∆PL1s (%)

To quantify the THz-induced effects and monitor the magnetic-fieldinfluenced
changes, Fig. 5.6 shows the computed, differential photo0
luminescence ∆PL(t) = PLTHz (t) − PLref (t) between the PL with,
PLTHz (t), and without, PLref (t), terahertz excitation. Four different
B=0T
-20
magnetic-field configurations are shown, i.e., vanishing field (black) as
B=1T
well
as B = 1 T (green), 2 T (blue dashed), and 2.5 T (yellow). The
B=2T
B = 2.5 T
time-resolved ∆PL are energy-integrated around the corresponding 1s
-40
and 2s energies. Frame (a) shows ∆PL1s and frame (b) presents ∆PL2s .
(a)
The THz pulse is chosen to be resonant with the 1s-to-2p transition at
-60
vanishing field for all time traces, i.e., the THz wavelength is kept con6
stant at λ = 142 μm corresponding to ~ωTHz = 8.7 meV.
THz pulse
The time scale is normalized with respect to the center of the
THz pulse (shaded in frame (b)). At the arrival of the THz pulse, the
4
∆PL1s in Fig. 5.6 (a) shows a sharp decline due to significant quenching [69, 254] of the 1s-exciton population. For long times, the differential 1s PL overshoots to positive values as a result of exciton shelv2
ing [59]. While the results for vanishing field (black curve) essentially
(b)
reflect the results presented in Ref. [59], the extension with an exter0
nal magnetic field applied to the sample shows distinct modifications
of the quenching behavior. The ∆PL1s shows a maximum quench of
200 400 600
0
Time − t0, THz (ps)
about 60% which slightly decreases to roughly 42% when increasing
Figure 5.6 | Effect of a B-field on the magnetic field from B = 0 T to B = 2.5 T. This is a direct result
THz-induced population transfer. The of the lifted 2p− –2p+ degeneracy with increasing magnetic field: While
∆PLλ for (a) λ = 1s and (b) λ = 2s is for vanishing field, 2p− and 2p+ are degenerate and the 1s-exciton popshown for B = 0, 1, 2, and 2.5 T versus
ulation is equally transferred to both the 2p− and the 2p+ branches,
time. The 1s hole burning is 0.98. The
the
magnetic field modifies the system such that only 2p− contributes
time axis is normalized with respect to
the center of the THz pulse (shaded). for high magnetic fields. This effect is discussed in more detail later.
The thin, horizontal lines indicate the In contrast to increasing off-resonance of the THz pulse with respect to
zero levels of 1s quench and 2s excess. the lifted energy branches, the THz-transition-matrix elements increase
with increasing magnetic field; see Fig. 5.1 (d). This results in a complicated interplay of two competing processes that influence the quenching behavior.
The time evolution of ∆PL2s , on the other hand, shows a strictly positive-valued behavior where a clear
spike arises. This reveals that the diffusive Coulomb scattering in combination with a 1s-to-2p-resonant THz
excitation is capable to induce a direct 1s-to-2s-state transfer; see App. B.1 of this thesis and SM of Ref. [59].
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Eventually, the decay of ∆PL2s clearly takes place with two different time scales where fast Coulomb-mediated
scattering is followed by slow relaxation due to acoustic phonons. With increasing magnetic field, the ∆PL2s is
gradually reduced. However, compared to the moderate reduction of the 1s quench with increasing magneticfield strength shown in frame (a), the 2s-excess PL decreases much more rapidly by a factor of 2.6, showing
that the magnetic field can substantially control the intra-exciton Coulomb-scattering strength into the 2s state.
Besides this, the maximum of the ∆PL2s gradually shifts in time toward smaller time values while showing
a faster decay. This time shift is a direct result of the fact that the magnetic field renders the system more
few-level-like. For B = 0 T, the 2s PL is also influenced by a comparably slow relaxation from higher ns
states to the 2s state, while for finite magnetic-field strengths the 2s PL mainly arises from an interplay of
states up to only n = 3. On the other side, the faster decay is a result of reduced Coulomb-scattering strength;
compare Fig. 5.1 (d). While for B = 0 T, the processes of radiative decay, dark-to-bright coupling, relaxation,
and Coulomb scattering influence the decay behavior of the 2s PL, the influence of the Coulomb scattering
is largely reduced for finite magnetic fields such that the decay is dominated by the time scales of the other
processes. In addition to this, the ∆PL2s decreases for increasing magnetic-field strength, which is also a result
of reduced influence of Coulomb scattering. However, the ∆PL2s rises again for the case where a magnetic
field of B = 2.5 T is assumed. This increase for B = 2.5 T is explained by additional THz transitions which
in this case result from the dipole-allowed 2p− -to-3s transition. This effect will be discussed below in the
context of Fig. 5.7 (b). Suppressing the diffusive Coulomb scattering confirms that the pronounced 2s peak
exclusively originates from the diffusive Coulomb scattering and subsequent equilibration [59]. This behavior
is also confirmed for computations with finite magnetic-field strengths (not shown).
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Figure 5.7 | Exciton-transition energies as function of magnetic field. Transition energies from (a) 1s-to-np± and (b) 2p± -to-ns exciton states. The black-solid line indicates the
THz central energy of ωTHz = 8.7 meV (resonant with the 1s-to-2p transition at B = 0 T,
marked with the black arrow) and the gray-solid line shows the THz central energy of
ωTHz = 10.6 meV (resonant with the 1s-to-2p+ transition at B = 1.6 T, marked with the gray arrow). The thick-dashed line in (a) presents the 1s-to-2s-energy difference. The red and blue
spheres in (b) highlight important THz transitions from 2p± to higher s-like states, which are
discussed in the text. The size of the spheres indicates the respective THz-coupling strength.
In both frames, the p− (p+ )-related branches are presented by solid (dashed) lines.

The preceding discussion shows that applying a magnetic field remarkably influences the THz-transition
probabilities and Coulomb-scattering strengths. For a closer inspection of the 2p− –2p+ -degeneracy lifting and
possible additional THz transitions, Fig. 5.7 (a) shows the energy difference Enp± −E1s for dipole-allowed THz
transitions between the 1s and np± -exciton states as function of magnetic field. The p− (p+ )-related branches
are presented by solid (dashed) lines. The two THz energies applied in the studies are indicated by the solid,
horizontal lines where the black line corresponds to ~ωTHz = 8.7 meV, resonant with the 1s-to-2p-transition at
B = 0 T, and the gray line represents ~ωTHz = 10.6 meV, resonant with the 1s-to-2p+ -transition at B = 1.6 T.
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5 Magnetic-field control of terahertz and Coulomb interactions among excitons
For clarification, the resonance positions are indicated by the gray and black arrows. Additionally, the 1s-to-2senergy difference is shown as black-dotted line. Obviously, the np− and np+ branches become non-degenerate
for increasing magnetic-field values, leading to a fan chart of magnetoexcitons. In case of the THz excitation
at ~ωTHz = 8.7 meV, the lower 2p branch, i.e., 2p− , clearly contributes much more throughout the complete B
range in comparison to the upper branch, i.e., 2p+ . While the 2p+ branch shows a continuous blue shift with
increasing magnetic field, the 2p− branch first shows a red shift [251, 252] which is followed by a successive
blue shift [238, 251–253]. The origin of this effect has already been discussed in Sec. 5.1.3. The stronger blue
shift of the 2p+ branch reveals that for increasing magnetic field, the upper branch becomes off-resonant more
rapidly with respect to the THz field. Thus, for the THz excitation at ~ωTHz = 8.7 meV, the 2p− branch offers
the dominant contribution for non-vanishing magnetic field while 2p+ only plays a minor role. Additionally, this
THz energy is far away from higher branches beyond 2p± , thus eliminating any possibility for THz transitions
from the 1s state to states beyond 2p± . This situation suddenly changes when the THz field is tuned to be
resonant with the 1s-to-2p+ transition at B = 1.6 T, i.e., ~ωTHz = 10.6 meV, indicated by the horizontal,
gray-colored line and the gray arrow. Again, the THz energy is kept constant at this value for all magnetic-field
sweeps within this data set. As can be seen from Fig. 5.7 (a), the THz field is also resonant with transitions from
the 1s state to higher states beyond 2p± . This resonance occurs for magnetic fields below B = 1 T. The ∆PL1s
is thus expected to peak at B = 1.6 T whereas lower magnetic-field values also contribute appreciably when
the 1s quench is scanned in dependence of the magnetic field. Owing to reduced THz-transition probabilities
for increasing principal quantum number n, i.e, 1s-to-np± , however, the most prominent transition is expected
to arise at B = 1.6 T. Besides this observation, the 2p+ branch now yields the dominant contribution while the
2p− is strongly off-resonant with respect to the THz field for the magnetic fields investigated here. With respect
to higher exciton states and the ionization continuum, the magnetic field renders the system rather few-level-like
compared to a system which is not subjected to a magnetic field.
So far, only THz-induced transitions from the 1s to 2p± or higher p-like states have been scrutinized. After the THz pulse has already transferred 1s-exciton populations to the 2p± states, additional dipole-allowed
transitions may occur [259]. To also scan for additional resonances, Fig. 5.7 (b) presents the energy difference
between the 2p± to higher s-like states. The black and gray horizontal lines again indicate the THz energies
at ~ωTHz = 8.7 meV and ~ωTHz = 10.6 meV, respectively. The colored, solid (dashed) lines represent the p−
(p+ )-related branches. Evidently, no channel to 2s is observed in this range of magnetic-field strength such that
the 2s excess cannot stem from possible THz transitions but may clearly be attributed to the diffusive Coulomb
scattering. Only for large magnetic fields (not shown), transitions from 2p− to 2s become possible as well, i.e.,
when the lowest solid line intersects the horizontal lines. However, the red and blue spheres show that there are
channels from, e.g., 2p− to 3s at B = 2.5 T, from 2p− to 4s at B = 1.5 T, from 2p+ to 4s at B = 2.4 T,
and so on. The size of the spheres schematically indicates the strength of the respective THz transition. Since
the THz-current-matrix element |J2p,ns | decreases with increasing n, the 2p− -to-3s is the strongest one among
all these higher-order transitions. These populations of higher s-like states relax to the 2s state, giving rise to
pronounced signatures in the magnetic-field-dependent 2s-exciton populations and corresponding PL spectra.
The differential 2s PL shown in Fig. 5.6 (b) demonstrates this scenario. Here, the ∆PL2s gradually decreases
for increasing magnetic field from B = 0 T to B = 2 T. Increasing the magnetic-field strength further beyond
B = 2 T shows that the maximum is rising again (here only B = 2.5 T is shown). This is a direct result from
the above-mentioned 2p− -to-3s transition at B = 2.5 T where populations are transferred from 2p− to 3s,
followed by a subsequent relaxation to 2s. If higher states are not taken into account in the theory, this effect
does not show up.
The presented results reveal that the exciton-correlation dynamics and with these the resulting PL spectra
are clearly modified and influenced by an external magnetic field. A magnetic field is capable of controlling
the intra-exciton Coulomb scattering among exciton populations and renders the system more few-level-like.
Furthermore, the THz field may also induce transitions to higher states giving rise to additional resonances in
the population dynamics. More details and figures of this project, illustrating the effects of Coulomb scattering
and THz excitations in the presence of an external magnetic field, are presented in the upcoming Paper [VII].
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6
Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, a microscopic theory has been applied and extended to describe phonon-assisted processes and
terahertz excitations in semiconductors. All investigations have been performed in the incoherent regime where
all coherent quantities vanish and the quantum nature of light becomes important. Based on the Heisenberg
equation-of-motion approach, the cluster-expansion scheme has been adopted to truncate the infinite hierarchy
of coupled equations. In this context, the arising expectation values are classified by recursively identifying
correlated clusters. By this means, the many-body hierarchy is systematically factorized into lower- and higherorder expectation values. As a result of the sequential buildup of correlated clusters, the procedure leads to a
physical and intuitive interpretation of the clusters and the truncation scheme. In the presented microscopic
theory, the generic structure of the cluster-expansion approach appeared to be very beneficial as it can be
straightforwardly generalized to include new coupling effects without the necessity to reformulate the existing
theory from scratch.
In the first project, the semiconductor luminescence equations (SLEs) have been extended to include LOphonon-assisted processes involving the first phonon sideband (PSB) arising at the low-energy side of the
1s-exciton resonance which is often referred to as the zero-phonon line (ZPL). For the description of photonassisted polarizations in the incoherent regime where the calculation involves a completely quantized light field
described by photon-creation and -annihilation operators, it is sufficient to truncate the hierarchy of coupled
equations at the singlet–doublet level of the cluster-expansion scheme. However, extending this theory to describe also PSBs arising at the low-energy side of the ZPL leads to additional phonon-creation operators. In this
context, the nth PSB is described by (n + 2)-particle correlations such that the first PSB already invokes the
triplet level of the cluster-expansion scheme. Consistently including stimulated-emission effects, a microscopic
theory has been presented to describe phonon-assisted luminescence in a microcavity. Besides a full numerical
evaluation of the phonon-assisted SLEs, a rigorous analytic model has also been developed. The obstacles that
arise from the stimulated parts in the SLEs could systematically be handled by introducing the strong-cavity
approximation. This opened up the possibility of formulating a closed analytical formula to describe phononassisted luminescence in a cavity. In both the numerical and the analytical computations, the standard scenario
where the cavity resonance coincides with the 1s-exciton resonance, i.e., the ZPL, has been expanded by the
option of freely tuning the cavity resonance to any arbitrary frequency. This rendered investigations of different
cavity configurations possible. On the one hand, normal-mode coupling for a cavity resonant with the ZPL was
observed but, on the other hand, a new effect could also be identified where the PSB is highly enhanced if the
cavity resonance is shifted to coincide with the first phonon-sideband resonance. Intensity studies in dependence
of the quality of the cavity indicate an initial increase of the luminescence intensity due to the Purcell effect,
followed by a subsequent decrease as the system transitions into the nonperturbative regime, if the cavity is
resonant with the ZPL. For a cavity resonant with the first PSB, the integrated luminescence saturates which reveals qualitative changes in the cavity effects and the impact of a detuned microcavity on the system properties.
As already investigated in the first project, the interaction between electrons and longitudinal-optical (LO)
phonons gives rise to pronounced PSBs in the luminescence spectrum. This interaction may be modeled by
either the short-ranged optical deformation-potential scattering or the long-ranged Fröhlich interaction which
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exists in polar media. In order to identify the origin of exciton–phonon interaction in polar semiconductors,
time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy has been used to investigate the PSBs of three polar, widegap materials, namely ZnO, ZnS, and CdS, as a function of temperature and excitation density. The experimental results have been confirmed by a theoretical many-body approach where the relative contributions of
Fröhlich interaction and optical deformation-potential scattering were identified. Here, a steady-state luminescence formula has been developed to investigate exciton-population-dominated first (PSB1 ) and second (PSB2 )
phonon-sideband luminescence. For low densities where correlated emission sources prevail, the exciton picture constitutes a suitable formulation for the description of PSBs, as the hierarchy problem that arises from the
Coulomb interaction is eliminated in this representation. The experiment–theory comparison has demonstrated
that many-body interactions significantly influence the phonon-interaction mechanisms. While Fröhlich interaction governs the scattering in CdS, deformation-potential scattering prevails in ZnO. In ZnS, both processes
contribute equally. As an important fact, the theoretical studies have shown that scattering between single
electrons and an optical phonon is dominated by the Fröhlich interaction in all three investigated materials.
However, the strong Coulomb coupling between electrons and holes leads to strong suppression of the Fröhlich
interaction, particularly in ZnO, such that optical deformation potential is here the overall dominant mechanism
that is responsible for the sideband emission.
The studies on the exciton–phonon interaction have demonstrated that Coulombically bound electron–hole
pairs, i.e., excitons, have pronounced effects on the optical properties of semiconductors. After creation of polarizations, carriers, and correlations in the semiconductor via an optical interband excitation using visible or
near-infrared (NIR) light, some fraction of the excited carriers may bind into excitons. As the energy spacing
between intra-exciton transitions is in the terahertz (THz) range, THz spectroscopy is ideally suited to probe
correlated semiconductor many-body states and to induce controlled transitions between the different states.
In contrast to interband processes, intraband transitions do not alter the number of total excited carriers. Recently, the THz-induced, dipole-forbidden 1s-to-2s transition has been reported, which could be traced back
to the diffusive Coulomb scattering among 1s, 2p, and 2s states. Based on these studies, the influence of an
external magnetic field on THz transitions and Coulomb scattering has been investigated in the third project.
A magnetic field significantly alters the properties of excitons such as the eigenenergies and wavefunctions.
However, the internal energy spacing between different exciton states remains in the THz regime such that
THz spectroscopy is still in demand when a magnetic field is applied. As the Coulomb scattering induces intraexciton transitions, the variations of the exciton properties induced by a magnetic field enable major control of
the scattering among exciton states. Using time-resolved photoluminescence measurements of GaAs/AlGaAs
multiple quantum wells, the dynamics of excitons have been probed via excitation using narrow-band THz
pulses resonant with the dipole-allowed 1s-to-2p intra-exciton transition. The experimental findings have been
corroborated by a theoretical model by fully including linear and nonlinear magnetic-field contributions to
the total-system Hamiltonian. The magnetic field varies the exciton eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, and with
this the THz-induced, Coulomb-mediated intra-exciton transitions and exciton-population dynamics. Besides
significant changes in the co-operative interaction of Coulomb scattering and THz field, both experiment and
theory could reveal additional THz-induced transitions to higher exciton states which would not be observable
without a magnetic field. As a very intriguing result, it could be shown that the system becomes few-level-like
when a magnetic field is applied. This project had not been finished completely when submitting this thesis.
More details and results are presented in the upcoming manuscript [VII].
The combination of THz pulses with a magnetic field opens up new prospects in scientific research. For
example, it is well studied that resonant excitation of an optically pre-excited system with a THz pulse that
is close to resonant with the intra-exciton 1s-to-2p transition may lead to pronounced Rabi-flopping effects.
Using strong THz pulses, recent studies have shown that the 1s-exciton resonance bleaches and a significant
splitting evolves as the THz intensity is increased [138]. The authors could furthermore show that the ionization
continuum of excitonic states plays a significant role resulting in pronounced spectral wings. Since a magnetic
field modifies the excitonic system to exhibit a rather few-level-like character, the multi-THz-photon ionization
might be controlled systematically and it would be interesting to investigate how such a system can be reduced
to a two-level system by applying an external magnetic field.
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A
Numerical discretization of the Laplace operator

In second quantization, the Hamiltonian arising from the contribution proportional to B2 displays a secondorder derivative with respect to k; compare Eqs. (5.6)–(5.8). Thus, for numerical computations, the generic
Laplace operator must be discretized [260, 261] and applicable boundary conditions have to be identified. In
polar coordinates, the Laplace operator can be written as
△=

∂2
1 ∂2
1∂ ∂
1 ∂2
1∂
+
+
k
+ 2
=
k ∂k ∂k k ∂ϕ2k |k{z
∂k} |{z}
∂k2 k2 ∂ϕ2k
| {z }
(1)

M△

k

(2)

M△

k

(A.1)

M△ϕ

k

where the first- and second-order derivatives with respect to k and the derivative with respect to ϕ are labeled
(2)
(1)
with matrices M△k , M△k , and M△ϕk , respectively. In the following, these derivatives shall be discretized and

written in matrix form. To find an approximation for the first- and second-order derivatives ∂∂k and
customary to start with a Taylor expansion of an arbitrary function u(k) around a grid point ki [260]:
1
u(ki + δk) = u(ki ) + u′ (ki ) δk + u′′ (ki ) (δk)2 +
2
1
′
u(ki − δk) = u(ki ) − u (ki ) δk + u′′ (ki ) (δk)2 −
2
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u (ki ) (δk)3 + O (δk)4 ,
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1 ′′′
u (ki ) (δk)3 + O (δk)4 ,
6

∂2
∂k 2 ,

it is

(A.2)
(A.3)

where u(n) (ki ) denotes the nth derivative of u evaluated at point ki . Summing Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) results in


u(ki + δk) + u(ki − δk) = 2u(ki ) + u′′ (ki ) (δk)2 + O (δk)4
which yields the second-order central difference
∂2u
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(A.4)

(A.5)

An analogous derivation where Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) are subtracted from each other yields the discretization for
the first-order derivative


∂u
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i
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ui+1 − ui−1
+ O (δk)2 .
2 δk

(A.6)

To solve the general eigenvalue problem
M · v = λv

(A.7)
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A Numerical discretization of the Laplace operator
with eigenvector v and eigenvalue λ, the general discretization scheme for the derivatives with respect to k can
be written in matrix form as
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Here, the matrices are of size (N + 2) × (N + 2) whereas the dashed box is a N × N matrix. For the sake of
clarity, all matrix entries which are zero are represented by blank fields.
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A.1 General boundary conditions

A.1 General boundary conditions
Although the derivatives are already properly discretized, the boundary conditions for the specific problem
remain to be defined. A common ansatz are the general (mixed) Dirichlet and von Neumann boundary conditions [260, 262]
αlo u(k = klo ) + βlo

du(k)
dk

and

= γlo

αhi u(k = khi ) + βhi

k=klo

du(k)
dk

= γhi . (A.10)
k=khi

Here, αlo , βlo , and γlo are constants constituting the boundary conditions for the lowest (lo) index. The constants
αhi , βhi , and γhi are the respective equivalents for the highest (hi) index. In general, these indices are outside
the normal domain, i.e., for a problem consisting of grid points {1, . . . , N } they are fixed at index positions
0 and N + 1 such that ulo = u0 and uhi = uN +1 . Since the excitonic eigenfunctions are continuous at the
boundaries, it may be assumed that the grid points at the boundaries are identical to their neighbors, i.e.,
u0 = u1

and

(A.11)

uN +1 = uN .

Inserting these conditions into Eq. (A.5), leads to boundary conditions for the second-order derivative
u2 − u1

uN −1 − uN

for matrix line 1 ,

(A.12)

for matrix line N .

(A.13)

With conditions (A.11), similar boundary conditions for the first-order derivative (A.6) arise. With these results,
the matrix representations can be cast back into N × N matrix forms
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where an equidistant grid with continuous domain of definition is assumed, i.e., δk = const. for all grid points.
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A.2 Angular-dependent part
The quantum-state number λ of the excitonic eigenfunctions and eigenvalues introduced in Sec. 5.1 implicitly
contains the principal quantum number nλ and the magnetic quantum number mλ , i.e., the projection of the
angular momentum. For clarification, both the principal quantum number and the magnetic quantum number
are explicitly labeled with index λ here. These indices may be dropped if the connection becomes clear from
the context. In App. B, e.g., the explicit distinction is needed since mixed terms of different states arise. The
excitonic wavefunctions in momentum-space representation can then be expanded in terms of the radial and the
angular contribution as
φλ (k) = φ̄λ (|k|) eimλ ϕk

(A.16)

where the radial part φ̄λ (|k|) is indicated by the bar. For s-like states, i.e., mλ = 0, the angular part vanishes
∂2
and a spherically symmetric wavefunction appears. Applying the angular-dependent part △ϕk = k12 ∂ϕ
2 of the
k
Laplace operator (A.1) to Eq. (A.16) leads to
△ϕk φλ (k) = φ̄λ (|k|) △ϕk eimλ ϕk = −

m2λ
φλ (k) ,
k2

(A.17)

showing that the angular-dependent part can be written as a diagonal N × N matrix
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Matrix (A.18) directly reveals that the harmonic potential in the total-system Hamiltonian (5.4) is not angulardependent for radially symmetric (s-like) states.
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B
Diffusive scattering model

This appendix briefly discusses the main issues of the diffusive scattering models introduced in connection
with the diffusive exciton scattering and the excitation-induced dephasing (EID). The analysis is presented in a
completely generic format using a complex-valued ansatz without restricting the formalism to the low-density
case, i.e., the representation distinguishes between left- and right-handed wavefunctions and their complex
conjugate.

B.1 Diffusive exciton scattering
ky

In Sec. 5.2, the Coulomb-scattering matrix

with overall scattering strength γ and momentum exchange K in the Coulomb-scattering process is introduced. It contains the matrix element
λ,ν
rα,β
(|K|)

1
=
2π

Z h

i⋆

rαλ (K)

rβν (K) dϕK

+

K

K

k

(B.2)
ϕk+K

Xh

i⋆

φLλ (k)

k

ϕk

k

and overlap integral
rαλ (K) =

ϑ

ϕK

φR
α (k + K) ,

(B.3)

|K| sin ϕK

(B.1)

|k| sin ϕk

i

h

λ,ν
λ,ν
ελ,ν
α,β (|K|) = γ rα,β (0) − rα,β (|K|)

ϕk

kx
|k| cos ϕk

|K| cos ϕK

compare also Ref. [59] and supplemental material for
more details. The derivation of the scattering matrix is Figure B.1 | Illustration of the relationships between
non-trivial and needs careful treatment of all relations wavevector k and scattering wavevector K. The angles
of both vectors against the x-axis are denoted by ϕk and
between the different angles. In general, a derivation in ϕK , and the difference angle is denoted by ϑ = ϕK − ϕk .
Cartesian coordinates is easier and less defective but a Same angles are highlighted by the same shadings. The
representation using the polar-coordinate system offers different segments in x- and y -direction are also labeled
more insight into the different physical relations and at the bottom and the right side. All scattering vectors K
are considered in the calculations.
eventually leads to helpful analytic results and simplifications. Thus, this supplement will concentrate on the derivation in polar coordinates applying a generic
complex ansatz for the angular dependency without a-priori restrictions to a simple real-valued ansatz. The
generic ansatz is needed for a more detailed understanding of the problem and for the correct normalization of
the wavefunctions and the scattering contributions.
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B Diffusive scattering model
Starting from Eq. (B.3) and applying separation (A.16), yields
rαλ (K) =
=

Xh

i⋆

φLλ (k)

Zk

k dk

Z

φR
α (k + K) =

Xh
k

i⋆

h
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φ̄R
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imα ϕk+K
e−imλ ϕk φ̄R
α (|k + K|) e

(|k + K|) e−imλ ϕk [cos ϕk+K + i sin ϕk+K ]mα .

(B.4)

Figure B.1 illustrates the angular relations between the wavevector k and the scattering vector K where ϕk , ϕK ,
and ϕk+K denote the angles between the x-axis and k, K, and k + K, respectively. Basic geometric relations,
see the labels of segments at the bottom and right side in Fig. B.1, show that the angular part in Eq. (B.4)
containing the angle ϕk+K of the resulting vector can be expanded to
e±iϕk+K = cos(±ϕk+K ) + i sin(±ϕk+K ) = cos(ϕk+K ) ± i sin(ϕk+K )
|k| cos ϕk + |K| cos ϕK
|k| sin ϕk + |K| sin ϕK
=
±i
|k + K|
|k + K|
h
i
1
|k|e±iϕk + |K|e±iϕK
=
|k + K|

(B.5)

where the plus and minus argumentation is true for p-like states due to the characteristics of cosine and sine,
i.e., cos(−ϑ) = cos(ϑ) and sin(−ϑ) = − sin(ϑ), and the fact that m = ±1 for p-like states. Equation (B.5)
shows that this procedure leads to a separation with respect to the angle ϕk+K into terms depending on ϕk and
ϕK , respectively. Inserting this result into Eq. (B.4) yields
rαλ (K)
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Z

k dk
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"
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#|mα |

.

(B.6)

It is important to emphasize that Eq. (B.6) only applies for mα ∈ {−1, 0, +1}, i.e., s- and p-like states.
This is why |mα | is formally introduced in the exponent of Eq. (B.6). The angular-integration variable is now
substituted by ϑ = ϕK − ϕk denoting the angle between k and K. This substitution does not change the limits
for a full-turn integration of a periodic integrand. With this, the integral may be written as
rαλ (K) =

Z

k dk

Z

i⋆

h

dϑ φ̄Lλ (|k|)

k,K
φ̄R
α (|k + K|) Aα,λ (ϑ)

(B.7)

with the angular-dependent integrand
Ak,K
α,λ (ϑ)

−imλ (ϕK −ϑ)

≡e

"

|k|eimα (ϕK −ϑ) + |K|eimα ϕK
|k + K|

#|mα |

.

(B.8)

To simplify this integral further, the symmetries of the trigonometrical functions in the complex exponential
functions must be taken into consideration. The bracketed term in Eq. (B.8) with power of |mα | vanishes for a
s-like right-handed excitonic wavefunction and contributes with the power of |mα | = |±1| = 1 for p-like states.
While a simple result is obtained if mα = 0, the situation appears to be more complicated for a p-like state
where the bracketed term contributes to the angular integral. Then, many different combinations of angulardependent contributions appear. At this point, it proves to be very useful to make use of the relations of sine
and cosine in combination with an integral√over the complete period of 2π. Like the right-handed wavefunction
depends on cos ϑ, the factor |k + K| = k2 + K 2 + 2kK cos ϑ in Eq. (B.5) is also an even function in ϑ.
Thus, only those contributions of the complex exponential functions containing cosj ϑ sin2j ϑ, j ∈ N0 , will
lead to a contribution of the ϑ-integral whereas the terms with odd powers of sin ϑ will vanish. A case-by-case
analysis of Eq. (B.8) yields four simplified results when considering the conditions stated above and restricting
the analysis to s- and p-like states. With these considerations, the final result for arbitrary mixtures of s- and
p-like states assumes the generic form
XXIV

B.1 Diffusive exciton scattering

λ
rα
(K)

= Rαλ (|K|) ei(mα −mλ )ϕK

(B.9)

with radial contribution
Rαλ (|K|) ≡

Z

k dk


Z

h

dϑ φ̄L
λ (|k|)

i⋆

k,K
φ̄R
α (|k + K|) M|mλ |,|mα | (ϑ)






M0,0 M0,1



and matrix M ≡ 
=




M1,0 M1,1

1
cos ϑ

(B.10)



|k| cos ϑ+|K|

|k+K|


|K| cos ϑ+|k|
|k+K|

 .


Generic angular-dependent scattering-matrix element for s- and p-like states
The diffusive scattering matrix (B.1) is calculated by the difference between the unscattered case with vanishing scattering momentum, i.e., ~K = 0, and the K-dependent scattering-matrix element. For arbitrary scattering momenta and with the restriction to s- and p-like states, integral (B.2) can easily be evaluated yielding
Z

h
i⋆
1
dϕK rαλ (K) rβν (K)
2π
Z
1 λ
ν
=
R (|K|) Rβ (|K|) dϕK ei(mλ −mα +mβ −mν )ϕK
2π α
(
0
if (mλ − mα + mβ − mν ) 6= 0
.
=
Rαλ (|K|) Rβν (|K|) if (mλ − mα + mβ − mν ) = 0

λ,ν
(|K|) =
rα,β

(B.11)

λ,ν
(|K|) corresponds to the bare radial part of rαλ (K) and rβν (K), respectively, if the magnetic
This shows that rα,β
quantum numbers sum up to zero. In all other cases, it does not contribute. In the special case of vanishing
scattering momentum (~K = 0), only the radial part remains. Applying the generalized orthogonality relations,
compare Eq. (5a) of Paper [IV], the radial parts reduce to the simple expression

Rαλ (0) = δλ,α

(B.12)

which reflects the above-mentioned conservation of the magnetic quantum numbers. Implementing these findings, the diffusive scattering matrix (B.1) can finally be formulated as
h

i

h

i

λ,ν
λ,ν
λ
ν
ελ,ν
α,β (|K|) = γ rα,β (0) − rα,β (|K|) = γ δλ,α δν,β − Rα (|K|) Rβ (|K|)

(B.13)

illustrating that only the radial parts of the scattering matrix contribute while the angle of K does not play a
role. Against the background that diffusive Coulomb scattering only redistributes the excitons to new momenta,
Eq. (B.13) consistently reflects the physical scattering effects.
These results directly reproduce the physical character of the transition amplitude described by the overlap
integral (B.3): For transitions between different exciton states λ 6= α, Eq. (B.3) produces a vanishing result
for K = 0 since the wavefunctions are orthogonal. Coulomb scattering, however, always entails a momentum
exchange via a scattering momentum ~K > 0 such that the overlap integral takes a finite value. Thus, Coulomb
scattering generates mixtures of the “pure” states of λ- and α-excitons. This fact clearly reveals that diffusive
Coulomb scattering is capable to enable an effective coupling between 2p and 2s states. If the 2p state is
populated, e.g., by applying a 1s-to-2p transition induced by a THz pulse to transfer NIR-interband generated
1s excitons to the 2p state, Coulomb scattering may lead to scattering of this 2p population to the 2s state.
This eventually results in an effective 1s-to-2s-state transfer, circumventing the usual selection rules for THz
transitions.

XXV

B Diffusive scattering model

B.2 Diffusive model for excitation-induced dephasing (EID)
The coherent polarization, compare Eq. (1) of Paper [VI], vanishes not only radiatively but also nonradiatively
via scattering processes. In general, it it not sufficient to restrict these processes to a mere phenomenological
contribution but rather describe them via a microscopic-scattering model
Γk ≡

X

k′ ,q6=0

h

′



′

′

′

,k
q,k ,k
q,k ,k
q,k ,k
Vq cq,k
v,v,v,c + cv,c,c,c − cc,v,v,v + cc,c,c,v

⋆ i

(B.14)

which affects all momentum states by coupling the Coulomb interaction to coherent-carrier correlations. Equation (B.14) is taken from Eq. (117) of Ref. [24]. As already outlined in Sec. 5.1.2, the most accurate approach
is to calculate at the level of the second-Born–Markov approximation providing results which are suitable even
for high-precision design studies for research and industrial applications [263–265]. Owing to mathematical
and numerical complexity, it is desirable to formulate a model that is easier to handle but includes the important
P
symmetries of the Coulomb-induced scattering processes, i.e., total-polarization conservation via k Γk = 0
which is satisfied by the momentum-dependent scattering (B.14). This diffusive character redistributes the
microscopic polarizations, similar to the diffusive exciton scattering derived in Sec. B.1. Clearly, a bare phenomenological dephasing constant is not capable of fulfilling this important relation. A possible ansatz for a
diffusive dephasing is


1
Γk = −iγ Pk −
2π

Z

dϑ Pk+K



(B.15)

with constant γ, coherent polarization Pk , and angle ϑ = ϕK −ϕk between carrier momentum ~k and scattering
momentum ~K. Separating the radial and the angular part by using the general ansatz Pk = P̄|k| eimϕk , the
expansion (B.5) may be adopted when considering only s- and p-like states. This leads to


Γk = −iγ P̄|k| eimϕk

1
−
2π

Z

dϑ P̄|k+K|

"

|k| + |K|eimϑ imϕk
e
|k + K|

#|m| 
 , m ∈ {−1, 0, +1} .

(B.16)

Distinguishing again between both considered symmetries and utilizing the trigonometrical relations of the last
section, the scattering for s-like states (m = 0) reads


1
Γk = −iγ P̄|k| −
2π

Z

dϑ P̄|k+K|



dϑ P̄|k+K|

|k| + |K| cos ϑ ±iϕk
e
|k + K|

(B.17)

and for p-like states (m = ±1)


Γk = −iγ P̄|k| −

1
2π

Z



(B.18)

where only the radial part contributes to the eigenvalue problem. The diffusive scattering Γk enters the semiconP
ductor Bloch equations via Γk = k′ γk,k′ Pk′ after Eq. (B.16) is represented in matrix form. As elaborated in
Ref. [124], the scattering approximation in the generalized Wannier equations (5.7) and (5.8), originating from
the exciton-correlation dynamics (2.28), follows from neglecting coupling among doublets and to six-point
terms. Beyond the second-Born approach, the doublet structure is fully included while triplets are treated on
the scattering level. Owing to the Fermionic structure, a consistent description then introduces six- and eightpoint correlations leading to complicated mixtures of scattering between singlets and true excitons. Decent
approximation schemes are presented in Ref. [124]. In this thesis, the diffusive scattering model is applied,
which consistently describes the state-dependent broadening effects.
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C
Influence of orbital symmetry on the Coulomb-matrix element

In Chap. 5, terahertz transitions between s- and p-like states are investigated. This gives rise to substantial
changes of the excitonic eigenvalue problem not only in the scattering contributions, compare Sec. B.2, but
also of the Coulomb-matrix element in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). This supplement briefly sketches the modifications
of the Coulomb-matrix element to correspond to the energy levels within the subshell. The procedure is very
similar to the argumentation of App. B.
The emerging Coulomb sums in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) contain the excitonic wavefunctions (A.16). Without
loss of generality, the two-dimensional case is presented here such that the sum reads
X

V

k−k′

X

′

φν (k ) =

k′

V

k−k′

k′

′

imν ϕk′

φ̄ν (|k |) e

L2
= 2
4π

Z

mν
′
′
φ̄ν (|k′ |) Vk−k
′ k dk

(C.1)

with the angular-integrated Coulomb-matrix element
mν
Vk−k
′

≡

Z

imν ϕk′

Vk−k′ e

dϕk′ =

Z

imν (ϕk +ϑ)

Vk−k′ e

imν ϕk

dϑ = e

Z

Vk−k′ cos(mν ϑ) dϑ .

(C.2)

Here, ϑ = ϕk′ − ϕk denotes the angle between k′ and k; compare Fig. B.1 and substitute K → k′ to correspond to the derivation presented here. Following the same argumentation as in App. B, the complex part
of the exponential function vanishes and only the cosine remains. This representation shows that the effective
Coulomb-matrix element for different magnetic quantum numbers varies in a modulation cos(mν ϑ) which is
1 for s-like states and cos ϑ for p-like states. Depending on the effective Coulomb-matrix element used, the
excitonic eigenvalue problem will then lead to s-like or p-like radial solutions, respectively.

XXVII

The Inner Horizon VI
See page XLIV for reference.
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The phonon-assisted recombination in bulk II-VI semiconductors is analyzed by means of time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. Experimental results on
both CdS and CdSe clearly indicate that phononsideband emission is not exclusively attributed to the
presence of excitons. The contributions of Coulombcorrelated electron-hole plasma to the phonon assisted
recombination may be significant, depending on the

excitation conditions. This observation is supported by
a microscopic many-particle theory of interacting electrons, phonons, and photons. Our theoretical approach
generalizes previous investigations by including both
correlated and uncorrelated luminescence sources. Our
findings contradict and expand the traditional picture of
phonon-sideband emission.

© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Excitonic resonances usually dominate photoluminescence (PL) spectra of high-quality,
direct-gap semiconductors [1]. For materials with strong
electron-phonon coupling the spectra also feature one or
more replicas of the main peak. These replicas are equidistantly spaced in energy, with the separation corresponding
to the longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon energy. These
additional emission lines are commonly referred to as
phonon-sidebands (PSBs) [2–7]. Their origin is the radiative recombination of an electron-hole pair under the
simultaneous emission of one or more LO-phonons. Traditionally, the appearance of the PSBs in the luminescence
spectra is attributed to the presence of excitons [8]. Therefore, PSB-spectroscopy is often used in the literature to
gain information about the excitonic properties of an excited semiconductor system [9–13]. However, already the
PL at the main excitonic resonance does not necessarily
require excitonic population, as was shown both theoretically [14] and experimentally [15]. In many cases, a
Coulomb-correlated electron-hole plasma is the source of
the PL at the exciton energy.

Here, we investigate the origin of the PSB-related
emission for the typical direct semiconductors CdS and
CdSe. Different excitation conditions are chosen, favor-

ing or impeding exciton formation, respectively. For all
conditions we measure pronounced PSBs with excitationindependent intensity-ratios. This observation seemingly
contradicts the established theory and the accepted understanding of the physical nature of the PSB emission
process. Carefully excluding trivial explanations, a fully
microscopic theory is applied in order to explain the experimental findings, The theory incorporates interacting
charge carriers, lattice vibrations, and light modes, including both correlated and uncorrelated emission sources.
The generalization of the previous perturbative treatments
shows that excitons and plasma contribute additively to the
PSB signal.
2 Experimental detail The investigated materials are
chemically synthesized, high-purity CdS and CdSe flakes
of about 10 µm thickness. Time-resolved PL experiments
are performed as function of excitation power and excitation energy at T = 10 K. A frequency-doubled 100 fs
Ti:sapphire laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz is used
for excitation. The samples were mounted inside a He-flow
microscopy cryostat. The PL emission was spectrally and
temporally resolved with a standard streak camera setup,
obtaining resolutions of 0.4 nm and 20 ps, respectively.
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 1 PL spectra of CdS (a) and CdSe (b) at T = 10 K for

low excitation density and non-resonant excitation conditions at
T = 10 K. Signatures of bound and free excitons as well as the corresponding phonon-sidebands are marked by BX, FX, and PSB,
respectively.

Details of the experiment are given here [16]. Low excitation results are always recovered after the application of
high pump densities to ensure that the samples were not
damaged during the experiments.
3 Results and discussion Figure 1 shows the timeintegrated PL spectra of the CdS (a) and the CdSe (b) samples for a lattice temperature of T = 10 K. The data was
taken for the non-resonant excitation at 2.85 eV and low
excitation density of 1011 cm−2 photons per pulse. The
dominant emission signatures at 2.547 eV and 2.553 eV
for CdS, as well as 1.821 eV and 1.825 eV for CdSe are
attributed to the zero phonon lines of the bound (BX)
and free A-excitons (FX), respectively [2,17,18]. The FX
emission originates mainly from the sample surface due
to the well-known polariton propagation in the bulk crystals [1]. Additional peaks are observed at the low energy
side of the spectrum. The respective intensities decrease
with decreasing peak energy. The peaks are nearly equidistantly spaced with a separation of about 38 meV for CdS
and 27 meV for CdSe, as are the separations between the
first peak and the FX line. These energies correspond to
the energies of the LO-phonons in these materials [17,18].
Therefore, the peaks are unambiguously identified as the
PSBs of the FX emission, commonly observed in the luminescence spectra of the wide-gap semiconductors [1]. In
contrast to the FX emission, the PSB luminescence is only
weakly affected by the polariton effects and thus originates
from the entire excited bulk volume.
PL spectra of CdS are plotted in Fig. 2(a) for the resonant and non-resonant excitation at high pump densities
in the range of 1014 cm−2 photons per pulse. We find
pronounced PSBs in the emission spectra for both excitation conditions. Remarkably, the shape and the relative intensities of the sidebands are nearly independent of
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 2 (a) PL spectra of CdS at high excitation density for
the resonant (green) and non-resonant (red) excitation energies of
2.54 eV, and 2.85 eV, respectively. (b) Normalized time resolved
luminescence of the second PSB. The lattice temperature is set to
10 K.

the excitation energy. Only a slight broadening due to the
higher carrier temperature is observed for the non-resonant
case. However, in stark contrast to the similar spectral line
shape, a large difference in the PL dynamics of the PSBs is
observed for the two different excitation conditions. The
normalized PL time traces at the energy of the second
PSB, are shown in Fig. 2(b). The signal decays monoexponentially in case of resonant excitation, as commonly
expected for exciton-related PL [1]. For the non-resonant
excitation conditions, the PL shows a more complicated
nonexponential behavior. The PL decays fast after the excitation pulse, followed by a slower decay on a longer time
scale.
Next, the dependence of the sideband PL on excitation density is studied under non-resonant excitation conditions. The PL transients for the pump densities between
1011 cm−2 and 1014 cm−2 photons per pulse are plotted in
Fig. 3 for the second PSB of CdS (a) and CdSe (b). For
both samples, we observe a single-exponential decay at
low excitation densities, similar to the PL dynamics under
the resonant excitation. As the pump power is increased,
the PL dynamics show pronounced nonexponential behavior. To exclude any trivial effects of increasing nonradiative recombination, it is also necessary to look at the
PL amplitudes. Figures 3(c) and (d) show the spectrallyand temporally-integrated PL intensity (full circles) and
the PL intensity direct after the excitation (empty circles)
as function of the pump-density for CdS and CdSe, respectively. The absolute intensity of the PL is directly proportional to the excitation density, while the initial PL intensity exhibits a pronounced super-linear increase. Nonradiative recombination via defects, Auger processes or
”sideways-lasing” will lead to a pronounced sublinear behavior of the PL, which, however, we do not observe.
A saturation of impurity-related non-radiative channels at
www.pss-c.com
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density. Usually, strong non-resonant excitations tend to
produce electron-hole plasmas rather than extions [1]. The
excitation-density threshold for the plasma-related dynamics in CdSe is one order of magnitude lower than in CdS,
being consistent with the different exciton binding energies
of 16 meV and 30 meV, respectively [18]. In the view of the
presented experimental findings it is obviously interesting
to study, whether the electron-hole plasma can produce the
additional contributions to the sideband luminescence.

Figure 3 Time-resolved PSB2 emission of CdS(a) and CdSe

(b) as function of excitation power for a lattice temperature
of T =10 K. The lowest excitation density is n0 = 1011 cm−2
photons per pulse. The corresponding absolute PL intensities (full
circles) and the PL amplitudes directly after the excitation (empty
circles) of the second PSB are shown in (c) and (d) for CdS and
CdSe, respectively. The dotted lines are fits with the power law
IP L ∝ Iκpump .

higher pump densities, i.e. Shockley-Reed-Hall recombination, is also excluded due to the linear increase of the absolute PL intensity and shorter carrier lifetimes. Therefore,
the enhancement of the decay rate for the increasing excitation densities is unambiguously attributed to faster radiative recombination and all other processes are excluded.
Since the recombination of an exciton produces a single photon, the radiative decay rate of excitons is independent of the exciton density. As long as the non-radiative
contributions are independent from the carrier density,
the corresponding PL decay should be single exponential.
This scenario is expected to be valid for resonant or weak
non-resonant excitations, favoring the formation of bound
electron-hole pairs. Thus, we attribute the measured single
exponential PL dynamics for resonant excitation as well
as for non-resonant excitation with low pump densities to
the decay of the excitons. However, the non-resonant excitation with high pump intensities enhances the PL decay
greatly above the exciton-related level for both materials.
Such density-dependent increase of the radiative recombination is a clear hallmark of plasma-related PL with the
quadratical dependence of the decay rate on the carrier
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4 Theoretical description For the analysis of the
exciton and plasma contributions to the sideband luminescence, the theory has to go beyond the earlier investigations, that describe the excited state of the semiconductor within a bosonic pair-state picture and treat PSBs
perturbatively [8]. When the fermionic substructure of the
electron-hole pairs is fully taken into account, the perturbational approach becomes very involved already for
lower-order PSBs. In order to simplify the calculation, a
unitary-transformation method is employed that enables us
to treat the electron-phonon coupling non-perturbatively.
The microscopic theory is developed in full detail in [19].
The semiconductor luminescence equations [20,14] are extended by including phonon-assisted recombination processes. As it is explicitly shown in [21], this approach produces the PL spectra including PSBs of arbitrary order.
At the same time, we can systematically compute the luminescence resulting from any quasi-stationary mixture of
electron-hole plasma and excitons.
When only the dominant 1s excitonic resonance and its
replicas are considered, the 
luminescence spectra assume
∞
(n)
the compact form I(ω) =
(ω). The luminesn=0 I
cence intensity at the zero-phonon line (n = 0) and the
n-th replica (n = 1, 2, ...) follows from

 GQ [ΔN (Q) + Neh (Q)]
1
Im
.
n!
E(Q) − nh̄Ω − h̄ω − iγn
(n)

I (n) (ω) =

(1)

Q

Here, h̄ω and h̄Ω denote the photon and opticalphonon energy, respectively. The 1s-exciton energy
E(Q) = E1s + h̄2 |Q|2 /2M contains the binding energy E1s as well as the center-of-mass energy of excitons,
M = me + mh being the sum of the electron and hole
masses. Homogeneous line broadening is implemented
via the phenomenological parameter γn that is fitted to
the experiment. In accordance with the perturbative treat(n)
ment, the weight factor GQ scales with the 2n-th power
of the absolute value of the electron-phonon coupling constant [21].
The luminescence formula (1) shows explicitly that
both 1s-excitons ΔN (Q) as well as a direct electron-hole
plasma contribution

e
Neh (Q) =
fh
(2)
|φ(k)|2 fk+Q
e k−Qh
k
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act simultaneously as sources for the phonon-assisted
emission. More specifically, the electron-hole plasma term
contains the 1s-exciton wave function φ(k) multiplied by
a product of electron fke and hole fkh distributions with mome,h
mentum arguments shifted by Qe,h = Q M
. In particular, the plasma contribution is always present whenever the
carrier system is excited from the semiconductor ground
state. This yields an interesting prediction that excitonic
luminescence [15] as well as the related sideband PL can
equally well result from excitons or from the electron-hole
plasma. In particular, the emergence of excitonic sidebands
does not necessarily imply the presence of excitons.
Moreover, Eq. 1 makes a distinct prediction for the momentary radiative recombination rate of carrier excitations
rrad ≡

∞

n=0



dω I (n) (ω)
1s
eh
= Δrrad
+ rrad
ncarr

(3)


where dω I (n) (ω) defines the rate of photons emitted
(carriers recombined) and ncarr the number of carriers
within the quasi-stationary many-body state. Since 1s excitons and electron-hole plasma appear additively in I (n) (ω),
we can separate the contributions resulting from the presence of 1s excitons [ΔN (Q)] and the electron-hole plasma
eh
1s
[Neh(Q)] in Δrrad
and rrad
, respectively. If the system
1s
contains 100% excitons, Δrrad
is independent of the excitation level because exciton luminescence is linearly proportional to the exciton density. Thus, exciton-dominated
sideband PL yields a strictly single-exponential decay, verifying our assumption above. At the same time, the plasmarelated PSB emission is quadratic in density, leading to a
eh
density dependent recombination rate rrad
. For high carrier densities the initial PL decay is very fast due to the
non-linear enhancement of the excitonic resonances by the
electron-hole plasma. As the carrier density successively
decreases due to the carrier recombination, the plasma contributions, scaling quadratically with density, drop quickly
below the exciton-related PL. Thus, the experiment exhibits a crossover from plasma- to exciton-dominated luminescence decay; the exciton-dominated PL results in the
slower single-exponential decay shown in the low density case of Fig. 3. Similar observations resulting from
the crossover from plasma to exciton dominated emission
have been also made in microcavity quantum-dot luminescence [22]. Thus, the microscopic theory clearly predicts nonexponential decay dynamics, which provide the
observed enhancement in the PL decay rates for the elevated carrier densities.
5 Conclusion In conclusion, we have presented the
experimental evidence, supported by the theoretical analysis, that the emission at the exciton-phonon sideband resonances cannot be considered as an unambiguous evidence
of an excitonic population. The PSB PL is significantly enhanced by the electron-plasma contribution under strong
non-resonant excitation conditions. Our results contradict

© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

and expand earlier theoretical treatments, providing new
insight in the interpretation of the phonon-assisted emission.
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A microscopic theory is developed to study the optical
properties of semiconductor systems with strong phonon
coupling inside a cavity. The semiconductor luminescence equations are expanded to include the phononassisted contributions.

Numerical investigations predict a considerably enhanced luminescence when the cavity resonance is
shifted to coincide with the phonon sideband resonance.
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1 Introduction The strong interaction between electrons and longitudinal optical (LO) phonons in materials
like ZnO gives rise to pronounced phonon sidebands in
the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum. Recent investigations are reported in Refs. [1,2]. To theoretically model the
phonon-sideband emission, we have generalized the semiconductor luminescence equations (SLE) [3] by including
the pertinent phonon-assisted processes. This approach allows us to compute both spontaneous and stimulated emission at the excitonic resonance and its first phonon sideband. In addition, we have developed an analytic model
to describe phonon-assisted luminescence in a microcavity
formed by distributed Bragg reflectors.
2 Theory
2.1 Hamiltonian For a complete quantum mechani-

cal description we start from the general semiconductor
Hamiltonian [3–5] Ĥ = Ĥel + Ĥphon + Ĥem + Ĥel-el +
Ĥel-phon + Ĥel-em where
Ĥel =



ǫλ, k â†λ, k â†λ, k ,

(1)



1
†
†
h̄Ωp,p⊥ D̂p, p⊥ D̂p, p⊥ +
,
2

(2)

λ,k

Ĥphon =



p,p⊥

Ĥem =



h̄ωq,q⊥

q,q⊥

Ĥel-el =



†
†
B̂q,
q⊥ B̂q, q⊥

1
+
2



,

1
V|q| â†λ, k â†λ′ , k′ â†λ′ , k′ +q â†λ, k−q ,
2 ′

(3)
(4)

λ,λ
k,k′
q=0

Ĥel-phon =

λ
h̄Ωp,p⊥ gp,p
â†
â†
⊥ λ, k−p λ, k



λ,k,p,p⊥

Ĥel-em = −





†
†
· D̂−p,
−p⊥ + D̂p, p⊥ ,

k,q,q⊥

(5)


i Fq, q⊥ â†c, k+q â†v, k


†
†
∗
†
+ Fq,
q⊥ âv, k âc, k−q B̂q, q⊥ + h. c.

(6)

The Hamiltonians Ĥel , Ĥphon , and Ĥem describe the
non-interacting charge carriers, lattice vibrations and light
modes. The interacting parts of the electron-electron scattering, electron-phonon coupling, and the light-matter
interaction are described by the last three Hamiltoniλ
ans where V|q| , gp,p
, and Fq, q⊥ are the matrix ele⊥
ments for Coulomb-, phonon-, and light-matter interac-
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tion. The strength of the light-matter interaction is given
by Fq, q⊥ := Eq,q⊥ ūq,q⊥ · dcv with the vacuum-field amplitude Eq,q⊥ [3], the dipole matrix element dcv between
valence and conduction band, and the overlap integral
ūq,q⊥ between the QW-confinement function and the light
mode uq,q⊥ (r⊥ ). The mode functions are calculated using
the transfer matrix method [3,4].
The Fermionic operators â†λ, k and â†λ, k create or annihilate a Bloch electron with momentum h̄k, kinetic- or
2 2
single-particle energy ǫλ, k = h̄2 mk∗ , and effective mass m∗
in band λ. Due to the strong confinement it is sufficient to
consider only one valence band and one conduction band.
The Bosonic system of phonons and photons is described
†
†
by the creation (annihilation) operators D̂p,
p⊥ (D̂p, p⊥ ) for
†
†
the phonons and B̂q,
q⊥ (B̂q, q⊥ ) for the photons. While
the phonon operators describe phonons with momentum
h̄p and frequency Ωp,p⊥ , the photon operators create and
destroy photons with momentum h̄q and frequency ωq,q⊥ .
Since optical phonons show a largely constant dispersion
relation, it is justified to consider a constant phonon frequency Ωp,p⊥ ≃ ΩLO .
2.2 Generalized SLE For a consistent description of
the quantum mechanical light-matter interaction, we derive the semiconductor luminescence equations through
the Heisenberg equations of motion ih̄∂t Ô = [Ô, Ĥ]
where Ô characterizes an arbitrary combination of operators describing electron-, phonon-, and photon interaction.
Due to the many-body interaction N -particle operators
couple to (N + 2)-particle operators which yields an infinite hierarchy of equations. This hierarchy problem can
be truncated by factorizing higher-order correlations with
the so-called cluster expansion [4,6–10] where N -particle
expectation values are factorized into single-particle terms
(Singlets), coupled pairs (Doublets), and three-particle
clusters (Triplets). A schematic illustration of this factorization scheme is shown in Fig. 1. Since we are investigating a quantum mechanical electron-photon-phonon
process, we have to deal with three particles and it is sufficient to truncate the hierarchy problem at the triplet level.

1221

We obtain the following equations of motion where the
single-photon correlations
∂
†
†
ih̄ ΔB̂q,
′ 
q⊥ B̂q, q⊥
∂t


†
†
′ − h̄ωq, q
ΔB̂q,
= h̄ωq, q⊥
′ 
q⊥ B̂q, q⊥
⊥
∗


∗
k
k
Πq,q
+ iFq, q⊥
+ iFq,
Πq,q
′
q′
⊥
⊥

⊥

k

(7)

k

k
are coupled to photon-assisted polarizations Πq,q
=
⊥
† †
†
ΔB̂q, q⊥ v̂k ĉk+q  whose equation of motion is represented by

∂
† †
†
ΔB̂q,
q⊥ v̂k ĉk+q 
∂t


† †
†
= ǫ̃ek+q + ǫ̃hk − h̄ωq, q⊥ − iγ0 ΔB̂q,
q⊥ v̂k ĉk+q 


e
− fkh ΞST (k, q, q⊥ ) + ΞSE (k, q, q⊥ )
− 1 − fk+q

ih̄

+ h̄ΩLO

·



p,p⊥



†
† †
c
†
†
gp,
Δ
B̂
+
D̂
D̂
p⊥
q, q⊥
−p, p⊥ v̂k ĉk+p+q 
p, p⊥



†
†
†
v
†
†
− gp,
Δ
B̂
+
D̂
D̂
p⊥
q, q⊥
p, p⊥
−p, p⊥ v̂k−p ĉk+q  .

(8)

(†)

(†)

For brevity, we introduced the new operators âc,k ≡ ĉk
(†)

(†)

and âv,k ≡ v̂k . Equation (8) describes correlated processes of the creation of a photon with momentum h̄q
whereas an electron-hole pair with the same momentum is
annihilated and couples back via the stimulated emission
source

†
†
′
ΞST (k, q, q⊥ ) = i
Δ B̂q,
Fq, q⊥
q⊥ B̂q, q′
⊥

′
q⊥

+



† †
†
V|k−k′ | Δ B̂q,
q⊥ v̂k′ ĉk′ +q . (9)

k′

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the cluster expansion. For a

detailed description of the cluster-expansion representation see
Ref. [6].
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The stimulated term q′ ΔB̂ † B̂ describes the dynamic
⊥
interplay of field-field and field-particle correlations. Its
influence on the luminescence spectrum under strong coupling conditions leads to the well-known normal-mode
splitting [11–13]. In Eq. (8) we denote the renormalized
single-particle energies by ǫ̃λk = ǫλ,k − q=0 V|k−q| fqλ ,
λ = e, h, with the Coulomb matrix element V|k−q| . For
completeness, we want to mention the spontaneous emission source


 q,k,k′
e
h
(10)
ΞSE (k, q, q⊥ ) = iFq, q⊥ fk+q fk +
cX
k′
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which contains the single-particle contribution f e f h
q,k,k′
=
and the truly correlated electron-hole pairs cX
Δĉ†k′ v̂k† ĉ†k+q v̂k† ′ −q .
For a more detailed description of the SLE we refer to
Refs. [3,4]. For this work, the last two lines in Eq. (8) are
the most crucial expansion and form the additional phonon
part of the common SLE. Here, one sums over all phonon
momenta p of the phonon- and photon-assisted polarization. The expectation values of these polarizations have
to be computed dynamically for which reason we derive
the equations of motion in a completely analogous way to
Eq. (8) with the difference that we now have to consider
three-particle correlations.
2.3 Phonon-assisted contributions The Heisenberg equations of motion yield for the polarization term

∂
† †
†
†
ΔB̂q,
q⊥ D̂p, p⊥ v̂k ĉk+p+q 
∂t


= ǫ̃ek+p+q + ǫ̃hk − h̄ωq, q⊥ − h̄ΩLO − iγ1 ×

ih̄

† †
†
†
ΔB̂q,
q⊥ D̂p, p⊥ v̂k ĉk+p+q 


e
− fkh ×
− 1 − fk+p+q

† †
†
†
ΔB̂q,
q⊥ D̂p, p⊥ v̂k′ ĉk′ +p+q 



V|k−k′ |



†
†
†
′ ΔD̂
Fq+p, q⊥
p, p⊥ B̂q, q⊥ B̂q+p, q′ 

k′

+i

⊥

′
q⊥



+ iFq fkh

†
†
†
ΔD̂p,
p⊥ ĉk+q ĉk+p+q  −

† †
e
†
fk+p+q
ΔD̂p,
p⊥ v̂k v̂k+p 

+





† † †
†
†
ΔD̂p,
p⊥ ĉk′ v̂k ĉk+p+q v̂k′ −q 

k′

. (11)

The solutions of Eq. (11) enter the photon-assisted
polarization from Eq. (8) as an additional part and are
c
weighted with the phonon matrix elements gp,
p⊥ and
v
gp, p⊥ for the conduction and valence band, respectively.
These matrix elements can either be calculated assuming
Fröhlich or deformation potential coupling or a mixture of
both. Equation (11) shows a similar structure as Eq. (8)
and is coupled to the phonon-assisted single-photon correlations
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∂
†
†
†
ΔD̂p,
′ 
p⊥ B̂q, q⊥ B̂q+p, q⊥
∂t


′ − h̄ωq, q
×
−
h̄Ω
= h̄ωq+p, q⊥
LO
⊥

ih̄

†
†
†
ΔD̂p,
′ 
p⊥ B̂q, q⊥ B̂q+p, q⊥

†
† †
†
∗
ΔB̂q+p,
+ iFq, q⊥
q′ D̂p, p⊥ v̂k ĉk+q 
k

∗
+ iFq+p,
q′

⊥



⊥

† †
†
†
ΔB̂q,
q⊥ D̂p, p⊥ v̂k ĉk+p+q . (12)

k

Due to the fact that phonon- and photon-assisted polarizations appear again on the right-hand side of Eq. (11)
and phonon-assisted photon-correlations on the right-hand
side of Eq. (12), we have a closed set of equations. The
correlation and driving terms in Eq. (11) can be computed
analogously and have been solved in Markov approximation [14].
3 Results In order to investigate the influence of a
cavity on the QW system, we embed the sample in a dielectric environment consisting of several layers with different refractive index to build a high-quality and highreflecting resonator. The distributed Bragg layers act as
mirrors that significantly influence the reflection and transmission of the whole heterostructure. Increasing the number of used DBR pairs leads to a higher reflectivity of the
mirrors whereas an increase of the difference of the refractive indices enhances the reflectivity and broadens the stopband. To investigate the influence of the cavity on the zero
phonon line (ZPL), i.e., the 1s exciton resonance, and the
first phonon sideband (PSB1 ) we shifted the cavity resonance to fit the according energy (see Fig. 2).
Because phonon-assisted emission and absorption take
place on different sides of the excitonic resonance, we
found that no normal-mode splitting occurs for the phonon
sideband. This is in pronounced contrast to the usual case
where the cavity mode coincides with the zero phonon line
leading to strong qualitative changes in the spectra due to
the normal-mode coupling. This is shown in Fig. 2a) where
the solid black line depicts the photoluminescence spectrum with a cavity that is resonant with the 1s exciton peak.
One observes a clear splitting into two peaks showing the
well-known normal-mode coupling which is expected for
this case. The light-shaded area shows the same calculation
without a cavity. The reflectivity, i.e., the cavity resonance
and the stopband of the semiconductor, is shown by the
dark-shaded area. In contrast to this szenario, no normalmode coupling is seen if the cavity is resonant with the
first phonon sideband which is shown in Fig. 2b). Since the
first phonon sideband arises at an energy which is h̄ΩLO
smaller than the excitonic resonance, no energy can be coupled back into the system and therefore no reabsorption
can take place. Our numerical and analytical results con-
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Figure 2 Splitting behavior of zero phonon line (ZPL) and first

phonon sideband (PSB1 ) for a cavity that is resonant to a) the
1s resonance (ZPL) and b) the PSB1 . Solid line: PL spectra with
cavity (logarithmic scale). Light shaded area: PL spectra without
cavity. Dark shaded area: Reflectivity (linear scale), i.e., the cavity resonance.

firm that the sideband intensity is strongly enhanced when
the reflectivity of the mirrors reaches a critical value.
4 Summary A microscopic theory for the description
of the phonon-assisted photoluminescence in a semiconductor has been developed by expanding the semiconductor luminescence equations to include also the phononassisted contributions. The calculations have been performed with and without a dielectric microcavity. Our
results show the expected normal-mode splitting if the
cavity mode coincides with the 1s exciton resonance. No
splitting can be seen if the cavity mode is resonant with
the first phonon sideband, however, the phonon-assisted
luminescence is strongly enhanced in this case.
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The origin of exciton-phonon interaction in polar semiconductors is investigated. The relative contributions of
Fröhlich coupling and deformation potential scattering are identified by analyzing experimentally measured
phonon-assisted luminescence using a rigorous many-body approach. Our experiment-theory comparison
demonstrates that phonon scattering is significantly influenced by many-body interactions. Fröhlich interaction
can be strongly suppressed for excitons even when it dominates electronic single particle scattering. The results
show that deformation potential scattering dominates the exciton-phonon interaction in ZnO, whereas Fröhlich
interaction prevails in CdS, and both coupling mechanisms yield almost equal contributions in ZnS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scattering between charge carriers and lattice vibrations
is one of the elementary interactions in semiconductors. The
microscopic understanding of this process is crucial for the
analysis of a wide range of phenomena like cooling of a hot
carrier system,1–3 light–matter interaction,4,5 and dephasing
of coherent excitations,6–8 to name only a few. Fröhlich
interaction is presumably the most prominent carrier-phonon
scattering mechanism.9–11 It involves the direct coupling of
the polarization of the lattice vibrations to the electron charge
[Fig. 1(a)]. The dependence of the coupling strength on the
quasimomentum k is qualitatively shown by the dark-gray area
in Fig. 1(c). This interaction decays for large k and is, therefore, most efficient at transferring small momenta between
electrons and phonons. In inorganic semiconductors, Fröhlich
scattering is known to be of central importance in compound
materials such as GaAs and GaP with polar contributions to
atomic bonds,12,13 and it is particularly strong in wide-gap
materials, like CdS, ZnO, and GaN. Additionally, Fröhlich
interaction is commonly applied to describe surface-related
phonon scattering,14 vibrational properties of low-dimensional
systems,15 and coupling to polarons.16,17
Generally, carrier-phonon interaction has to be considered
in the presence of carrier-carrier Coulomb scattering. This
leads to the formation of electron hole pairs, i.e., excitons,18
observed in a wide range of materials such as organic and anorganic semiconductors,13,19 polymers,20 and many more. Also,
in the case of the excitons, the Fröhlich interaction is commonly used to describe coupling to phonons.21–24 However, the
attractive electron-hole interaction should introduce significant
modifications to the phonon scattering. While the Fröhlich
coupling is strong for a single carrier, it may be much less
efficient for a correlated many-body state. Thus, polar interaction between phonons and excitons should be at least partially
canceled due to the opposite charges of electrons and holes
within excitons. Indications for this behavior are observed
1098-0121/2012/85(3)/035201(8)

and suggested in previous literature studies, e.g., on excitonphonon scattering in confined quantum-dot systems.25–27
A second carrier-phonon scattering mechanism is based
on the deformation of the atomic lattice by a phonon,
leading to the indirect interaction with an electron via the
modulations of the periodic lattice potential. This process is
known as deformation potential scattering.13,28,29 It dominates
the electron-phonon coupling in nonpolar materials like Si or
Ge.12,30 The strength of the deformation potential scattering
is essentially constant in k and leads to a relatively weak
dependence of the coupling on the transferred momentum,
see Fig. 1(c). Nevertheless, for small k values, the absolute
interaction strength is considerably smaller compared to the
Fröhlich interaction. However, this nonpolar coupling is only
marginally changed for excitons or other correlated manybody states compared with the individual carrier interaction.
In this paper, we investigate the exciton-phonon scattering
in three different polar semiconductors that are known for
strong Fröhlich interaction between single charge carriers and
phonons. We demonstrate that phonon scattering is significantly influenced by many-body interactions. Surprisingly,
the Fröhlich coupling can be partially or even completely suppressed for exciton-phonon interactions, leaving deformation
potential scattering as the dominant mechanism.
We have studied the phonon-assisted luminescence in
order to identify the nature of the exciton-phonon interaction.
This process is shown schematically in Fig. 1(d) in the
polaron picture. The radiative recombination of excitons leads
to the so-called zero-phonon line (ZPL) in the emission
spectrum. The phonon-assisted radiative recombination, i.e.,
the simultaneous emission of a photon and one or several
optical phonons, yields additional distinct spectral signatures,
the so-called phonon sidebands (PSBs).31,32 We exploit the
differences between the two coupling mechanisms with respect
to the interaction strength dependence on the transferred
momentum by altering the carrier distribution in the reciprocal
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h̄LO is the respective energy of the phonon. These lattice
vibrations couple with λ electrons having momentum k, which
is described by the phonon-carrier interaction

†
†
†
(3)
Hphon = h̄LO
gpλ aλ,k−p aλ,k (D−p − Dp† ),
λ,k,p

†
aλ,k

where
is a Fermion operator describing carriers.
The deformation-potential coupling originates from the
variations of the bond lengths and angles that locally change
the electronic band energies and lead to strongly banddependent matrix elements. The resulting carrier-phonon
interaction has the same form as Eq. (3); one just needs to
replace gpλ by the deformation potential matrix element33
|g λ,def |2 =

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of electron-phonon
interaction mechanisms: polar Fröhlich coupling (a) and deformation
potential scattering (b). The corresponding interaction strength is
shown in (c) as a function of transferred quasimomentum k. Sketch
of a phonon-sideband emission process in the polaron picture (d):
The lower polariton branch is plotted on the right-hand side, the
photoluminescence spectrum on the left.

space. Investigating the temperature dependence of the relative
sideband ratios thus allows us to identify the role of Fröhlich
versus deformation potential contributions to the excitonphonon scattering processes.
II. THEORY

The Fröhlich-type carrier-LO phonon interaction stems
from the relative displacements of oppositely charged ions
within a unit cell, which produces a macroscopic polarization
h̄LO ǫ0  λ p i p·r †
†
P (r) =
(1)
gp
e (Dp − D−p ).
|p|
e
p
†

†

p
(Dp − D−p ) describes the quantized form of induced
Here, |p|
displacement containing the Boson creation and annihilation
†
†
operators Dp and Dp for phonons with wave vector p.
The associated polarization creates a macroscopic field via
a Coulombic term. It is customary to express this via the
band-independent Fröhlich matrix element9


 λ 2
1
e2
1
1
g  =
, λ = {c, v},
−
p
ǫ0 L3 2h̄LO |p|2 ε(∞) ε(0)
(2)

where c and v represent conduction and valence band,
respectively, and L3 is the normalization volume while ǫ0
denotes the vacuum permittivity. It is also convenient to
include dielectric constants for both high-frequency ε(∞)
and low-frequency ε(0) into gpλ . The transferred momentum
between the electron and LO phonon is denoted by p, and

(M1 + M2 )2 |d λ |2
1
,
a2
2ρL3h̄3LO 2M1 M2

(4)

where ρ is the density of the material, M1 and M2 are the
masses of the two different base atoms, d λ is the optical
deformation potential constant, and a is the lattice parameter.
In general, the deformation potentials are strongly band dependent. It can be shown that there is no deformation-potential
interaction between conduction-band electrons and optical
phonons in direct semiconductors, based on symmetry.12,34
Therefore, d c vanishes while d v has a finite value in the
range of some 10 eV and is also often denoted as d0 ≡ d v
in the literature. The authors of Ref. 35 have used a tightbinding approach to calculate the deformation potentials for
several semiconductors in diamond and zincblende structures
and obtained a value of d v = 39.8 eV for ZnO and d v =
23.7 eV for CdS. The respective values must be converted
from zincblende- to wurtzite-structure parameters for the
comparison to our experimental data. These are derived using
the relations of Ref. 36 where the authors have presented a
general derivation of the deformation potentials in zincblendeand wurtzite-type semiconductors as well as a relation that
connects both systems. The coupling constants for optical
v
deformation potential scattering used in this work are dZnO
=
v
49.7 eV and dCdS = 29.6 eV.
The phonon sideband emission stems from phonon-assisted
three-particle correlations that are systematically included
with the semiconductor luminescence equations37 as presented
in the appendix. The resulting steady-state luminescence
spectrum in free space follows from photon flux that is
proportional to
IPL (ω) = IZPL (ω) + IPSB1 (ω) + IPSB2 (ω),

(5)

where the ZPL, PSB1 , and PSB2 contributions are simply
summed over. When the 1s-exciton populations dominate over
electron-hole plasma sources,38 the ZPL spectrum follows
from


(1)
(2)
NZPL − δNZPL
− δNZPL
IZPL (ω) = Im
,
(6)
E1s,0 − h̄ω − iγ0
where the strength of the 1s emission —as in the case of our
experiment— is defined by the exciton population N1s,p at
the vanishing momentum, i.e.,
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The emerging sidebands yield further corrections
(1)
δNZPL


2
1s,1s

  GQ

=


 h̄ − EQCoM 

N1s,Q ,

(8)

Q

ν,1s
G1s,ν
N1s,Q
p GQ−p

ν,1s
CoM 2
Ep,0
Q,p ν,ν ′ 2h̄ − EQ
  1s,ν ′ ν ′ ,1s ∗
 1s,ν ′ ν ′ ,1s ∗ 
Gp GQ−p
GQ−p Gp
×
+
.
1s,ν ′
1s,ν ′
EQ,p
EQ,Q−p

(2)
δNZPL
=−



(9)

N1s,q defines the center-of-mass distributions of 1s excitons
and is assumed to follow the Bose-Einstein distribution.
The
2 2
Q
corresponding exciton energy Eν,Q = Eν + h̄2M
is a sum of
the exciton eigenenergy Eν and the center-of-mass energy
2 2
Q
EQCoM = h̄2M
with the total electron-hole mass M = me + mh .
We also have identified the transition energy
′

ν,ν
EQ,p
≡ h̄ − Eν,Q + Eν ′ ,p ,

The phonon-sideband contributions up to the second sideband are similar to Eq. (6):


(2)
NPSB1 ,Q − δNPSB
1 ,Q
, (13)
IPSB1 (ω) = Im
E1s,Q − h̄ − h̄ω − iγ1
Q


NPSB2 ,Q
. (14)
IPSB2 (ω) = Im
E1s,Q − 2h̄ − h̄ω − iγ2
Q
The magnitude of the PSB resonances are defined by


 G1s,1s 2


Q
NPSB1 ,Q = 
 N1s,Q ,
 h̄ − EQCoM 
(2)
δNPSB
=
1 ,Q

(10)
NPSB2 ,Q =

′

Gν,ν
= h̄LO
p



⋆

φν (k′ + pe ) gpc φν ′ (k′ + p) − gpv φν ′ (k′ ) ,

k′

(11)

e
where pe = mem+m
p and φν (k) is the low-density exciton wave
h
function. In case phonon-matrix elements for the conduction
and valence bands are equal—as it is for the Fröhlich
interaction—Eq. (11) becomes

GpFröhlich = h̄LO gp



φν (k′ + pe )[φν ′ (k′ + p) − φν ′ (k′ )]⋆ .

k′

(12)

This easily shows that one observes only a weak Fröhlich
contribution of the phonon interaction especially for small
phonon momenta p. Since deformation potential has d c = 0
and d v = 0, it does not produce a reduction of phonon interaction for excitons. Therefore, the Fröhlich interaction couples
excitons with phonons less efficiently than the deformation
potential does.
We see from Eq. (6) that NZPL defines the strength of
ZPL emission with phonon-assisted processes. Therefore,
(1)
(2)
δNZPL
and δNZPL
provide corrections due to the presence
of higher-order phonon-assisted processes. Since the ZPL is
several orders of magnitude larger than the phonon sidebands,
the introduced corrections have only a very slight influence on
the ZPL emission. Furthermore, the energy denominators in
Eqs. (8) and (9) depend only weakly on the phonon momenta,
because the optical phonon energy is large compared with the
energetic distance between the relevant excitonic resonances.
It can be shown that the (ν,ν ′ ) combinations (1s,1s) and (1s,2p)
′
2 39
especially show a significant scattering probability |Gν,ν
p | .

1s,1s 1s,1s
GQ
Gp
N1s,Q+p


1s,1s
CoM
2h̄ − EQ+p
h̄ − EQCoM EQ+p,Q
p

 1s,ν ν,1s ∗ 
ν,1s ∗
 G1s,ν
Gp GQ
Q Gp
+
×
, (16)
1s,ν
1s,ν
EQ+p,Q
EQ+p,p
ν




p

between the exciton state (ν,Q) and phonon-assisted transition
to the exciton state (ν ′ ,p).
The exciton-phonon matrix elements are defined by

(15)

×

ν,ν ′

ν,1s
G1s,ν
p GQ−p


2h̄ − EQCoM

  1s,ν ′ ν ′ ,1s
Gp GQ−p
1s,ν
EQ,p

′

∗

+

N1s,Q

2

1s,ν
EQ,p

 1s,ν ′ ν ′ ,1s ∗ 
GQ−p Gp
′

1s,ν
EQ,Q−p

.

(17)

It is straightforward to show that the total PL, IPL (ω) dω,
is not altered by the phonon-assisted processes. Therefore,
δN (1) and δN (2) in Eqs. (6) and (13)–(14) just redistribute
emission among the ZPL and PSBs through the phononassisted processes.
We also see from Eqs. (6)–(9) that phonon-assisted contri(1)
(2)
butions change the ZPL via both δNZPL
and δNZPL
stemming
from single- and two-phonon assisted processes, respectively.
(2)
At the same time, the PSB2 alters the PSB1 via the δNPSB
1 ,Q
contribution. The PSB2 itself has only one phonon-assisted
scattering source NPSB2 ,Q , since we include effects up to
the second sideband, see Appendix A. Both the PSB1 and
PSB2 spectra consist of a sum over exciton momentum in the
Lorentzians. Therefore, the PSBs exhibit a broader spectrum
at the high-energy tail than the ZPL. In particular, the slope
of the high energy flank of the PSB1 reflects the momentumdependence of the carrier-phonon interaction, temperature of
the system, available phase-space for the scattering process,
and the dephasing constant γ0 . Due to nontrivial mixing of
these effects, this slope is generally different for various PSBs.
Therefore, the carrier temperature cannot be extracted from
the fitting of the high-energy tail of a PSB by the Boltzmann
function.
The intensities of PSB1 and PSB2 depend on the phononmatrix elements G in the second and fourth power, respectively. Thus, the ratio between PSB2 and PSB1 emission is
determined by the carrier temperature and by the dependence
of G on the transferred momentum. As a result, one expects
the PSB2 /PSB1 ratio to decrease with increasing temperature
for the momentum-dependent Fröhlich interaction since the
corresponding phonon-matrix elements decrease for increasing momenta, c.f. Fig. 1. In the case of the momentum-free
deformation potential, however, the phonon-matrix elements
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are independent of the p and Q sums and become constant
factors in Eqs. (15)–(17). Hence, the ratio PSB2 /PSB1 does not
depend on the transferred momenta and, therefore, on carrier
temperature. Consequently, we expect a strongly temperaturedependent second-to-first sideband ratio for the Fröhlich
scattering mechanism, while PSB2 /PSB1 remains constant
if deformation-potential coupling prevails. Thus, the carrier
temperature dependence of the PSB-emission ratios offers an
experimentally accessible method to identify the nature of
the exciton-phonon interaction. In an experiment, the carrier
temperature is easily controlled via lattice temperature and/or
the excitation conditions.
III. EXPERIMENT

We perform lattice temperature-dependent measurements
of the first and second PSB emission spectra for three different
materials: ZnO, ZnS, and CdS. These are typical representatives for polar wide-gap semiconductors exhibiting strong
electron-phonon and Coulomb-interaction effects.12,13,32 The
ZnO and ZnS samples are epitaxially grown 0.3-μm and 1-μm
layers, respectively; for CdS, a chemically synthesized flake of
about 10-μm thickness is investigated. Applying short-pulse
interband excitation, we measure the time-resolved PL to
ensure that only incoherent emission sources contribute to the
signal. The second and third harmonic of a 100-fs Ti:sapphire
laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz are used for excitation.
The photon energy is set to 2.9 eV in the case of CdS and
to 4.1 eV for both other samples. The PL was spectrally
and temporally dispersed in a standard streak camera setup,38
obtaining resolutions of 0.4 nm and 5 ps, respectively. The
phonon-sideband emission from the samples was studied as a
function of lattice temperature and carrier density.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time-integrated PL spectra of the CdS (a) and the
ZnO (b) samples are shown in Fig. 2 at two different lattice
temperatures of 10 K and 90 K in the spectral range of the
first two PSBs. The well-known polariton propagation in bulk
crystals leads to a strong dependence of the near band-edge
PL on surface properties.13 Therefore, we neglect the zero
phonon line (ZPL) in our analysis and subtract it from the
measured spectra. The data are then normalized to the PL
of the second PSB for better comparison. As expected, the
observed sidebands are shifted to lower energies with respect
to the free exciton transitions at 2.553 eV and 3.378 eV
in CdS and ZnO, respectively. The corresponding spectral
intervals are multiples of LO-phonon energies of 38 meV in
CdS and 72 meV in ZnO.40 Additional weak signatures in
the 10 K spectrum of the ZnO sample are identified as PSBs
of donor-bound excitons.41 Time resolved PL traces of the
PSB2 emission are shown in the insets of Fig. 1(a) and 1(b).
The incident photon flux at the sample surface is set to n0 =
1011 photons/cm2 per pulse. Taking into account the pump
geometry and the absorption coefficients,13,40 this corresponds
to initially injected carrier densities of 3 × 1015 cm−3 and
2 × 1015 cm−3 for ZnO and CdS, respectively. All values are
well below the respective Mott densities,13,42 thus favoring the
formation of excitons. In both samples, the emission dynamics

FIG. 2. (Color online) Time-integrated PL spectra of the first and
the second PSB in CdS (a) and ZnO (b) at lattice temperatures of
10 K and 90 K. The inset shows the emission dynamics of the second
PSB. The excitation density was n0 = 1011 photons/cm2 per pulse.

are almost single exponential and do not change significantly
with rising temperature. The data thus confirms excitonrelated PL13 and excludes thermal activation of additional
recombination channels.
Our measurements clearly show that the ratio between
the second and the first PSB strongly decreases in CdS,
while it remains almost constant in ZnO when increasing
the lattice temperature from 10 to 90 K. To quantify these
differences, the measured temperature dependence of the
PSB2 /PSB1 intensity ratios for ZnO, ZnS, and CdS are plotted
in Fig. 3(a). The corresponding theoretical results in Fig. 3(b)
are obtained by calculating the contributions of Fröhlich
and deformation-potential coupling. The comparison clearly
shows that Fröhlich coupling dominates PSB scattering in CdS,
whereas ZnO has the deformation potential coupling as the
main exciton–phonon scattering process. At the same time,
ZnS constitutes an intermediate case where both mechanisms
equally contribute to the PSB emission.
Our findings are corroborated by the pump power dependence of the PSB luminescence. The carrier temperature rises
for increasing excitation densities due to the formation of a
nonequilibrium phonon population, leading to the well-known
hot-phonon effect.2 This provides an alternative way to alter
the exciton distribution in favor of higher k values, i.e.,
momenta. Figure 4(a) shows the PSB2 /PSB1 intensity ratios
for ZnO (circles) and CdS (triangles) at 10 K as a function of
excitation power. The resulting carrier density for the highest
power applied is below 1×1018 cm−3 and, thus, still does not
exceed the Mott density in both materials.13,42 The PSB2 /PSB1
ratio in ZnO increases only slightly for higher carrier densities.
At the same time, the relative intensity of the second sideband
decreases almost by a factor of two in the case of CdS. The
pronounced density dependence of the PSB ratio therefore also
influences the relative PL dynamics, see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
The decay rates for the first and second PSB deviate from
each other in the case of CdS [Fig. 4(c)] and are equal for
the ZnO sample [Fig. 4(b)]. These results are fully consistent
with temperature-dependent measurements, showing Fröhlich
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the scattering between a single electron and an optical phonon
in all the studied cases is dominated by the Fröhlich interaction. However, particularly for ZnO, these contributions are
suppressed by the strong Coulomb coupling of electrons and
holes in excitons, rendering deformation potential scattering
the overall dominant mechanism responsible for the sideband
emission.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Ratios of the second and first phonon
sidebands as a function of lattice temperature for ZnO (circles), ZnS
(squares), and CdS (triangles, top to bottom) for an excitation density
of 1011 photons/cm2 per pulse. The solid lines are given as guides
to the eye. The corresponding results obtained from the many-body
calculations are shown in (b).

behavior for the PSB emission in CdS and the deformation
potential scattering in ZnO.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the exciton-phonon interaction mechanisms
in polar semiconductors are studied theoretically and experimentally. A theoretical many-body approach is used to develop
a straightforward way to identify the dominant scattering
processes by the evaluation of phonon-assisted emission. The
PSBs of ZnO, ZnS, and CdS are investigated by time-resolved
PL spectroscopy as a function of temperature and excitation
density. Fröhlich coupling governs the scattering in CdS, while
deformation potential scattering turns out to be the dominant
mechanism in ZnO. Both processes contribute about equally in
ZnS. It is important to notice that our theory clearly shows that

APPENDIX: LOW-DENSITY EXCITON-DOMINATED
PHONON SIDEBANDS

The description of phonon sideband luminescence is presented in Refs. 43 and 44 using the polaron picture and in
Ref. 39 using the electron-hole picture. Within the applied
theoretical approach, the semiconductor system as well as the
carrier-carrier Coulomb-interaction and light-matter coupling
mechanisms are treated microscopically using a quantized
continuum model for the phonons. Both polaron and electronhole treatments become rather cumbersome when resonances
beyond the first sideband are evaluated. Therefore, we study
here exciton-population dominated PSB1 and PSB2 when
carrier densities are low. In this limiting case, we may start
from a simplified system Hamiltonian
H = HX + Hvib + Hem + HX−vib + HX−em ,
where the noninteracting part contains

†
†
HX =
Xν,q
Eν,q Xν,q
,

(A1)

(A2)

ν,q
†

with exciton operator Xν,q identified by state index ν and
center-of-mass momentum h̄q. For elevated densities, HX must
be supplemented with additional pure carrier contributions,37
and they can be ignored only at low densities. The free phonons
and photons are described by


Hvib =
(A3)
h̄LO Dp† Dp† + 12
p

and
Hem =


q

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Ratio of the second and first phonon
sidebands as a function of excitation density at T = 10 K for ZnO
(circles) and CdS (full triangles). Solid lines are guides to the
eye. n0 corresponds to the photon flux of 1011 photons/cm2 per pulse.
Normalized transients for ZnO (b) and CdS (c) of the first and second
PSB are shown by solid lines and gray areas, respectively.


h̄ωq Bq† Bq† +

1
2

,

(A4)

where h̄LO is the LO-phonon energy and ωq sets the
†
†
photon dispersion. Like always, phonon Dp and photon Bq
are bosonic, while Xν,q is bosonic only approximately. For
the low-density study performed here, we apply the bosonic
approximation
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†

†

[Xν,Q ,Xν ′ ,Q′ ]− = δν,ν ′ δQ,Q′ ,
†
†
[Xν,Q ,Xν ′ ,Q′ ]−

=0=

†
†
[Xν,Q ,Xν ′ ,Q′ ]− .

(A5)
(A6)
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In this situation, the exciton-phonon and exciton-photon
interactions are described by
HX−vib =


ν,ν ′

HX−em = −



†

′

†

Equations (A9) and (A10) have the structure of the semiconductor luminescence equations.37 As an additional feature,
phonon-assisted processes are now also included.
To solve ZPL, PSB1 , and PSB2 , we need to solve Eq. (A10)
for n = 0,1, and 2, respectively:

†

†
Gν,ν
p Xν,Q−p Xν ′ ,Q (D−p + Dp ), (A7)

Q,p

†

†
⋆
i[Fν,q Xν,q
+ Fν,q
Xν ′ ,q ]Bq + h.c.,

ih̄

(A8)

ν,q

′

respectively, where Gν,ν
and Fν,q determine excitonp
phonon and exciton-light coupling matrix elements,
respectively.
Computing the Heisenberg equation of motion, the incoherent photon flux follows from


2
∂
⋆
(A9)
Fν,q
(0)
IPL (ω) =
Bq† Bq†  = Re
ν,q .
∂t
h̄
ν

ν ′ ,p

(A11)
∂ (1)
ih̄ ν,q;p1 = (Eν,q+p1 − h̄ωq − h̄LO − iγ (1) ) (1)
ν,q;p1
∂t



†
†
+i
Fν⋆′ ,q Dp† 1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1
ν′

+

This equation contains the photon-assisted polarization
† †
(0)
Bq Xν,q .
The
corresponding
phononν,q ≡
(n)
assisted recombination correlations are ν,q;p1 ,...,pn ≡
†
†
† †
Dpn · · · Dp1 Bq Xν,q+p1,n , where p1,n ≡ nj=1 pj is
introduced to shorten the notation. The general equation of
motion for (n) follows from
∂
ih̄ (n)
= (Eν,q+p1,n − h̄ωq − nh̄LO ) (n)
ν,q;p1 ,...,pn
∂t ν,q;p1 ,...,pn


 †
†
†
+i
Fν ′ ,q Dpn · · · Dp† 1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1,n
+

′

Gν,ν
(n+1)
p
ν ′ ,q;p,p1 ,...,pn .

ih̄

′

(2)
Gν,ν
p ν ′ ,q;p,p1 ,

(A12)

∂ (2)

= (Eν,q+p1 − h̄ωq − 2h̄LO − iγ (2) ) (2)
ν,q;p1 ,p2
∂t ν,q;p1 ,p2



†
†
+i
Fν⋆′ ,q Dp† 2 Dp† 1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1 +p2 ,
ν′

(A13)

(n)

where we have added dephasing γ
to describe scattering processes phenomenologically. For elevated densities, a
f e f h source also appears, giving rise to plasma-initiated
emission at the excitonic ZPL and PSBn resonances, c.f.
Ref. 38.
The spontaneous-emission source terms that appear in
Eqs. (A11)–(A13) take the form

(A10)

ν ′ ,p

ih̄


ν ′ ,p

ν′



∂ (0)
(0)
(0)
 = (Eν,q (0)
ν,q − h̄ωq − iγ ) ν,q
∂t ν,q

′
(1)
⋆
†
†
+ iFν,q
Xν,q
Xν,q
+
Gν,ν
p ν ′ ,q;p ,

n
 ν ′′′ ,ν ′′


  
∂  †
†
†
†
†
Dpn · · · Dp† 1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1,n = Eν,q+p1,n − Eν ′ ,q − nh̄LO − iηX(n) Dp† n · · · Dp† 1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1,n −
Gpj
∂t
ν ′′ ,ν ′′′ Q j =1

 n



†
†
†
†
†
†
†
Dp† n · · · Dp† 1 (DQ + D−Q )
×
Dpj Xν ′′ ,Q+pj Xν ′′′ ,Q Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1,n −pj
ν ′′

i=j

×

′′
†
†
Gν,ν
Q Xν ′ ,q Xν ′′ ,q+Q+p1,n

⋆

Q


 ′ ,ν ′′ ⋆ †
†
− Gν−Q
Xν ′ ,q−Q Xν,q+p1,n ,

(A14)

where we again have added a dephasing ηX(n) for each replica. We only consider those contributions to a given replica that are of
the lowest order in the electron-phonon coupling constants. Therefore, we can neglect the last line of Eq. (A14) in the following
analysis. Applying the cluster-expansion scheme37,45–49 and solving Eq. (A14) in steady state, we obtain the form for phonon
sidebands of arbitrary order

 †
†
†
Dpn · · · Dp† 1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1,n =



n
n



μ1 ,...,μn−1 j1 =1 j2 = 1
j2 = j1

×



n


···

n


jn = 1
jn = j1 , . . . ,jn−1



′

Gνpj,μ1
1

Eν,q+p1,n − Eμl ,q+pj1 ,jl − lh̄LO −

l=1

⋆

Gpμj1 ,μ2

iηX(l)

2

−1

,

⋆


,ν
· · · Gμpjn−1
n

⋆

Nν,q+p1,n

(A15)

where we set μn = ν ′ . This expression identifies the exciton population
†
†
Xν,q
=
Xν,q
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as the source for the ZPL. In the same way, we find the PSB1
and PSB2 sources
 ν ′ ,ν ⋆
Gp1
Nν,q+p1

 † †
†
Dp1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1 =
Eν,q+p1 − Eν ′ ,q − h̄LO − iηX(1)
(A17)

 † † †
†
Dp2 Dp1 Xν ′ ,q Xν,q+p1 +p2

μ

1

+

 ν ′ ,μ ⋆  μ,ν
Gp1
Gp2

⋆

Eν,q+p1 +p2 − Eμ,q+p1 − h̄LO − iηX(1)

 ν ′ ,μ ⋆  μ,ν ⋆
Gp1
Gp2

Eν,q+p1 +p2 − Eμ,q+p2 − h̄LO − iηX(1)

.

(A18)

Respectively, these sources drive (n) as indicated in
Eq. (A10). We see that (0) is coupled to (1) and (2) . As we
determine the steady state, we can determine the steady-state
spectra (6), (13), and (14) defining ZPL, PSB1 , and PSB2
spectra when the analysis includes 1s and 2p states. It is
numerically confirmed that these contributions dominate the
spectra under the conditions studied.

and

=

×



Nν,q+p1 +p2

Eν,q+p1 +p2 − Eν ′ ,q − 2h̄LO − iηX(2)
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The influence of a semiconductor microcavity on the phonon-assisted photoluminescence is investigated
by expanding the microscopic quantum-optical semiconductor luminescence equations. For the example of a
ZnO-based system, strong enhancement but no normal-mode splitting of the phonon-sideband luminescence is
predicted, even if the cavity becomes resonant with the first phonon sideband. For increasing cavity quality, it
is shown that the intensity of the 1s resonance first increases due to the Purcell effect but then starts to decrease
due to the transition into the nonperturbative regime, while the spectral integrated phonon-sideband intensity
saturates.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.85.094301

PACS number(s): 71.38.−k, 78.55.Cr, 42.79.Gn

I. INTRODUCTION

Zinc oxide (ZnO) exhibits a wide range of interesting properties. For example, its wide band gap that allows optical transitions in the blue/ultraviolet range could become important for
semiconductor laser applications.1,2 In optical experiments on
ZnO, both the Coulomb and the electron–phonon interaction
influence the resulting spectra. First of all, ZnO has a very
large excitonic binding energy of about 60 meV,3–5 which
leads to strong excitonic signatures in the absorption and
photoluminescence even at room temperature.6–8 Moreover,
due to its highly polar nature, the strong interaction between
electrons and longitudinal-optical (LO) phonons in ZnO gives
rise to pronounced phonon sidebands in the luminescence
spectra.4,8–16 Since the LO phonons have a discrete energy,
phonon-assisted processes can create multiple replicas, i.e.,
phonon sidebands (PSBs) at distinct frequencies below the
original excitonic resonance.11,14,17 Traditionally, the excitonic
resonance is called the zero-phonon line (ZPL).12,15,18–21
The emission properties of a quantum well (QW) can be
strongly modified by its radiative environment, e.g., yielding
the Purcell effect,22 inhibited emission,23 or the scenario of
normal-mode coupling (NMC),24–26 where the eigenmode
of a high-quality microcavity and the exciton resonance are
strongly coupled. Typically, such a microcavity is realized
by growing distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) as mirrors
around the QWs. For systems with strong PSBs, it is clearly
interesting to study what happens to a PSB when it is coupled
with a cavity mode. In ZnO, the first PSB lies 72 meV below
the ZPL resonance, producing clearly separated PSB and ZPL
features, which makes ZnO an attractive candidate for such
investigations.
In this paper, we study how PSB luminescence is altered by
an optical cavity. To develop a consistent microscopic theory
of the sideband emission, we generalize the semiconductor luminescence equations (SLEs)27–29 by fully including phononassisted processes. As an extension of our earlier work,11,17
this approach allows us to compute both spontaneous and
stimulated emission at the excitonic resonance and its first
sideband. To corroborate our numerical results, we develop
an analytic model to describe the main features of phononassisted luminescence in a cavity.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
the system Hamiltonian and Sec. III discusses the equations
1098-0121/2012/85(9)/094301(12)

of motion used for the numerical and analytic calculations.
Section IV reveals the principal effects of a dielectric environment. The analytic model is developed in Sec. V where
the equations of motion are solved in a steady state. The
appendices contain additional details of the exciton basis used
and of the analytic model.
II. SYSTEM HAMILTONIAN

In our microscopic description of the optical properties, we
start from the generic semiconductor Hamiltonian27,29,30 for a
two-band QW:




1
†
†
†
λ †
H =
ǫk aλ, k aλ, k +
h̄ωq3D Bq3D Bq3D +
2
q3D
λ,k



1
+
h̄p3D Dp† 3D Dp† 3D +
2
p
3D

1 
†
†
†
†
Vq aλ, k aλ′ , k′ aλ′ , k′ +q aλ, k−q
+
2 λ,λ′ k,k′ ,q=0


†
†  †
h̄p3D gpλ3D aλ, k−p aλ, k D−p3D + Dp† 3D
+
λ,k,p3D

−

 

†
†
†
†
i Fq3D ac, k+q av, k + Fq⋆3D av, k ac, k−q Bq†3D + H.c.

k,q3D

(1)

Here, the electrons are described via the Fermionic operators
†
†
aλ, k and aλ, k . The noninteracting parts contain the singleparticle energy ǫkλ for an electron with momentum h̄k in band
λ, the photon energy h̄ωq3D , and the phonon energy h̄p3D .
We assume a sufficiently strong carrier confinement such that
we only need to consider one conduction and valence band. We
2 2
also use parabolic approximation ǫkλ = h̄2 mkλ with the effective
mass mλ to describe excitations near the bottom of the bands.
Since we are interested in longitudinal-optical phonons, with
a constant dispersion relation, we set the phonon energy to a
constant value of p3D ≡ .
We consider here ZnO QWs where carriers are confined
in the x-y plane. In this situation, it is beneficial to decompose the photon and phonon wave vectors into in-plane
and z components, using q3D = (q,q⊥ ) and p3D = (p,p⊥ ).
The corresponding subsystems are described by the Bosonic
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†

creation (annihilation) operators Dp3D (Dp3D ) for the phonons
†
†
and Bq3D (Bq3D ) for the photons. The remaining terms within H
define the interactions of the carrier–photon–phonon system.
More specifically, Vq is the Coulomb-matrix element, Fq3D
defines the strength of the light-matter interaction, and gpλ3D
yields the carrier–phonon coupling. From those, Fq3D ≡
Eq3D uq3D · dcv contains the vacuum-field amplitude Eq3D ,27
light mode strength uq3D (r⊥ ) at the QW position, and the
dipole-matrix element dcv for optical interband transitions in
ZnO.

as
ih̄

∂
∂t

k,q3D

 μ

= ǫk + ǫqM − k,q − h̄ωq3D k,q3D


e
h
Vk−k′
− 1 − fk+q
− fk−q
e
h

e
h
− (1 − fk+q
− fk−q
)q3D + SE
k,q3D
e
h



c
em
abs
+ h̄
gp3D ϒk,q3D ,p3D + ϒk,q3D ,p3D
p3D

− gpv3D

III. THEORY OF PHONON-SIDEBAND LUMINESCENCE

Due to the Coulomb- and quantum-optical interaction
in Eq. (1), the operator dynamics yields the well-known
hierarchy problem,30 producing an infinite number of coupled
equations. We truncate this hierarchy systematically using the
so-called cluster-expansion approach29,31–35 to the correlation
dynamics. This approach expresses N-particle expectation
values consistently in terms of all possible factorizations into
single-particle quantities (singlets), two-particle correlations
(doublets), three-particle correlations (triplets), and so on, up
to correlated N -particle clusters. For example, a singlet level
produces the semiconductor Bloch equations30 that connect
†
†
the classical light Bq  with polarization Pk = av, k ac, k  and
†
†
†
†
densities fke = ac, k ac, k  and fkh = av, k av, k .
For incoherent conditions, Bq  and Pk vanish. Therefore,
incoherent light emission stems from doublet correlations,
B † B = B † B − B † B, or higher-order correlations.
We concentrate next exclusively on the incoherent regime
where the photon number and its correlation are equal, i.e.,
B † B = B † B, because a singlet B vanishes. For the
phonon-sideband analysis, we need to include contributions
up to three-particle correlations to produce a closed set of
equations describing the system consistently.
A. Semiconductor luminescence equations

The incoherent light emission follows from photonnumber-like correlations,
ih̄


 
∂  † †  
†
 Bq3D Bq, q ′ = h̄ωq, q⊥′ − h̄ωq3D  Bq†3D Bq, q ′
⊥
⊥
∂t

⋆
+i
Fq, q ′ k,q3D + Fq3D ⋆k,q,q ′ ,
⊥

⊥

k

(2)

which are coupled to photon-assisted polarizations k,q3D ≡
†
†
†
Bq3D av, k−qh ac, k+qe  where the photon momentum q is
e
q
divided among the electron and hole according to qe = mem+m
h
mh
and qh = me +mh q. This defines the photon flux



 ∂ 
Fq⋆3D
IPL ωq3D =  Bq†3D Bq†3D = Re
∂t
k

k,q3D

,

(3)

which is proportional to the photoluminescence spectrum for
quasistationary emission.27 The corresponding equation of
motion for the photon-assisted polarizations can be written

k′ ,q3D

k′

 em

abs
ϒk−p,q3D ,p3D + ϒk−p,q
+ T [ ].
3D ,p3D
(4)

For parabolic bands, the sum of the single-particle energies
2 2
μ
μ
e
h
ǫk+q
= ǫk + ǫqM can be decomposed into ǫk = h̄2 kμ
+ ǫk−q
h
e
2 2

q
, where μ = ( m1e + m1h )−1 is the reduced mass
and ǫqM = h̄2 M
and M = me + mh is the total mass. These energy terms appear
in Eq. (4) together with the Coulomb renormalization,



(5)
Vk−k′ fke′ +qe + fkh′ −qh ,
k,q ≡
k′

whenever carriers are excited in the system. Equations (2)–(4)
constitute the principal structure of the semiconductor luminescence equations (SLEs),27,29 where the explicit Coulomb
sum yields excitonic resonances in the photoluminescence
(PL). We have also included the phonon-assisted triplets

 †
†
†
†
em
(6)
ϒk,q
=  Bq3D Dp3D av, k−Qh ac, k+Qe
3D ,p3D
and


 †
†
†
†
abs
ϒk,q
=  Bq3D D−p, p⊥ av, k−Qh ac, k+Qe
3D ,p3D

(7)

that describe three-particle correlations due to phonon
emission and absorption, respectively. Here, we introduced
the center-of-mass momentum Q ≡ p + q = (p + q)e +
(p + q)h . The emerging correlations ϒ generalize the SLEs
to fully include phonon sidebands. The remaining triplet
terms result from the Coulomb interaction. They do not
directly participate in phonon-assisted processes but provide
excitation-induced broadening and shifts of the emission resonances. The explicit format of the triplets T [ ] is discussed in
Ref. 29. In this paper, we treat these contributions at the level
of a dephasing approximation, T [ ] = −iγ0 k,q3D defined
by γ0 .
When a cavity is present, we must also include the
stimulated feedback of light,



†
q3D = i
Fq, q⊥′  Bq†3D Bq, q ′ ,
(8)
⊥

q⊥′

that yields the coupling between the different photon modes.
This contribution in particular produces the well-known
normal-mode splitting of excitonic resonances in high-quality
cavities, which is also a focus of this study. The spontaneous
emission itself is initiated by

 q,k,k′
e
h
SE
k,q3D = iFq3D fk+qe fk−qh +
cX
(9)
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contributions, only ϒ em yields photon emission that is below
the excitonic lines. We therefore construct the dynamics of ϒ em
explicitly. The analysis of ϒ abs follows analogously; however,
it is irrelevant for the PSBs studied here. The ϒ abs become
important only if phonon absorption is relevant, requiring
kB T ≫ h̄.

that is nonvanishing as soon as electrons and holes are present
q,k,k′
or when the system contains exciton correlations, cX
=
†
†
†
†
ac, k′ +qe av, k−qh ac, k+qe av, k′ −qh .
Typically, the carrier distributions reach their quasiequilibrium form very rapidly via Coulomb and phonon scattering.
In comparison, the spontaneous emission proceeds slowly on
a nanosecond time scale such that both f λ and cX can be
considered quasistationary when momentary PL spectra are
analyzed. Therefore, we can choose them to be constant and
can now concentrate on the new terms appearing in Eq. (4)
to describe PSB luminescence. Technically, we must first
determine ϒ and then sum over all phonon momenta p of
the phonon- and photon-assisted polarization. From these

ih̄


∂
em
ϒk,q
= ǫkμ + ǫQM −
3D ,p3D
∂t

e
− 1 − fk+Q
e
+ iFq3D

B. Phonon-assisted contributions

For a closed set of phonon-assisted semiconductor luminescence equations, we have to include the ϒ em dynamics. After
deriving the Heisenberg equations of motion and taking the
triplet level of the cluster expansion approach into account, we
obtain

 em
− h̄ωq, q⊥ − h̄ ϒk,q
3D ,p3D
⎤
⎡





†
h
⎣
+i
− fk−Q
Vk−k′ ϒkem
Fq+p, q⊥′  Dp† 3D Bq†3D Bq+p, q ′ ⎦
′ ,q ,p
3D 3D
h
k,Q

h
fk−Q
h

⊥

q⊥′

k′

c, c
k,p3D ,q

−

e
fk+Q
e

v, v
k,p3D ,0

+


k′


 † †

†
†
†
 Dp3D ac, k′ −ph av, k−Qh ac, k+Qe av, k′ −ph −q + Q[ϒ],

(10)

where Q = p + q is again the center-of-mass momentum. The emerging quadruplets are presented only symbolically. They
em
. Equation (10) shows a similar
provide dephasing for the ϒ em processes, which is approximated via Q[ϒ] = −iγ1 ϒk,q
3D ,p3D
structure as Eq. (4) and is coupled to the phonon-assisted two-photon correlations,



∂ 
†
†
ih̄  Dp† 3D Bq†3D Bq+p,q ′ = (h̄ωq+p,q⊥′ − h̄ωq,q⊥ − h̄) Dp† 3D Bq†3D Bq+p,q ′
⊥
⊥
∂t

⋆
abs
+ iFq3D
ϒk,(q−p,q
′
),(−p,p⊥ )
⊥

k

⋆
+ iFq+p,q
′

⊥



em
ϒk,q
3D ,p3D

k

+ h̄



 † †
†
† 
Bq3D Bq+p,q ′ aλ,k+p aλ,k .

λ
g−p

3D

λ,k

⊥

(11)


† †
The appearing h̄ g λ B † Baλ aλ  is a pure intraband process; its contribution to the photon emission scales as (f λ )2 .36 For
the low densities studied here, this contribution can therefore be dropped without affecting the results. The right-hand side of
em
Eq. (10) additionally contains the contributions λ,λ
k,p3D ,q representing phonon-assisted scattering that initiate the correlations ϒ .
Since these evolve quickly into quasiequilibrium, we include them via their steady-state forms

⋆ e
h̄ gpc 3D fk+Q
 † †

†
e
 Dp3D ac, k−Qh +q ac, k+Qe = e
+ O(f 2 ),
(12)
e
ǫk+Qe − ǫk−Q
− h̄ − iηe
h +q

⋆ h
h̄ gpv3D fk−Q
 † †

†
h
 Dp3D av, k−Qh av, k+Qe −q = h
+ O(f 2 ).
(13)
h
ǫk−Qh − ǫk+Q
−
h̄
−
iη
h
e −q
Here, we have also neglected all nonlinear carrier distribution contributions because we analyze the PSB luminescence only
for dilute densities with f ≪ 1. For quasistationary situations, Eqs. (12) and (13) are a static source initiating ϒ em correlations. At
† † † †
this level, Eq. (10) contains only one additional unknown triplet source, D † av av ac ac . This is also a steady-state source that can
conveniently be treated after we introduce the exciton basis discussed in Appendix A. After these formal steps, we eventually obtain
 

†
†
†
†
 Dp† 3D ac, k′ −ph av, k−Qh ac, k+Qe av, k′ −ph −q
k′

⋆

R
R
= φ1s,
q (0) φ1s, q+p (k)


h̄ N1s,q+p
⋆
R
′
v
R
′
φ L (k′ − ph ) gpc 3D φ1s,
·
q+p (k ) − gp3D φ1s, q+p (k − p) ,
E1s,q+p − E1s,q − h̄ − iηX k′ 1s, q
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L
R
where φν,q
(k) and φν,q
(k) refer to left- and right-handed
excitonic wave functions, respectively, with the eigenenergy
Eλ,q . The exciton wave function in r-space origin is defined
by

R
R
φν,
φν,
(15)
q (0) ≡
q (k).
k

Equation (14) also contains the exciton distribution N1s,q
that follows strictly from the exciton correlation cX . To study
quasiequilibrium conditions, we assume that N1s,q follows
a Bose–Einstein distribution. In reality, N1s,q can have a
significant hole burning29 close to q = 0. However, this does
not effect Eq. (14) much because N1s,q appears within an
integral. The solutions of Eq. (10) enter the photon-assisted
polarization from Eq. (4) as an additional source weighted
by the phonon-matrix elements gpc 3D and gpv3D , which can
either be calculated via Fröhlich coupling37–40 or deformation
potential,40–42 or a mixture of both.36
In our numerical studies, the complete set of equations
is evaluated fully dynamically by solving the equations of
em
motion as shown above. Generally, ϒk,q
has a full
3D ,p3D
vectorial dependence on all k, q3D , and p3D coordinates,
i.e., ϒ em contains, in principle, also a dependence of angles
between k, q3D , and p3D . However, the photon momentum
q3D is extremely small in the typical scale of carrier and
phonon momenta. In addition, the introduction of center-ofmass decomposition shown in Eq. (5) separates the k and
μ
p3D dependencies into angle-independent ǫk and ǫQM ≃ ǫpM
em
parts. Therefore, the angle dependence of ϒk,q
stems
3D ,p3D
λ
directly from fk±qλ parts emerging in the driving source. For
typical k and Q ≃ p ranges of phonon-assisted processes, this
angle dependence is very weak. Therefore, we can substitute
em
em
ϒk,q
→ ϒ|k|,|q
to accurately describe the main
3D ,p3D
3D |,|p3D |
effects of phonon-assisted emission. In the computations,
we discretize ϒ em to 40 × 40 × 100 = 1.6 × 105 elements,
which makes the dynamical calculation very intricate and time
consuming already for the first phonon sideband.
For the computation, we have used typical ZnO parameters.
The effective polaron mass of the electrons in ZnO can be
determined very precisely in cyclotron-resonance measurement giving meeff = 0.28m0 .5,43 The effective mass of the
holes is mheff = 0.59m0 ,5 which produces a reduced mass of
μ = 0.19m0 . The material parameters of the ZnO-type QW
are chosen to produce a band gap of Egap = 3.37 eV3,5,44 and
an exciton binding energy of EB = 60 meV. The energy of
the longitudinal-optical phonons is h̄ = 72 meV and we
use the deformation potential with a coupling constant of
opt. def.
= 50.6 eV. The refractive index of ZnO is listed with
d0
values between 2.0 and 2.2 in the literature.45–47 In this work,
the refractive index of the QW is assumed to be n = 2.2.
IV. PRINCIPAL EFFECTS OF THE CAVITY

Even though ZnO microcavities have not yet been realized
experimentally, sample growth techniques are developing in
a direction where one can grow ZnO-type QWs between
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirror pairs constructed
from alternating ZnO/Mg0.36 Zn0.64 O layers. The refractive
index profile in this study consists of several planar sections

(

)

FIG. 1. Semiconductor microcavity structure. The refractive index profile of 10 ZnO/Mg0.36 Zn0.64 O mirrors (black solid line) is
shown together with an example of a resonant light mode |uq (z)|
(shaded area). The quantum well is positioned at the mode maximum
(dashed line) and the cavity has an optical thickness of 3/2λ.

with piecewise constant n = n(z). Each ZnO layer has the
refractive index nZnO = 2.2, while the Mg0.36 Zn0.64 O layers
have nMgZnO = 1.96.46–49 For the cavity layer, we assume
a material which shows the same refractive index as the
ZnO-type QW itself to avoid reflections inside the sample
structure. Figure 1 presents an exemplary microcavity n(z)
(solid line) and the mode function uq (z) (shaded area) for the
cavity resonance. The QW is positioned at the maximum of
the mode function (dashed line).
The energetic position of the cavity resonance can be moved
by adjusting the thickness of the λ/4 layers of the DBRs and
the 3/2λ cavity layer, where λ is the wavelength of the cavity
mode. Therefore, we can detune the cavity mode to be resonant
either with the exciton resonance or the first PSB located at
E1s − h̄. In the following, “1s cavity” refers to the case where
the cavity is resonant with the 1s-exciton peak, i.e., the ZPL.
The “phonon cavity” refers to a situation where the cavity is
resonant with the PSB1 .
It is well known that the 1s cavity should produce a NMC
splitting of the exciton peak into two peaks if the stimulated
coupling between the light and the QW is strong enough.24–26
Figure 2(a) shows the computed PL spectrum (black solid
line) resulting from the 1s cavity. We have also plotted the
bare cavity reflection (dark area) and the QW PL without
the cavity (light-shaded area). The cavity mode and the 1s
peak are clearly resonant, as they should be for the 1s-cavity
configuration. The cavity in this example has 34 DBR layers
producing a high 99.9% reflectivity for the mirrors.
As we compare the PL with (solid line) and without (lightshaded area) the cavity, we observe major qualitative changes.
The 1s splits into two, as it should for the high-quality cavity,
yielding the typical NMC scenario. At the same time, the
overall level of the cavity PL is lower than without the cavity.
Since NMC is the predominant process in this case, the phonon
peak is very low. Other than that, the cavity does not modify the
PSB1 and the spectral shape of the emission at higher excitonic
states. These aspects are studied further in Fig. 4.
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(a)

(b)
No.

FIG. 3. Peak position in dependence of the number of DBR mirror
pairs. The solid lines (dashed lines) indicate energies of the PL peaks
for the 1s (phonon) cavity, respectively.

(

)

FIG. 2. Microcavity luminescence including the zero-phonon line
(ZPL) and the first phonon sideband (PSB1 ). The cavity is resonant
with (a) the ZPL or (b) the PSB1 . The luminescence spectra with
(solid line) and without (light area) cavity are compared with the
reflectivity (dark area) of the bare cavity.

A completely different situation is observed in the phonon
cavity where the cavity mode coincides with the first phonon
sideband. In Fig. 2(b), we plot the resulting PL spectrum (solid
line) showing that the phonon resonance is highly enhanced
by the cavity, whereas the exciton resonance is suppressed. At
the same time, the cavity PSB1 does not produce a splitting of
the emission resonance, indicating a fundamental difference
between the 1s-cavity and the phonon–cavity coupling. For
the 1s cavity, NMC follows from the reversible emission and
absorption of light at the excitonic energy. For the phonon
cavity, however, the cavity-PSB1 coupling consists only of the
photon emission part since one has only negligible phonon
populations at low temperatures. Hence, there cannot be a
reversible emission-absorption cycle and thus no NMC for the
PSB.

stimulated emission overcomes the spontaneous processes and
the 1s resonance splits up into two peaks. The PSB1 position,
however, remains unchanged, indicating that the 1s cavity
does not yield reversibility in this case. The phonon cavity
produces a qualitatively very different behavior, as shown by
the dashed lines. Neither the ZPL nor the PSB1 positions
are changed regardless of how strong the cavity becomes.
This verifies that the PSB cannot yield to a reversible photon
emission–absorption cycle due to a lack of phonon-assisted
absorption, as discussed above.
The reversibility of the emission strongly alters the PL
intensity, as seen in Fig. 2. To investigate this phenomenon
further, in Fig. 4, we show the integrated PL around the 1s

(arb. units)

(arb. units)

(

)

(arb. units)

ENHANCEMENT OF THE PHONON-SIDEBAND . . .

A. Cavity effects vs mirror reflectivity

To verify that the phonon cavity does not produce NMC,
we scan the PL spectra as a function of the DBR mirror
pairs. This essentially increases the mirror reflectivity such
that cavity effects become enhanced, producing a stronger
coupling of the light modes to the material. Figure 3 shows
the position of the emission peak(s) as a function of the DBR
mirror pairs. One can clearly see that the 1s cavity produces
a bifurcation of the 1s resonance into NMC splitting (solid
line) as the mirror number is increased. At this point, the

No.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Intensity of the photoluminescence spectrum. The yellow (light gray) solid line shows the intensity of the
exciton resonance for the 1s cavity, whereas the intensity of the
phonon peak in the phonon cavity is shown by the black solid line.
The short-dashed line shows the total intensity in the phonon cavity.
The mode function maximum and the peak height of the first phonon
sideband are indicated by the long-dashed (blue) and the dotted
(black) lines, respectively.
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(yellow solid line) and the PSB1 (black solid line) resonances
for the phonon cavity as a function of DBR mirror pairs. We
also have defined the PSB1 peak height (dotted line) and total
integrated PL (dashed line) together with the mode strength
|uq |2 at the position of the QW.
In case of the 1s cavity, the intensity of ZPL emission
(yellow solid line) first increases rapidly. However, the onset
of reversibility starts to decrease the ZPL intensity assigning
the regime of NMC. This transition takes place around 8 DBRs,
which is the same threshold value producing NMC splitting in
Fig. 3.
The phonon cavity produces a very different behavior.
The integrated PSB1 intensity (black solid line) first starts
to increase slightly and then saturates to a constant level. In
particular, we do not observe any decrease in the integrated
PSB1 intensity. At the same time, the PSB1 peak height (dotted
line) increases monotonously with the cavity mode strength
(long-dashed blue line). These two observations mean that
the cavity first enhances the PSB1 via the Purcell effect. For
an elevated number of DBR pairs, the PSB1 narrows since
the peak emission grows while the total emission saturates.
Interestingly, the strong-cavity limit exclusively favors the
PSB1 emission over the ZPL emission because the integrated
total PL (gray dashed line) and PSB1 emission (black solid
line) become equal.

ih̄

∂
∂t

X
1s,q3D

X
1s,q3D

= [E1s,q − h̄ωq3D − iγ0 ]

−i


q⊥′

ih̄

V. ANALYTIC MODEL

To better understand the physical origin of the found effects,
we develop an analytic model that captures the essence of the
microcavity luminescence of the ZPL and PSB1 emission.
Here, we include only the 1s contributions and limit the
investigation to dilute densities with f e ≪ 1 and f h ≪ 1. In
this situation, it is beneficial to convert the full Eqs. (2), (4),
(10), and (11) into the exciton basis,

X
φν⋆ (k) k,q3D ,
(16a)
ν,q3D =
k

k,q3D

=



φν (k)



φν⋆ (k) ϒk,q3D ,p3D ,

(17a)

X
φν (k) ϒν,p
.
3D ,q3D

(17b)

X
ν,q3D ,

(16b)

ν

and
X
=
ϒν,p
3D ,q3D

k

ϒk,q3D ,p3D =


ν

For nonvanishing densities, one must distinguish the exciL
tonic wave functions into left- and right-handed, i.e., φν,
Q (k)
R
and φν, Q (k). See the discussion in Appendix A for further
details. Projecting the 1s component of Eq. (4) converts the
principal structure of the SLE into


 † † 
X
1s
1s
gp1s,1s
ϒ1s,p,q
,
Fq,
q ′  Bq3D Bq, q ′ + iFq3D N1s,q + h̄
3D
3D
⊥

⊥

 

∂  † †  
†
1s
 Bq3D Bq, q ′ = h̄ωq, q⊥′ − h̄ωq3D  Bq†3D Bq, q ′ + i Fq,
q⊥′
⊥
⊥
∂t

(18)

p3D

⋆

X
1s,q3D

+ iFq1s3D

⋆
X
,
1s,q,q⊥′

(19)

eh
where the source term N1s = N1s
+ N1s is decomposed into a singlet and a correlated contribution. For low densities, the
singlet part is proportional to f e f h such that the spontaneous emission source follows mostly from the exciton distribution
N1s,q = N1s,q if it exists.50 The quantity Fq1s3D ≡ φ1s (0) Fq3D defines the strength of the spontaneous emission.
Following the same derivation steps as in Eq. (18), the triplet source becomes

ih̄



 † † †
∂ X
1s
X
1s
ϒ1s,p,q3D = E1s,q+p − h̄ωq3D − h̄ − iγ1 ϒ1s,p,q
−i
Fq+p,
q⊥′  Dp3D Bq3D Bq+p, q⊥′ + iFq3D N1s,p3D ,
3D
∂t
′

(20)

q⊥

ih̄

 
 

∂  † † †
†
 Dp3D Bq3D Bq+p, q ′ = h̄ωq+p, q⊥′ − h̄ωq3D − h̄  Dp† 3D Bq†3D Bq+p, q ′
⊥
⊥
∂t
⋆
 † †
⋆ X
†
1s
1s
+ iFq3D  Dp3D Bq+p, q ′ X1s, q + i Fq+p, q ′ ϒ1s,p,q3D .
⊥

⊥

(21)

The ϒ X dynamics contains a spontaneous phonon-assisted source,
⋆

N1s,p3D =

h̄ gp1s,1s
N1s,p
3D
E1s,p − E1s,0 − h̄

⋆

=

h̄ gp1s,1s
N1s,p
3D
ǫpM − h̄

,

(22)

where we have introduced the strength by the excitonic phonon-matrix element
gp1s,1s
=
3D


k′

⋆

φ1s (k′ ) gpc 3D φ1s (k′ + ph ) − gpv3D φ1s (k′ − pe ) .

These contributions describe phonon-assisted processes between two exciton states.
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ENHANCEMENT OF THE PHONON-SIDEBAND . . .
A. Treatment of the stimulated parts

Even though the limitation to the 1s-exciton contributions reduces the complexity
phonon-assisted
SLE considerably,
 of the

Eqs. (18) and (20) still contain the nontrivial stimulated coupling via the
FB † B and
FD † B † B dependent
contributions. To deal with these parts analytically, we introduce a scaled photon-operator and photon-assisted polarization
†

†
B̄q, q ′
⊥

≡

Bq, q ′

⊥

1s
Fq,
q′

(24)

⋆,

⊥

¯X
1s,q3D ≡

X
1s,q3D
Fq1s3D

(25)

,

respectively. To solve Eqs. (18) and (19), we furthermore introduce collective operators
1   1s 2 †
1  1s ⋆ †
†
Fq, q ′ B̄q, q ′ ,
B̄q, ≡
Fq, q ′ Bq, q ′ =
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
G ′
G ′
q⊥

†

B̄q, ≡

(26a)

q⊥

1  1s
1   1s 2 †
†
Fq, q ′ B̄q, q ′ .
Fq, q ′ Bq, q ′ =
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
G ′
G ′
q⊥

(26b)

q⊥

†

†

It is convenient to choose a normalization G such that B̄q, and B̄q, satisfy Bosonic commutation relations. More specifically,

†
†
1s
2
we find Bosonic commutation [B̄q, ,B̄q′ , ]− = 1 if G 2 = q⊥ |Fq,
q⊥ | . To see the usefulness of the effective mode (26a) and
(26b), we start by computing its dynamics from Eq. (19):
∂
1 
⋆ 1s
†
†
†
1s
†
′
Fq,
ih̄ B̄q, B̄q,  = 2
q⊥ Fq, q⊥′ (h̄ωq, q⊥ − h̄ωcav )Bq, q⊥ Bq, q⊥′ 
∂t
G
′
q⊥ , q⊥

+

1 
⋆ 1s
†
1s
†
¯X
Fq,
1s,q,
q⊥ Fq, q⊥′ (h̄ωcav − h̄ωq, q⊥ )Bq, q⊥ Bq, q⊥′  + 2iG Re
2
G
′

(27)

,

q⊥ , q⊥

where we identified a collective photon-assisted contribution
¯X
1s,q,

ih̄

1   1s 2 ¯ X
Fq, q ′
≡
1s,q,q⊥′ ,
⊥
G ′

(28)

†

where we defined a collective phonon operator

†
†
D̄p, ≡
D̄p,
p⊥

∂
†
†
B̄q, B̄q,  = 2iG Re ¯ X
1s,q,
∂t

,

(30)

(32)

p⊥

with
′

†

†
†
ν,ν
D̄p,
p⊥ = D̄p3D ≡ h̄ gp3D Dp3D .

(33)

In the following, we study normal emission such that we
can set q = 0 in the photon operators. To keep the expressions
brief, we introduce
ZPL
ω,p ≡ E1s,p − h̄ω0,q⊥ ,
≡ E1s,p − h̄ω0,q⊥ ± h̄,
PSB,±
ω,p

1s
2
|Fq,
q⊥ |

ih̄

(31)

p

q⊥

whenever
is
strongly
peaked
around
ωcav and the function ⊙q, q⊥ is a slowly varying function
around ωq, q⊥ = ωcav . The SCA converts Eqs. (18) and (27)
into

†

+ i G(N1s,0 − B̄0, B̄0, )

†
†
+
D̄p, B̄0, Xp† ,

q⊥

in analogy to Eq. (26a).
To study the case where the stimulated effects are particularly strong, we consider the situation of a planar semiconductor microcavity, as shown by the solid black line in
Fig. 1. The cavity mode |uq (z)| shown by the gray-shaded area
is concentrated inside the cavity and the QW is positioned
at one of the mode maxima, zQW . The corresponding mode
1s
2
2
strength |Fq,
q⊥ | ∝ |uq,qcav (zQW )| forms a narrow peak around
the cavity-mode energy Ecav = h̄ωcav , whereas the area under
1s
2
|Fq,
q⊥ | remains unchanged when increasing the number
of DBR layers, i.e., narrowing the peak width. Eventually,
the cavity mode approaches a δ function as the cavity
becomes stronger. Therefore, we can apply the strong-cavity
approximation (SCA)


F 1s 2 (ωq, q − ωcav )⊙q, q = 0
(29)
⊥
⊥
q, q⊥

∂ ¯X
= [E1s,0 − h̄ωcav − iγ0 ] ¯ X
1s,q,
∂t 1s,q,

cav
ω ≡ h̄ωcav − h̄ω0,q⊥ ,

(34a)
(34b)
(34c)

which define the exciton–light detuning (ZPL
ω,p ), the PSB–light
detuning (PSB,±
),
and
the
cavity–light
detuning (cav
ω,p
ω ),
respectively. To solve the PL in the normal direction, we insert
the transformations (26a), (26b), and (28) into Eqs. (18) and
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(19). With similar steps as those producing Eqs. (30) and (31),
we now obtain

¯X
∂
1s,0,q⊥
ih̄
†
†
∂t B̄0,
q⊥ B̄0, 

¯X
1s,0,q⊥
=M
†
†
B̄0, q⊥ B̄0, 

† 
†
†
i N1s,0 + p D̄p, B̄0, q⊥ Xp 
,
(35)
+
⋆
i ¯X
1s,0,

where we have identified a 2 × 2 matrix,

 ZPL
ω,0 − iγ0 −i G
.
M=
iG
cav
ω

†

†

B̄0, B̄0,  − N1s,0
E1s,0 − h̄ωcav − iγ0
†

.

(37)

†

This result implies that B̄0, B̄0,  is driven and a
steady state is not reached unless we demand Re[ ¯ X
1s,q, ] ≡ 0;
compare with Eq. (30). This leads to the constant collective
photon-number correlation,
†
B̄0,

ZPL
IPL
(ω0,q⊥ )

†
B̄0,

This is now a typical linear equation driven by a known
constant source N1s,0 . Since M contains dephasing, Eq. (39)
always evolves toward a steady state, yielding
i N1s,0 (h̄ω0,q⊥ − h̄ωcav )
¯X
,
1s,0,q⊥ =
det[M]

(36)

The dynamics of Eq. (35) follows from a closed set of
equations only in the absence of phonon effects.
Before we analyze the full PSB emission, we develop a
suitable solution algorithm by solving Eqs. (30), (31), and (35)
without phonons. We start from the steady state of Eq. (31),
producing
¯X
1s,0, = i G

in the steady state. For this choice, ¯ X
1s,0, vanishes such that
Eq. (35) becomes

¯X
∂
1s,0,q⊥
ih̄
†
†
∂t B̄0,
q⊥ B̄0, 
 

¯X
i N1s,0
1s,0,q⊥
.
(39)
=M
+
†
†
0
B̄0, q⊥ B̄0, 

 = N1s,0 ,

(38)

(40)

where det[M] = (E1s,0 − h̄ω0,q⊥ − iγ0 ) (h̄ωcav − h̄ω0,q⊥ ) −
G 2 . To gain more insight, it is useful to rewrite the determinant
via its roots:

 cav

det[M] = cav
ω − + ω − − , with


cav
(41)
± = 21 cav
1s + iγ0 ± 1s ,



2
cav
4G 2 + cav
1s =
1s + iγ0 .
By inserting Eqs. (41) into Eq. (40) and performing a partialfraction decomposition, we can express ¯ X
1s,0,q⊥ in terms of
two individual Lorentzians,


−
+
i N1s,0
¯X
. (42)
− cav
1s,0,q⊥ =
+ − − cav
ω − +
ω − −
We can now evaluate the steady-state photon flux (3) that
defines the photoluminescence spectrum,




−
2  1s 2
+
i N1s,0
2  1s 2
X
¯
,
−
= F0, q⊥ Re 1s,0,q⊥ = F0, q⊥ Re
h̄
h̄
+ − − h̄ωcav − − − h̄ω0,q⊥
h̄ωcav − + − h̄ω0,q⊥

after the result (42) is used. We see now that the presence
of a cavity splits the emission into two separate normalmode coupling resonances centered at Re[h̄ωcav − ± ]. The
corresponding width of the Lorentzians is defined by γ0,± =
Im[± ]. Therefore, Eq. (43) provides an analytic model to
study NMC PL.
The complete set including phonons is derived analogously
by applying the new operator definitions and approximations
several times to Eqs. (20) and (21), respectively. The results
for the closed set of equations are presented in Appendix B.
These equations will then evolve to a steady state.

ZPL
The ZPL contribution ¯ X,
1s,0,q⊥ is defined by Eq. (42). The
corresponding PSB contributions result from

¯ X, PSB =
1s,0,q⊥

i Im[T3 ]+ T1 (ωcav ) 2
G
i[T1 (ω0,q⊥ ) − T2 (ω0,q⊥ )]cav
ω −
γ0
 ZPL

.
G 2 − ω,0 − iγ0 cav
ω

(45)

These contain the spectral function
T1 (ω0,q⊥ ) =


p

B. Steady-state solution for the analytic model

The full analytic model, including PSB effects, is presented
in Appendix B. We can apply the same derivation strategy as
that which produces Eq. (43). Following this approach, the
expression for the PL becomes
2
2
ZPL
¯ X, PSB .
(44)
IPL (ω0,q⊥ ) = F0,1sq⊥  Re ¯ X,
1s,0,q⊥ +
1s,0,q⊥
h̄

(43)

χp
PSB,−
ω,p −

iγ1

(46)

,

with the oscillator strength
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χp ≡



h̄ gp1s,1s
N1s,p3D =
3D

p⊥

ξp ≡ N1s,p



h̄ g 1s,1s 2 .
p3D
p⊥

ξp
h̄ −

h̄2 p2
2M

,
(47)
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The other spectral functions are
χ0 cav
ω − h̄ − GR
G2

−

T3 = χ0 h̄

PSB,−
cav
−
ω − h̄ ω,0
PSB,+
cav
ω,0 − ω − iγ1

iγ1

,

,

S−

(a)

(arb. units)

T2 (ω0,q⊥ ) =

(48)

(49)

containing quantities
R = Gh̄

PSB,−
− cav
ω − iγ1
ω,0
S+

,

(50)

PSB,+
S± = PSB,−
+ 2G 2 + γ12 h̄ ± 2iγ1 [G 2 − h̄2 2 ],
ω,0 ω,0

where S± has an analogous structure to Eq. (41).
In the case of the PSB cavity, h̄ωcav is equal to the PSB1
energy E1s,0 − h̄. As a result, the detunings (34b) reduce into
PSB,−
→ cav
and PSB,+
= 2h̄ + cav
ω
ω → 2h̄,
ω,0
ω,0

(b)

(arb. units)

(51)

(52)

where the limit applies close to the cavity resonance. Since the
phonon energy is relatively large, we may additionally apply
h̄ ≫ G, h̄ ≫ cav
ω , and h̄ ≫ γ{0,1} . By implementing
these limits to Eqs. (45) and (46), and (48)–(51), we find

γ 1 χ0 + p χp
X, PSB
¯
Re 1s,0,q⊥ → 
.
(53)
2
cav
+ γ12
ω

FIG. 5. Microcavity luminescence (black solid line) including
the zero-phonon line (ZPL) and the first phonon sideband (PSB1 )
calculated via the analytic model. The cavity is resonant with (a) the
ZPL or (b) the PSB1 . The corresponding mode function is shown by
the gray solid line.

C. PL intensity

For the phonon cavity, the first sideband PL integrates to

E0 χp [Ep (γ0 + η) + (γ1 + η)h̄]
PSB
Iph
(η) =
,
[(Ep )2 + (γ1 + η)2 ][(γ0 + η)2 + h̄2 2 ]
p

These results show very clearly that the PSB does not
produce a splitting of the PSB resonance. Instead, the cavity
enhances the PSB luminescence, which can be applied to
increase the visibility of the PSB emission.

The fully analytic luminescence formula (44) can directly
be applied to deduce the integrated PL. In order to characterize
the overall ZPL and PSB luminescence, we integrate the ZPL
and the PSB1 parts of Eq. (44) separately, i.e.,
 ∞
{ZPL, PSB}
{ZPL, PSB}
IPL
(ω) dω,
(54)
I{1s, ph} (η) =
−∞

where h̄ωcav was chosen to coincide with the 1s cavity
(subindex “1s”) or the phonon cavity (subindex “ph”). For
the mode function, we assume a Lorentzian
|u(ω)|2 =

η
E0
,
π (h̄ω − h̄ωcav )2 + η2

(55)

where E0 is an amplitude with the unit of an energy so that the
mode function is unitless, h̄ωcav is again the resonance energy
of the cavity mode, and η is the half width at half maximum
(HWHM) of the assumed mode function.
In the case of a cavity which is resonant with the zerophonon line, we find for the integrated ZPL,
I1sZPL (η) =

E0 ηN1s,0
E0 η
→ 2 N1s,0 .
η 2 + γ0 η + G 2
G

(56)

This is linearly proportional to the cavity η. The overall NMC
PL decreases for enhanced cavity in the 1s-cavity case.

(

)

(57)

where Ep ≡ E1s,p − E1s,0 . In the limit of η → 0, we find for
Eq. (57) that
 E0 χp [Ep γ0 + γ1h̄]
PSB
lim Iph
(58)
(η) =
η→0
[(Ep )2 + γ12 ]h̄2 2
p
saturates to a constant level, unlike Eq. (56). In other words,
Eqs. (56) and (58) confirm the numerical result in Fig. 6
that the cavity changes the exciton and the phonon resonance
differently when it is tuned into the respective resonances.
To graphically illustrate the analytic result (44), we present
in Fig. 5 the corresponding PL spectra for the 1s cavity
and the phonon cavity. The black solid lines show the PL
spectra and the gray solid lines show the corresponding mode
function used in the calculation. We see that the results are
qualitatively very similar to the full numerical analysis in
Fig. 4. In particular, the 1s cavity produces a splitting of the
PL resonances, whereas the phonon cavity enhances the PL at
the sideband.
The analytic model can also be applied to derive the
integrated spectra shown in Fig. 6. The yellow solid line
represents the intensity of the ZPL photoluminescence using
the 1s cavity, and the black solid line shows the PSB1
photoluminescence for the phonon cavity. We see again that
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APPENDIX A: EXCITON BASIS

In this work, a generalized exciton basis is used to solve
the analytic model as well as Eq. (14). We write the general
exciton state ν as

†
†
(A1)
|Xν,Q  =
φν (k) ac, k+Qe av, k−Qh |G,
k

(

)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Intensity of the photoluminescence spectrum calculated with the analytic model. The yellow (gray) solid line
shows the intensity of the exciton resonance using 1s cavity, whereas
the intensity of the phonon peak with phonon cavity is represented by
the black solid line. The short-dashed line (black) is the total intensity
with phonon cavity. The mode function maximum is shown by the
long-dashed line (blue). The top x axis indicates the number of DBR
mirror pairs which correspond to the mode-function HWHM at the
bottom x axis.

the ZPL intensity first increases but then starts decreasing at
the point when the exciton resonance splits due to the transition
into the nonperturbative regime. The saturation of the PSB1
intensity for the narrow mode function shown by the black
solid line can clearly be seen. The dashed gray line depicts the
complete PL intensity using the phonon cavity, showing again
that for a high reflectivity, the PSB1 PL obviously dominates
the system. The long-dashed blue line indicates an exponential
increase of the mode function maximum. The x axis on the top
of the figure shows the appropriate numbers of DBR mirror
pairs, as used in the numerical studies, which correspond to
the mode function’s linewidth η on the bottom x axis.

where we introduced the center-of-mass momenta Q{e,h} =
m{e,h}
Q and the total mass M = me + mh of an electron–hole
M
pair, while the ground state of a semiconductor is characterized
by a completely filled valence band and an empty conduction
† †
band via |G = k av, k |vac. By minimizing the energy of
the carrier system in the low-density regime, the variational
principle leads to a Hermitian eigenvalue problem for the
excitonic wave function φν (k), which is represented by the
so-called Wannier equation,


 e
h
+ εk−Q
φν (k) −
Vk−k′ φν (k′ ). (A2)
Eν,Q φν (k) = εk+Q
e
h
k′

2

2

Q
Here, Eν,Q = Eν + h̄2 M
decomposes into the excitonic
eigenenergy Eν and the center-of-mass energy of the electron–
hole pair. A Fourier transformation into real space leads to the
equation of the relative motion of the hydrogen atom. Since the
problem is Hermitian, the eigenfunctions build a complete set
of orthogonalized functions, which can be used to expand the
linearized semiconductor Bloch equations to obtain an Elliott
formula as an analytic result.
In the case of nonvanishing densities, the problem becomes
non-Hermitian and it is helpful to introduce left- and righthanded eigenfunctions that solve the excitonic eigenvalue
equations,

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented a microscopic manybody theory to describe phonon-assisted luminescence in a
microcavity. In addition to a full numerical evaluation of
the phonon-assisted semiconductor luminescence equations,
we developed a rigorous analytic model. By introducing the
strong-cavity approximation, we are able to find a consistent
way to handle the stimulated parts in the semiconductor
luminescence equations and formulate a closed analytical
formula for the cavity PL. We find that the phonon-sideband
luminescence is strongly enhanced if the cavity resonance is
shifted to coincide with the first phonon-sideband resonance.
With the help of the analytic model, it could be shown that the
PL intensity first increases due to the Purcell effect, but then
starts decreasing due to the transition into the nonperturbative
regime if the cavity is resonant with the zero-phonon line.
For a cavity that is resonant with the phonon sideband, the
integrated PL saturates, which indicates a qualitative change
in the cavity effects.

 e
 R
R
h
Eν,Q φν,
Q (k) = ǫ̃k+Qe + ǫ̃k−Qh φν, Q (k)


e
h
R
′
−
f
Vk−k′ φν,
− 1 − fk+Q
k−Q
Q (k ),
e
h
k′

(A3)


⋆
⋆ e
L
L
h
φν,
ǫ̃k+Qe + ǫ̃k−Q
Q (k) Eν,Q = φν, Q (k)
h


′
L
−
1 − fke′ +Qe − fkh′ −Qh Vk−k′ φν,
Q (k ).
k′

(A4)

These eigenfunctions obey the generalized orthogonality
and completeness relations

⋆ R
L
(A5a)
φν,
Q (k) φν ′ , Q (k) = δν,ν ′ ,
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k


ν

⋆

L
R
′
φν,
Q (k) φν, Q (k ) = δk,k′ .

(A5b)
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With this, one can define the excitonic creation and
annihilation operators

†
†
†
L
Xν,Q =
φν,Q
(k)ac,k+Qe av,k−Qh ,
(A6a)
k

†
Xν,Q

=



⋆ †

†

L
(k) av,k−Qh ac,k+Qe ,
φν,Q

Even though Eqs. (35) and (B1) have a much simpler
format than the original equations, they still contain unknown
collective contributions on the right-hand side. To solve these,
we need to additionally evaluate

(A6b)

ih̄

k

which can be inverted back to the single-particle basis via

⋆ †
†
†
R
φν,Q
(k) Xν,Q ,
(A7a)
ac,k+Qe av,k−Qh =

∂
†
†
†
D̄0, B̄0, B̄0, 
∂t
†

†

†

= −h̄D̄0, B̄0, B̄0, 

ν

†
†
av,k−Qh ac,k+Qe

=



†

R
φν,Q
(k) Xν,Q .

†

†

†

†

†

†

+ i G(D̄0, B̄0, X0  + D̄0, B̄0, X0 ),

(A7b)

ν

{L,R}

ih̄

In the low-density regime, it is justified to replace φν,Q (k)
by φν (k).

(B2)

∂
†
†
†
D̄0, B̄0, X0 
∂t
†

†

†

= [−E1s,0 + h̄ωcav − h̄ − iγ1 ]D̄0, B̄0, X0 

APPENDIX B: ANALYTICAL MODEL

Applying the definitions (24)–(26b), (32), and (33), and
the strong-cavity approximation introduced in Eq. (29), to
Eqs. (20) and (21), we eventually compute the dynamic
equations

†
†
†
D̄p, B̄0, q⊥ Xp 
∂
ih̄
†
†
†
∂t D̄0,
B̄0, q⊥ B̄0, 


 PSB,−
†
†
†
D̄p, B̄0, q⊥ Xp 
ω,p − iγ1 −i Gδp,0
·
=
†
†
†
iG
cav
D̄0, B̄0, q⊥ B̄0, 
ω − h̄


χp
.
(B1)
+i
†
†
†
D̄0, B̄0, X0 

which are linear equations with damping and source terms that
evolve into a steady state.
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Terahertz-induced intra-exciton transitions are studied
in semiconductor quantum-well systems under the influence of a constant magnetic field. A systematic description is developed to include carrier–carrier interactions, terahertz transitions, and magnetic-field effects to
the exciton-correlation dynamics.

When a magnetic field is present, the exciton states and
energies are changed directly and parametrically via the
center-of-mass momentum of excitons. The numerical
results show that both effects influence the terahertz
spectroscopy. Especially, the transition between 1s- and
2p-exciton states is shown to depend strongly on both
magnetic field and center-of-mass momentum.
© 201 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Recent investigations have provided
abundant evidence [1–5] that terahertz (THz) fields can efficiently induce transitions between exciton states within
semiconductors. Since the energetic range of THz fields
(1 THz ≃ 4 meV) is three orders of magnitude smaller
than the usual band-gap energies, a typical THz excitation
cannot generate interband transitions [6]. However, such
THz fields can induce modifications of the collective intraband excitations in semiconductors, which can significantly alter the optical properties [1,7–9].

While the binding energy of an exciton is a measure
for the strength of the Coulomb interaction, its response
to internal and external fields reveals facts about polarizability. Therefore, it is an interesting challenge to investigate how a magnetic field effects on excitons. When the
magnetic field is strong, electronic states become strongly
confined [10,11], allowing for investigations of the transition from systems without magnetic field to substantial
confinement effects. At the limit of strong magnetic field,
the eigenenergies are energetically equally spaced Landau
orbitals. However, including the Coulomb interaction leads
to the generation of so-called magnetoexcitons showing the
well-known Zeeman splitting [12].

In this paper, we investigate how exciton and THzinduced intra-exciton transitions can be modified by applying an external magnetic field. For this purpose, we expand
the theoretical description of Ref. [13] rigorously by fully
including linear and nonlinear magnetic-field contributions
to the total-system Hamiltonian. We show, both numerically and analytically, that these modifications change the
exciton states, exciton-correlation dynamics, as well as the
THz-transitions.
2 Theory Constant magnetic field B and THz field
E THz can be simultaneously described through a common vector potential A = ATHz + A0 . More specifically,
the THz field is transversal and we use its Coulomb-gauge
∂
ATHz . The magnetic field is preform [14] E THz = − ∂t
sented using the symmetric gauge [15] A0 = 12 B × r
defining B = ∇ × A0 . We analyze here a situation where
B is perpendicular to the quantum well (QW) that is in the
x–y plane, i.e., B = Bez .

The THz and magnetic-field effects enter only the
kinetic-energy part of the system Hamiltonian where one
implements the minimal substitution p̂ → p̂ + |e|A for
the momentum operator p̂. The elementary charge of elec© 201 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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trons is given by −|e|. The general system Hamiltonian Ĥ
of the semiconductor system is presented, e.g., in Refs. [14,
13]. Besides ATHz and A0 effects, it includes the latticeperiodic potential (producing the band structure), coupling
to optical field, and the Coulomb- as well as the phononinteraction effects. We analyze here a strongly confined
QW where the many-body and THz excitations involve
electrons only in one conduction and one valence band.
Under suitable conditions [16,17], electrons in the conduction band and vacancies in the valence band, i.e., holes,
form Coulomb-bound pairs, called the excitons. In manybody sense, excitons are two-particle correlations [13,14]

Q,k′ ,k
cX
=
φ⋆λ (k)φν (k′ ) ∆Nλ,ν,Q
(1)
λ,ν

Eλ φλ (r) where the Hamiltonian

p2
p2
A(r e )·pe
Ĥ = 2me e + 2mhh + |e|
−
me
2

+e

A2 (r e )
2me

i

 Q,k′ ,k
∂ Q,k′ ,k 
= ǫQ,k′ ,k (B) − j k′ −k · ATHz cX
cX
∂t


′′
Q,k′ ,k′′
,k
Vk′′ −k cX
− Vk′′ −k′ cQ,k
+
X
k′′

′

′

Q,k ,k
+ SX
+ TXQ,k ,k

(2)

where ǫQ,k′ ,k (B) includes the kinetic energy of electron–
hole pairs, including the B-field effects due to the minimal
substitution discussed above. The THz coupling is defined
by the current-matrix element j k = −|e| k/µ where
−1
µ−1 = m−1
e + mh is the reduced mass and me (mh ) is
the effective electron (hole) mass [18]. The excitons follow
from the so-called main-sum terms [13] that include the
dominant Coulomb terms containing the Coulomb-matrix
Q,k′ ,k
element Vk . The single-particle source SX
and the
Q,k′ ,k
are included here
three-particle scattering terms TX
only symbolically because they are responsible for exciton formation and scattering effects, respectively. When
exciton populations are strong, the contribution of the
single-particle source to THz transitions is negligible [13].
The presented structure fully describes both THz- and
magnetic-field effects at the low-density limit.
We analyze the magnetic-field effects where all excitations exist close to the Γ point. In this situation,
the magnetic-field effects follow from the effective-mass
approximation [19]. The homogeneous part of Eq. (2)
then yields a generalized Wannier equation Ĥφλ (r) =
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e2 A2 (r h )
2mh



− V (re − r h )

(3)

defines a two-body problem that is presented here in the
real space; its Fourier transformation produces an integral equation for φλ (k). The Coulomb interaction is then
2
V (r) = 4πεe0 ǫr |r| where ǫr is the relative permittivity.
Since both electron and hole can move, Eq. (3) must be
solved as a genuine two-body problem.
We start by converting Eq. (3) to relative and COM coh
e
r +m
ordinates via r = re − rh and R = m
M r h pro M e
ducing
2

where φν (k) is the exciton wavefunction of state ν, k is the
relative-motion momentum, and Q is the center-of-mass
(COM) momentum. The exciton populations are described
by the diagonal elements ∆Nλ,λ,Q while the off-diagonal
elements describe both exciton-transition amplitudes and
correlated electron–hole plasma.
Q,k′ ,k
The quantum-kinetics of cX
is already derived in
Ref. [13] and we only analyze here how the magnetic field
modifies the THz-induced exciton transitions. More specifically, we start from the full quantum kinetics [13,14] at the
low-density limit:

+

A(r h )·ph
mh


∇2R −
Ĥ =− 2M

2 2
2µ ∇r

− V (r)

− i (ω̄ µ · [ R × ∇r ] + ω̄ M · [ r × ∇R ])
− i ω̄ e −2 ω̄ h · [ r × ∇r ]
µ 2
+ 12 µω̄ 2µ (R + r  )2 − 32 µω̄ 2µ M
r

−

mh
2

(ω̄ e · ω̄ h )(R · r )

(4)

where we defined the following effective cyclotron fre|e|B
quencies: ω̄µ ≡ |e|B
2µ , ω̄ M ≡
2M with total mass
|e|B
M = me + mh , ω̄e = |e|B
me , and ω̄ h = mh . This
form corresponds to the Hamiltonian used by SchmittRink et al. [20]. We see that the eigenvalue problem of
Hamiltonian (4) cannot be solved with a simple separation
of r and R.
To solve this problem, we apply Ĥ ′ = Û Ĥ Û † to
the Hamiltonian (4) with the generalized Göppert-Mayer
transformation [14,21] Û = exp i |e| r · A0 (R) , yielding

Ĥ ′ =

p̂2
2µ

+

+

2

P̂
2M

− V (r) + µ2 ω̄ 2µ r 2

|ω̄ e |−|ω̄ h |
L̂z
2

+ ω̄ M · (r × P̂ )

(5)

where r  is the in-plane component of r and L̂z ≡ ez ·[r×
∂
p̂] = −i ∂ϕ
is the z component of the angular momentum defined with respect to the relative motion. The transformed Hamiltonian (5) corresponds to the model used by
Nickel et al. [22] and its relative and COM coordinates are
now separable because no mixed terms, between r and R,
appear anymore.
We may now seek the solution of the exciton problem
Ĥ ′ φλ (r, R) = Eλ φλ (r, R) with an ansatz φλ (r, R) =
φλ,Q (r) eiQ·R where the plane-wave part corresponds to
the COM motion of the exciton. Analogously to the hydrogen problem [15], L̂z commutes with Ĥ ′ such that it is
beneficial to represent λ with the usual principal (n) and
magnetic quantum number (m). As the main differences to
the usual hydrogen problem, φλ,Q depends parametrically
on the COM-Q and the magnetic field lifts the degeneracy
between the different m-quantum number states.
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To understand the interplay of Coulomb and magneticfield effects on excitons, one can combine the Coulomb
and the harmonic-potential terms of Hamiltonian (5) into
an effective potential
Veﬀ (r) = −V (r) + µ2 ω̄ 2µ r 2 .

(6)

Without the magnetic field (ω̄µ → 0), Veﬀ (r) contains
only the Coulomb attraction such that the eigenstates are
the usual quantum-confined hydrogen states, cf. Ref. [14]
for explicit examples. In this situation, the ground state is
defined by the 1s (n = 1, m = 0) solution and the nearest excited states are defined by 2s (n = 2, m = 0) and
2p (n = 1, m = ±1). For a finite QW thickness, the 2s
and 2p states are nearly degenerate. At the limit of dominating B-field, potential (6) produces the solutions of the
harmonic oscillator. In the full problem, the Coulomb and
B-field effects are mixed and the COM-Q alters further the
solutions. For example, the L̂z contribution within Eq. (5)
ω̄ h |
for m = ±1,
shifts the 2p-state energy by ± |ω̄e |−|
2
which removes the degeneracy between the 2p− (m = −1)
and 2p+ (m = +1) states. The COM-Q produces an additional linear potential ω̄M ·(r ×Q) that essentially moves
the center of the harmonic potential within Veﬀ (r).
To fully include these combined effects, we solve the
eigenstates φλ,Q (k) of Eq. (5) numerically in the k space.
These can be then used to convert exciton-correlation dynamics (2) into the exciton basis:
i

:







 



2 Q 2
2M

dependence from these energies because it does not
effect the energy differences observed by the THz transitions. Especially, this procedure removes the COM-Q dependence from the 1s state as expected based on Eq. (5).
However, the 2p± states change significantly as we
compare Q = 0 ≡ Q0 (solid lines) with |Q| = 2/a0 ≡ Q2
(dashed lines) where a0 ist the Bohr radius of the exciton.
In addition, we see that there is a clear energy splitting between E2p− ,Q and E2p+ ,Q and that the splitting is asymmetric. More specifically, the 2p+ energy shifts much more
from its zero-field value than the 2p− state does. This follows from the interplay of kinetic energy and the L̂z contribution within Eq. (5): Concerning the magnetic quantum
number m, the kinetic energy contains a sign-independent
m2 part while L̂z yields a sign-dependent ±m contribution. As these two contributions are combined, one finds an
asymmetry between the +|m| and the −|m| solutions.

∂
∆Nλ,ν,Q = [Eν,Q − Eλ,Q − iγ(1 − δλ,ν )] ∆Nλ,ν,Q
∂t

+
[J λ,β,Q ∆Nβ,ν,Q
β

−J ν,β,Q ∆Nλ,β,Q ] · ATHz

(7)

where we have simplified the three-particle scattering
terms by a constant dephasing γ. The THz coupling
follows from the transition-matrix element J λ,ν,Q ≡
⋆
k φλ,Q (k) j k φν,Q (k) and the total density of exciton
correlations. We solve this numerically for a configuration
where the system contains initially only 1s excitons while
the THz field is applied to excite the system.
3 Results The derivations in Sec. 2 show that the
electron–hole relative motion is significantly modified by
the magnetic field because it generates new contributions to
the Hamiltonian (5) that may dominate the exciton eigensystem. In addition, the COM motion of excitons influences parametrically the exciton energies and states. As the
main effect, the degeneracy of 2p states is removed once
the magnetic-field strength is increased.
The influence of magnetic field and COM motion is
analyzed in Fig. 1 where we plot the computed eigenenergies for E1s,Q (black line), E2p− ,Q (thin orange line),
and E2p+ ,Q (thick orange line). The vertical arrows indicate possible THz transitions. We have removed the trivial

© 201 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 1 Shift of the 1s (black), 2p− (thin orange), and 2p+

(thick orange) eigenenergies as function of magnetic-field for
Q = 0 (Q0 , solid) and |Q| = 2/a0 (Q2 , dashed) at zero density. The incoming THz pulse (yellow) couples the 1s state to the
2p± states (gradient-colored arrows, shown here for Q0 ).

Even though excitonic resonances in optical absorption spectrum originate exclusively from excitons with a
vanishing COM momentum, this is not the case for THzinduced transitions because they involve E1s,Q to E2p± ,Q
transitions with all COM-Q [23]. The specific wavefunctions involved determine the transition-matrix element
J λ,ν,Q [13] such that it is interesting to see how they are
changed by the magnetic field and COM contributions.
The left panel of Fig. 2 compares the 1s and 2p wavefunctions for B = 0 T (shaded area), B = 3 T (Q0 , solid line)
and (Q2 , dashed line). In Fig. 2 a , we see that the 1s state
is hardly changed by the magnetic field indicating that the
Coulomb effects outweigh the magnetic-field influence.
Thus, the 1s wavefunction only slightly deviates for the
magnetic fields investigated here. For p-like states, however, a magnetic field alters the wavefunction remarkably
by concentrating it towards the origin, cf. Fig. 2 b . This
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4 Conclusion The electron–hole relative motion is
significantly modified by an external magnetic field. As a
main effect, the degeneracy of the 2p states is removed.
This allows us to trace the 1s–2p± -population transfer for
different configurations of the exciton states and eigenfunctions. The inclusion of center-of-mass momenta is of
significant importance in the context of THz-induced population transfer leading to noticeable changes of the carrier
populations. Therefore, the combination of optical pump
and THz probe in connection with a magnetic field is a
very sensitive spectroscopic tool to investigate correlated
many-body systems.
Acknowledgements This work is supported by the Deutsche
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time [ps]

Figure 2 Left panel: Change of a) the 1s and b) the 2p− wave-

function in dependence of magnetic field and COM momentum.
Vanishing B-field (shaded) is compared to B = 3 T for Q0
(solid). In frame b), the 2p− wavefunction is slightly changed by
the COM-Q (dashed). Right panel: 1s- (orange), 2p− - (black),
and higher-order (blue) carrier populations for c) B = 0 T and
d) B = 3 T. Only the lower 2p branch is taken into account here.
The THz pulse is shown as shaded area.

To determine how the magnetic-field and COM effects
influence the exciton dynamics, we analyze next how a
THz pulse excites exciton correlations that initially occupy only the 1s-exciton state. More specifically, we solve
Eq. (7) numerically when a 3.3 ps long THz pulse is set
to be resonant with the 1s-to-2p energy at 0 T. Figure 2c
shows the THz pulse (shaded area), the 1s (orange line)
as well as the 2p population (black line), and a population
sum of all remaining exciton states (blue line); these 0 T
computations are Q independent.
During the THz pulse, the 1s population decreases
rapidly while the 2p population increases and the population transfer is nearly perfect after the pulse, indicating that
the THz excitation is essentially a π pulse. In this situation,
only a very small fraction of excitons go beyond the 1s–2p
states such that we find a behavior analogous to a pure twolevel system. Besides the usual state transfer in a two-level
system [14], the populations show some wiggles due to the
breakdown of the rotating-wave approximation; similar effects have been experimentally observed in Ref. [24].
A 3 T magnetic field is switched on in the computations of Fig. 2 d where the state transfer of Q0 = 0 (solid
lines) and Q2 = 2/a0 (dashed line) excitons is followed;
the line colors and the THz pulse are otherwise the same as

www.pss-c.com

in Fig. 2 c . We see that the magnetic field changes the state
transfer dramatically; this decrease is particularly large
for the moving Q2 excitons. This reduction is mainly explained by the magnetic-field induced 1s–2p− detuning
that is 0.55 meV for Q0 and 1.96 meV for Q2 . Due to the
large detuning, the upper branch, 2p+ , is virtually not occupied (not shown).
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This paper discusses recent studies involving time-resolved
optical and terahertz (THz) fields in the linear and nonlinear regime. An overview of the microscopic modeling scheme
is presented and applied to analyze a variety of experi-

mental results. The examples include coherent excitons in
weak and strong THz fields, Rabi splitting and ionization of
intra-excitonic transitions, THz studies in semiconductor microcavities, and the THz manipulation of excitonic transitions.
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Optical spectroscopy is an indispensable tool for the analysis and control of many-body
excitations in semiconductor heterostructures. Recently, the
traditional interband studies have been supplemented and
expanded due to the development of coherent terahertz (THz)
sources. While typical band-gap energies are in the range
of electron volts (eV), THz energies are in the range of
milli-electron volts (meV). Since the internal energy structure of correlated semiconductor many-body states is in this
meV range, THz spectroscopy is the ideal tool to probe
these systems [1] and to induce controlled transitions [2]
between the different states. Furthermore, the THz energy is
far off-resonant with respect to the interband transitions in
typical GaAs-like semiconductors such that the light–matter
coupling in this spectral regime is governed by two- and
more-particle correlation contributions. Hence, the combination of pulsed optical and THz fields allows not only for
the creation of many-body excitations but also for the characterization of their dynamic evolution and the controlled
manipulation of the involved quantum states.
If a resonant optical field, i.e., a field whose frequency
is energetically close to the fundamental absorption edge,
is used to excite a high-quality semiconductor, the ultrafast
response is dominated by the induced excitonic polarization. Due to the light–matter coupling and the many-body
interactions, the coherent polarization decays radiatively and
is converted into incoherent quasi-particle excitations [3].
Depending on the excitation intensity, the resulting electron–
hole populations exist in a variety of configurations such as
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Coulomb-bound pairs, i.e., as excitons, as plasma, or as a
mixture of both.
Once the optical excitation is tuned energetically well
above the band gap, the induced polarization decays rapidly
into an incoherent electron–hole plasma [4]. The initially
“hot” plasma loses some of its kinetic energy due to
subsequent Coulomb and phonon interactions and cools
towards the lattice temperature. In this process, some
fraction of the excited carriers may bind into exciton
populations [5]. To microscopically model the complex processes of nonequilibrium plasma relaxation and possible
exciton formation [6], the Coulombic interaction between
the charge carriers as well as the carrier–phonon scattering have to be included. The typical time scales for
these processes range from a few femtoseconds for the
carrier–carrier scattering [7] to nanoseconds for the interaction with acoustic phonons [8, 9]. The typical times
for the carrier–LO-phonon scattering lie somewhere in
between [10–12]. Due to the combination of all these effects,
the quantitative prediction of the many-body state during and after this kinetic evolution is a highly non-trivial
challenge.

2 Examples for weak optical and strong THz
excitation spectroscopy As first example, we discuss a
situation where a weak optical pulse predominantly generates
an excitonic polarization and a strong THz pulse is applied
to induce transitions among the excitonic states.
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Figure 2 Computed THz-induced effects. The black solid line
shows the full calculation of the transmission, plotted as 1 − T .
The shaded area shows the spectrum without THz. The upper arrow
indicates the initiation of splitting of the 1s-exciton peak and the
two lower arrows highlight the pronounced wings arising due to
ionization effects. According to Ref. [17].

Figure 1 Two-level model for coherent coupling vs. full calculation including continuum of ionized states. (a) Time traces and
Fourier transform of a THz pulse and bandwidth profile (inset). (b)
Closed two-level system showing Rabi splitting (right). (c) Open
system including effects beyond the Rabi-flopping scenario.

2.1 Coherent excitons in terahertz fields For a
simple two-level system, it is well-known that sufficiently
strong resonant excitation leads to the Rabi splitting of
the levels [13, 14]. Even though excitons in semiconductors are far more complicated systems, one can also induce
Rabi-splitting effects. For this purpose, one has to drive the
optically pre-excited system with a THz pulse that is close
to resonant with the intra-excitonic 1s–2p transition energy.
For strong THz fields, one can expect highly nonlinear
phenomena due to the coherent coupling of the 1s polarization to the continuum of ionized exciton states. Figure 1
illustrates an experimental configuration to investigate such
a situation. A weak optical and an intense THz pulse are
incident perpendicularly to a quantum-well structure. An
example of the time traces and Fourier transform of the THz
pulse are displayed in Fig. 1(a). The large bandwidth ensures
sufficient overlap with the 1s–2p-transition energy—here at
1.6 THz—indicated by the solid white line.
Ignoring the many-body interaction and strong-field
effects, one might assume that the intra-excitonic 1s–2p
transition forms a closed system that can be treated independently of all the higher states as illustrated by the yellow
box in Fig. 1(b). Resonant excitation with sufficiently strong
THz fields should then lead to a clear Rabi splitting of the
1s-exciton resonance, as shown schematically on the righthand side of Fig. 1(b). Experimental observations of the Rabi
splitting are reported in Ref. [15] for strong narrow-band
THz pulses. Detuning the THz frequency and the resonance
www.pss-b.com

frequency leads to the well-known anticrossing behavior
of dressed states depending on the THz energy and intensity [15, 16]. Even though one can fit some features of such
measurements to the results of a closed two-level model, one
also observes significant deviations. Our fully microscopic
treatment [17] attributes these effects to the breakdown of the
rotating-wave approximation, the dynamical Franz–Keldysh
effect, and exciton field ionization [18, 19].
As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the application of strong, short,
pulses drives the system well beyond the Rabi-flopping scenario into the highly nonlinear regime, either directly (not
shown here) or in a multi-step process. The effects are analyzed by applying a systematic microscopic many-body theory that self-consistently includes optical and THz fields as
well as the microscopic quasi-particle interactions [18–21].
In Ref. [17], intense, single-cycle THz pulses have been
used to resonantly drive the intra-excitonic 1s–2p transition.
For sufficiently low THz fields, one observes a bleaching
of the 1s-exciton peak which evolves more and more into
a significant splitting as the THz intensity is increased. By
tracking the evolution from the weakly-coupled perturbative regime to extreme nonlinear THz optics, also ionization
effects are revealed, see Fig. 2.
2.2 THz studies of optically resonant semiconductor microcavities Normal-mode coupling (NMC)
occurs in a cavity with a resonance close to the excitonic
1s-absorption peak of the quantum wells. This leads to a splitting of the excitonic peak into two new resonances [22, 23],
the so-called exciton-polariton modes. Theoretical investigations of the THz properties of such systems predict that
a suitably tuned THz field can induce transitions between
each of the polaritonic normal-mode peaks and the exciton 2p-state which is not directly coupled to the intracavity
light field. This way, THz fields can be used for the coherent
manipulation of the exciton-polariton states. Thus, the system described here shows a so-called Λ-configuration [24],
or even more precisely, it is characterized as an open Λsystem due to the coupling to energetically higher excitonic
and continuum states.
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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2p

HEP

THz

1s
LEP

Figure 3 Schematic representation of 1s-exciton peak which splits
into lower exciton-polariton (LEP) and higher exciton-polariton
(HEP) mode. The THz pulse (left arrow) induces transitions
between HEP (LEP) and the 2p level, shown by the thin arrows.
According to Ref. [24].

In many aspects, this Λ-configuration is unique and
different from the usual atomic Λ-systems where all levels are matter states. In semiconductor microcavities, all
states of the ground state of the Λ system are induced by
the optical excitation. In addition, only the 2p-state is a
pure matter state while the two polariton states are mixed
light–matter resonances which cannot be directly coupled
by THz excitation since they result from the same excitonic
state. Besides fundamental investigations of the coupling
scenario under pulsed THz irradiation of different intensity
and duration, there are considerable Λ-system applications such as THz-Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage
(STIRAP) [25] and other coherent control techniques in
semiconductor microcavities.
In the context of modeling Λ systems like discussed
above, the many-body theory for the material excitations is
extended by a self-consistent treatment of optical and THz
fields. This theoretical description explains the generation of
polarization by the optical field and finally the splitting into
lower (LEP) and higher (HEP) exciton-polariton states when
the system is coupled to a cavity. As the THz-transition matrix
element shows p-like symmetry while the optical polarizations are s-like, i.e., spherically symmetric, the THz field
enables the coupling of the polarization to the optically dark
states, namely the 2p state. On the other hand, no coupling
is observed between the LEP and HEP state confirming the
realization of a Λ system. Figure 3 schematically depicts
the three-level Λ-system configuration. The 1s-level splits
into the lower exciton-polariton (LEP) and higher excitonpolariton (HEP) mode and is just indicated as a dashed level.
The THz pulse, illustrated by the arrow on the left, induces
transitions between the HEP (LEP) and the 2p level, but not
between HEP and LEP.
For the detailed theory–experiment comparisons, it is
necessary to carefully match the experimental configuration
of the THz pulses and the microcavities used since these are
highly-sensitive, nonlinear systems where small deviations
in the actual system can lead to large differences in the spectroscopic results. As another interesting field of research,
one can explore the influence of strong THz pulses which
will be able to induce multiple THz-photon transitions. This
© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

introduces an efficient coupling also to energetically higher
excitonic states. The theoretical modeling of a new class
of microcavity systems where the normal-mode splitting
exceeds the 1s–2p transition energy thus leads to specific systems which have recently been realized experimentally [26].
Based on the observations made so far, the simultaneous optical and THz excitation leads to state-coupling effects that
are significantly different from pure matter systems such as
atomic two-level systems.
2.3 THz manipulation of the secondary emission and the influence of magnetic fields Besides the
effects of a semiconductor sample placed in a microcavity,
one may also study the THz modifications of the optically
induced secondary emission [27] from semiconductor quantum wells. To distinguish it from ’primary emission’, i.e.,
the reflected and transmitted beams, the term ’secondary
emission’ comprises not only the incoherent photoluminescence (PL) but also the coherent emission after optical
excitation into a direction deviating from that of the primary
emission.
Since excitonic features significantly influence the semiconductor PL [5, 28, 29], strong THz fields can be used to
modify the optical luminescence in semiconductors by transferring excitons into higher energy states and storing them
there for an extended time [30]. If the THz excitation energy
is chosen to be resonant with the 1s–2p-exciton transition, the
1s population is transferred into the optically dark 2p state,
which partially depletes the 1s state resulting in a reduction
of the respective PL intensity.
As already discussed in the context of the excitonic Rabisplitting scenario, it is clear that the use of strong THz couples
not only the two lowest energy levels but involves also the
higher excitonic states. As a very intriguing extension of the
THz-induced reduction of the optical PL from the 1s-exciton
state, one may investigate the situation of short or even vanishing temporal delay between the optical and the THz pulses.
This situation is still unexplored and it will be interesting to
study how THz-induced changes to excitonic polarization,
i.e., coherences, influence the secondary emission and the
related many-body and quantum-optical effects [31].
Another interesting field of research involves the investigation of THz-induced effects in the presence of a magnetic
field [32]. In this connection, the magnetic field changes the
exciton states as well as the many-body interactions and the
THz field can be applied both to probe the system and to
induce further changes. Especially, the magnetic field can be
used to shift the different excitonic resonances and lift the
degeneracy caused by p-like states. For the treatment of this
problem, it is necessary to solve the generalized excitonic
Wannier equation, i.e., the non-Hermitian excitonic eigenvalue problem [4], in the presence of a magnetic field, using
the resulting eigenfunctions as basis [33].
This work and concrete measurements shed new light on
the level shift and manipulation of the excitonic wavefunctions and signatures in magnetic environments.
www.pss-b.com
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3 Theoretical techniques The basis of the microscopic theory is the semiconductor many-body Hamiltonian
Ĥ. Besides noninteracting electron and hole contributions, Ĥ
includes the Coulomb interaction among the charge carriers,
the carrier–phonon interaction as well as the light–matter
coupling [4]. Starting from the Heisenberg equations of
motion for the relevant operator combinations, we systematically truncate the infinite correlation hierarchy using the
cluster-expansion approach as described in Ref. [4]. This
way, we obtain semiconductor-Bloch-type equations including the THz contributions,
i
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|e| 2
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2μ THz
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l
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Vl−k′ cXq,l,k

l

(1)

Here, Pk is the optical polarization for the momentum k and
ǫk is the renormalized kinetic electron–hole pair energy. The
THz vector potential ATHz couples to the current-matrix element j k = −|e| k/μ, where μ is the reduced mass of an
electron–hole pair, and causes ponderomotive contributions,
scaling with the electron charge e and the reduced effective
mass μ [21, 34]. The population of electrons (holes) in the
conduction (valence) band is given by fke(h) , while Ωk denotes
the optical Rabi frequency. Phonon and dephasing contributions between valence band (v) and conduction band (c) are
addressed by Γ phon and Γ Coul , respectively.
To study the optical and THz response in complicated
optical systems like microcavities, it is important to dynamically take into account the transmission, reflection, and
absorption of the different sample layers. Therefore, we
solve Eqs. (1) self-consistently together with Maxwell’s wave
equation [35] describing the light propagation in the particular sample [36]. This includes backcoupling of the excited
quantum wells on the electromagnetic fields. In this process, the matrix elements of the light–matter coupling at
each position in the sample have to be taken into account.
The secondary emission is solved from the semiconductor
luminescence equations [37] and its extensions [31]. The
THz fields generate polarizations in the sense of off-diagonal
exciton correlations nλ,ν through dipole coupling [4]. It is
interesting to mention that the direct 1s-to-2s transition is
dipole-forbidden whereas THz can induce dipole-allowed
transitions between the 1s and 2p state. Furthermore, the
three-particle scattering represented by the triplet contribu′
tion TXq,k ,k breaks this symmetry producing scattering to the
2s state [30]. Since a simple dephasing model is not sufficient
to treat the symmetry breaking, a more complex diffusive
ansatz is needed [4].
The different features, like intra-excitonic carrier transfer and relaxation phenomena, can only be explained by
www.pss-b.com

fully microscopically examining the THz-field effects on
the photogenerated electron–hole pairs. Once excitons are
′
present, one has to include two-particle correlations cXq,k ,k ≡
†
†
âc,k âv,k−q âv,k′ âc,k′ +q  between Fermionic creation (annihi†
†
lation) âλ,k
(âλ,k
) operators for carriers in band λ = {c, v},
respectively [4]. Here, k denotes the wavevector of each
particle. The complete many-body dynamics of excitons is
accessible via

q,k′ ,k
X

+S

+T

q,k′ ,k
X

,

(2)

where the renormalized energy of an electron–hole pair is
denoted by ǫq,k′ ,k and Vk is the Coulomb-matrix element. The
′
single-particle source is given by SXq,k ,k and the three-particle
′
scattering is introduced via TXq,k ,k , ATHz is the vector potential
of the THz pulse, and j k is the current-matrix element. For
explicit forms of SX and TX , consult Eq. (223) and App. D
of Ref. [4]. It can be seen that the THz-current matrix element shows a p-like symmetry as mentioned earlier. Caused
by the selection rules, there are dipole-allowed and dipoleforbidden transitions for THz radiation. The three-particle
scattering needs a special treatment to consistently describe
all the scattering processes [3].
4 Summary The substantial progress in research on
THz physics opens a wide field of application possibilities. The fact that THz radiation is in the spectral range
of intra-excitonic transitions leads to a variety of fascinating experiments and theoretical investigations. Owing to the
development of Rabi splitting and the resonant excitation of
the exciton-polariton polarization, completely new configurations become feasible. The appliance of external magnetic
fields allows one to manipulate the excitonic configuration of
the system opening a new interesting field of research. This
provides the opportunity to design entirely novel concepts
for THz applications.
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